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& Howell Towboats Sold.
W.

Charles

Morse of

New

York

has

bought the lioss A Howell towboats, which
gives him a practical monopoly of the towing business in Maine east of Portland, as
well as of freight and passenger steamers.
The fleet consists of the tugs Bismaick,
Ralph lioss, Delta and Walter Ross, the
two first large and powerful boats. The

price paid is understood to have been about
The boats will pass under Mr.
$40,Cd
Mors* 's control in February. Capt. Walter
to act as manager of the Penobscot
river business under the new control. In
connection with this transfer the Bangor
Daily News gave the following towboat
Ross

history
first tugs

the Penobscot river
were idewheelers, but the first of any considerable power was the Tarratine, which
came on in 1844 and which had a monopoly
of tin business until 1850, when the May
The

Queen

was

on

brought

on

by Capt.

Jerry

Freni li of Prospect. The May Queen was
run a year or two by Capt. French, who
then .-old her to the ship chandlery firm of
Pendleton & Ross, who placed her in command if Capt. George W. Snow. In 1854 a
Buckiport syndicate had the famous tag
Nautilus built by Neafie A Levy, at Philadelphia, and at the same time Capt. Hugh
Ross had the Terror built in the same
yards, their engines being exact duplicates.
Capt. Mark Ginn commanded the Nautilus
and Capt. George W. Snow was promoted
from the May Queen to the Terror.
After a year or two of sharp competition,
the Bi cksport syndicate sold out to Ross,
who then had a monopoly of the business,
with three boats.
The Nautilus was sunk
off Weilfleet, Cape Cod, on her way to New
she
had
been sold.
where
The TerYork,
ror is -aid to be still afloat on the Hudson
river. In 1867 the Walter Ross was built for
Capt. Koss by Neafie & Levy; in 1870 the
same concern built the Ralph Ross, in 1871
the big tug Charles B. Sanford, and in 1873
the lb well. The Nautilus and Terror were
sold at about the time the first of these new
boats came on. The Bismarck was built in
1890 by Neafie A Levy.
1 lie Charles 11. Sanford was sold in 1881
to the Luckenbachs of New York, and is
still towing on the Sound; the Howell was
sold ir 1893'to Portsmouth, N. H., parties,
and i now towing there. The Delta was
purchased by Ross A Howell at about the
time ;be Howell was sold.
The Ralph
Ross cost $26,000, the Bismarck $30,000 at 1 the Charles B. Sanford $35,000.
Fin many years Capt. Hugh Ross was
alone in the business, and then for some
years he was associated with Gilbert Howell
unde' the firm name of Ross & Howell.
Both apt. Hugh Ross and Mr. Howell are
now lead, and for some years past the business nas been conducted by Capt. Walter
Ross
It was not until 1895 that the Ross
tugs ad any opposition worth mentioning.
In th; t y ear the Knickerbocker Steam Towi.’s boats began to do business here,
age
and ave continued more or less actively
ever

-1 nee.

Secret Societies.
Thn election of officers of Aurora Rebekah
Lodge, 1. 0. O. F., was postponed to the first
regular meeting in January on account of
the December meeting falling on Christmas
eve.

Monroe Lodge, and Loyal Rebekah Lodge,
I. 0. 0. F., of Monroe will hold a joint
public installation Jan. 3d. The subordinate odge will be installed by A. K. Braley
of Belfast, D. D. G. M., and the Rebekahs
uy M s. Belle J. Palmer of Monroe, I). I)
P.
Wa do Lodge of Odd Fellows elected the
following officers at the regular meeting
Dec. ‘.7th :'js. G., E. S. Pitcher; V. G., Chas.
R. Harrison; R. S., John S. Davidson; F.
S. Chas. H. Sargent; Treas., R. H. Howes;
Trustee for 3 years L. T. Shales; Agent
of hall, C. H. Sargent. The installation
will be Jan. 10th, public by invitation.
Ta. ratine Tribe, I. 0. R. M., elected the
officers Monday evening: Sachem,
C. B. I’atterson; Senior Sagamore, Leo M.

following
Sargent;

junior

Sagamore, Chas. E. SherProphet, Fred S. Jackson; Chief of
Records, M. C. Hill; Keeper of Wampum,
F. H. Welch; Trustee for 3 years, F. S.
Jackson; Representatives to Great Council,
F. S. Jackson, M. W. Welch;
Alternates,
Chas. 0. Coombs, B. H. Conant.
man ;

Belfast Lodge, N. E. O. P., has elected
the following officers: Warden, B. B. Greenlaw ; Vice Warden, Mrs. Geneva Mudgett;

Secretary,

John

S. Davidson; Financial
Sanborn; Treasurer, Geo.
E. Johnson; Chaplain, Mrs. Minnie E.
Jones; Guide,
Mrs. Maria A. Wight;
Guardian, A. E. Jefferds; Sentinel, Jeffer-

Secretary, E. M

son

F. Wilson ; Trustee, Wm. 0. Folsom.

Silver Cross Lodge, K. of P., elected the
officers Dec. 25th: C. C., Andrew
V. K., Chas. H. Crosby; Prelate,
Henry D. Clough; M. of W„ Fred J.
Stephenson ; K. of R. and S., N. J. Pottle;
SI. of F., J. A. Montefiore; M. of E., Fred
D. Jones; M. at A„ C. K.
Patterson; I. G.,
W. 11. Kray; 0. G., Wallace
Sprague; Trustee, R. F. Dunton; Representative, F. D.

following
S. Fahy;

Jones; Alternate,

M. W. Welch.

Enterprise Lodge, A. 0. U. W., elected
the following officers Dec. 26th: M. W.,
Chas. 0. Dickey; F., Willis E. Wight; O.
John G. Aborn; Recorder, M. C.
Hill;
Financier, Chas. H. Sargent; Receiver,
F. R. Wiggin; Guide, F. 0. Roberts; I.
W.,
Joseph A. Montefiore; O. W., Henry D.
Clough; Representative, M. C. Hill; Alternate, Freeman M. Wood; Trustee for 3
years, Henry L. Lord. The installation
will be private, Jan. 23d, followed
by a supper to which ladies will be invited.
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OBITUARY.

Mrs. Eliza R. Emery died at her home at
The annual meeting of the First Univerthe corner of Church and Grove streets
salist Parish will be held Tuesday evening,
early Sunday morning, after a long illness.
Jan. 7th, at 7 o’clock.
She was born in Searsport, April 12, 1839, a
Rev. Harry Lutz will begin his labors as
daughter of William and Jane Ritchie.
of
the
church
Unitarian
next
Sunpastor
When a child she came to Belfast, and
day. Preaching at 10.45 a. m.
made her home with her unole and aunt,
The annual election of officers of the Mr. and Mrs. William H. Burrill, until her
Methodist Sunday school will be held in
marriage to Capt. Robert T. Emery in 1899:
the vestry this, Thursday, evening, after the She went to sea with her husband five
years
close of the class meeting.
in ship Chandos, and then returned to their
Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at the Meth- home in Belfast. Capt. Emery died Oct.
odist church next Sunday forenoon on “The 25, 1899, leaving one son by a former mar*
Seriousness of Life,” and in the evening riage, Ralph Emery of Detroit, Mich., who
will give a discourse for the young people. was to her all that a dutiful son could be
The chorus rehearsal will be with Mrs. X. and to whom she filled the place tff a faithG. Pettingill on Elm street tomorrow, Fri- ful and loving parent.
She leaves two
day, evening.
brothers, Andrew C. and John M. Ritchie,
The services at the Universalist church who live in California, and one sister, Mrs.
next Sunday will be as follows; At 10.45 a. A. Cutter Sibley, who is in Boston, but was
m., regular service, preaching by the pastor; prevented by ill health from being with the
subject, “A Pastoral Talk”; at 12 m., Sun- sister in her last hours. Mrs. Emery had a
day school; at 6.15 p. m., young peoples most lovable disposition. She was generous
meeting. A cordial invitation is extended and unselfish, ever thoughtful of others,
thinking last of herself—a true and sincere
to all.
to whom one could go in time of
At a meeting of the executive committee friend,
trouble and feel assured of sympathy and
of the Maine State Sunday School Associahelp. She was devoted to her church, the
tion, held in Portland Dec. 30, Rev. Edward
and as long as her health perA. Mason of Dexter was chosen field Unitarian,
mitted was a constant attendant not only at
worker to succeed I. N. Halliday.
Mr.
the services, but at all the social functions.
Mason will at once enter upon the duties of
She was a member of the Channing League,
his office and until further notice may be
a church society in which she took a great
addressed at Dexter.
interest and in which she was an ardent
The Baptist Sunday school held its annual
worker. Her sickness was a long and diselection of officers last Sunday. The Supertressing one, accompanied by great sufferintendent and Assistant were chosen by the
ing, but she bore it all uncomplainingly,
church, as reported previously. The other and on all occasions
appeared cheerful and
officers are as follows: Secretary, Miss
that she might not distress others,
happy,
Fannie L. Robertson; Assistant, Herbert
although she fully realized her condition,
Brier; Treasurer, Harry-Stimpson; Li- and knew better than
any one else what the
brarian, Fred S. Pendleton; Pianist, Miss termination would
be. Through it all she
Edith L. Burgess.
kept up her interest in affairs and enjoyed
The North Church Sunday school has the
society of her friends, whom she always
elected the following officers for 1902: Supt.,
met with a cheerful smile and a pleasant
H. M. Prentiss; Asst. Supt., C. M. Craig;
word. In the death of Mrs. Emery her
Secretary and Treasurer, Miss Maude Rus- church, her intimate friends and the entire
sell; Librarian, Miss Louise H. Ferguson;
community have met with a great loss.
Chorister, B. L. Davis; Organists, Miss The fnneral took
place at her late residence,
Amy Stoddard, John Clement: Executive No. 2 Grove street,
Tuesday afternoon,
Committee, H. M. Prentiss, Rev. G. S. Dec.
31st, Rev. H. H. Woude of Castine ofMills, Miss L. H. Ferguson, Mrs. Edward ficiating. The bearers were
Joseph WilSibley, Dr. A. O. Stoddard; Library Com- liamson, Jr., of Augusta, Albert C. Burgess,
Miss
H.
L.
mittee,
Ferguson, Rev. G. S. Fred T. Chase and Geo. A.
Quimby of BelMills, Miss Caroline W. Field; Committee fast.
on Supplies, H. M. Prentiss, Mrs. C.
M.
Craig, Miss Margaret Hazeltine.
We have just received for publication the
The regular covenant meeting of the Bapfollowing obituary of Mrs. Evelyn Knowltist church will be held this, Thursday, ton, who died in Montville Oct.
21, 1901:
evening. The subject will be appropriate Again the silent messenger has entered a
to the beginning of the new year. It is de- family circle and taken a loved one. A fond
sired that all members attend if possible. mother has answered his summons and
The subject of the Sunday morning sermon gone to that land from which no traveller
by the pastor, Rev. E. S. Philbrook, will he returns.
The deceased was born in St.
“The Great Modern Enterprise.” Sunday Stephens, New Brunswick,
Sept. 22, 1822,
school at 12 m.
The Lord’s supper will be the daughter of Columbus and Maria Baobserved at 3 p. m. ; young men’s meeting con.
In 1843 she married Hon. John C.
at 3.30.
The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Knowlton, and moved to
Liberty village,
Home and Foreign Missionary Circle will where she spent the greater
part of her
he held at 0.30 p. m., and the Christian En- life, and where six children were born to
deavor meeting at the same hour. The subthem, five of whom survive her: Mrs.
ject of the pastor’s sermon at 7.30 will be Georgia Young, who lives a few miles from
“Strong Reason.”
the village in the adjoining town of MontThe annual meeting and roll-call of the ville, who lovingly and tenderly cared for
North Church will occur this, Thuisday, her in her declining years, and at whose
evening at 7.30. Brief addresses will be home she died Oct. 21,1901, at the age of 79
given upon the following topics: The Con- years and 1 month; Dallas Knowlton of
gregational Policy; The Congregational Doc- Washington, D. C.; Alberta Knowlton of
trine; The Type of Character of the Con- Hutchinson, Minn.; Willis J. Knowlton of
gregational Christian; The Special Mission Liberty, and K. J. Knowlton of Waterville.
of the Congregational Church, it is ex- Also one sister survives her, Mrs. Joseph
pected that all members will be preseut or Ross of Princeton, Minn. Mr. Knowlton
send a message. Supper will be served in will be remembered by the older residents
the lower vestry at 6 o’clock. All members as an energetic business man and an active
of the Parish are invited.
He served several successive
Tiie Sunday politician.
services will be as follows: Subject of the terms in both branches of the Maine Legispastor’s New Year’s Sermon at 10.45 a. m., lature. Later he held many positions of
“As They Went; Sunday school at 12 m. trust in several of the departments of the
The Christian Endeavor Society will have a National Government. Mrs. Knowlton was
“Former Members Meeting” at 6.15 p. m. widely known as a capable business woman,
All who have ever been members of the So- having conducted a millinery business in
ciety are cordially invited. Letters from Liberty village for several years. She was
those out of town will be read. This will of kind disposition, very reserved in her
also be the bi-monthly business meeting, manner, and highly respected by all who
with the usual reports from committees knew her. The funeral took place at the
Address by the pastor at 7.15 p. m.; subject, Baptist church in Liberty Village, at which
Rev. E. Judson Hatch spoke very touching“Wanted—A King.”
from a part of Isa. 38:12. “I have rolled
Union services for conference and prayer ly
will be held four evenings of next week be- up like a weaver my life,” comparing the
of character to the weaving of a
ginning January 6th. Monday at the Meth- building
web. Appropriate music was furnished by
odist church; Tuesday at the Cong’I; Wedthe Liberty choir. The interment was in
nesday at the Universalist; Thursday at
the family lot in the village cemetery. Our
the Baptist. The hour is 7.30. These meethearts go out in sympathy to the sorrowing
ings are for all the people, and everybody
relatives and friends, for we can realize
will be very welcome. The topics are those
how keenly this sad blow falls upon
suggested by the Evangelical Alliance:
them.
Not until we have been in the
for
a
Monday. Prayer
deeper realization
that God is, and that He is a rewarder of presence of death can we realize the sadness
them that seek after Him; for a clearer rec- and the vacancy caused by the departure
ognition of His holiness and power; for a of a loved one. May they not mourn her as
stronger, more purifying faith that He shall
judge the world with rightousness and the lost, but look forward to the time when
peoples with His truth; for a far more grate- they shall meet her on the other shore
ful apprehension of His love in the re- where
parting is unknown.
demption of the world by our Lord Jesus
dear mother, sweet thy rest,
Christ, and for the full indwelling of the “Farewell,with
Weary
years and worn with pain;
Holy Spirit.
till
in some happy place
Farewell,
Tuesday. Prayer for our nation, that God
We shall behold thy face again.
will continue His favor, forgiving our manifold sins and help us henceforth to do justly, ‘Tis ours to miss thee, all our years,
And tender memories of thee keep,
and to love mercy, and to walk humbly before Him; that He will guard and guide our Thine in the Lord to rest, for so
‘He giveth his beloved sleep.’
rulers, and establish all our people in the
ways of law and order and righteous freedom ; that He will make us faithful to our
Mrs. Dorcas Ann McKeen died at her
great opportunities for serving His cause;
that He will revive His saving work in our home, at the corner of Miller and Cross
cities, and pour out His life-giving blessing streets, December 28th, at the
age of 68
on our towns and through all our
borders;
that so our nation may wholly awake and years and 3 days. She was bom in Northturn to God.
port, a daughter of Jacob Y. Cottrell. She
Wednesday. Prayes for our churches, their began teaching a private school in NorthSunday-schools and young people’s societies
their Christian Associations and Brother- port when quite young, and followed the
hoods, and all their other agencies, that occupation of teaching until her marriage
they may be inspired and purified to do to John A. McKeen of Belfast. After his
God’s perfect will, keeping the unity of the
death she resumed teaching and was for
Spirit in the bond of peace; that they may
be reawakened to the fact that their supreme many years connected with the schools of
misson is to save the lost; that they may, this city. As a teacher she was
thorough
through the abiding of all their members in and conscientious, and was liked
by both
Christ, receive the power of the Holy Spirit
for love and service; so that, throughout our parents and pupils. Her many good qualiland, there may be a great revival of true ties of mind and heart won for her a large
religion in both faith and life.
circle of friends. Of her father’s family
Thursday. Prayer for Christian Missions,
bothHome and Foreign,that,being filled with but one remains, Sylvanus G. Cottrell. The
the Holy Spirit and sustained by the prayers others were Jacob Y., George W., Franklin
and gifts of every friend of Christ, they may
A., Thomas and William W. Cottrell, all of
be the means of a speedy fulfilment of our
Saviour’s command, Go ye into all the world, whom lived in Belfast and worked in the
and preach the Gospel to the whole creation; shipyards, and Mrs. Wm. H. FrohoeR. Her
that the complete evangelization of our own
only son,J. Austin McKeen, attended her in
country may be hastened; that we may her last
illness, giving his entire time to her
rightly remember our missionary obligations
to our newly acquired possessions; that the for several months, and ministering lovinglives of all missionaries may be very pre- ly to her
every want. The funerel was held
cious in God’s sight, and that all missionary
efforts may be abundantly successful, both Tuesday afternoon at her late home, Rev.
A. A. Smith officiating. The bearers were
at home and abroan.
N. E. Keene, E. H. Coaant, W. A. Kimball
and D. T. GnptUl.
President Fellows, 0. of X.

George Emory Fellows, PhD., of the University of Chicago, who has been elected
president of the University of Maine at
Orono, to snooeed Dr. A. W. Harris, is a
graduate of Lawrence University at Appleton, Wis. He afterwards studied in France,
Germany and Switserland, and received Us
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He'wag

buried Dec. 20th, and impressive
services were held by the Odd Fellows.
Albion H. Clement died Dec. 2fith at his
home in Waterville of pneumonia, after an
illness of only a week. Mr. Clement was
born in Montville in 1837 and resided the
greater part of his life in Waldo county.
Asa workman he had fhw superiors, and
he carried on an extensive blacksmith and

repairing business

on

Front street, Water-

vine.
He was a member of the M. E.
church there and was a faithful Christian
and a kind husband and father. He served
in the First Maine Cavalry during the Civil
war and was a prominent member of the
Grand Army of the Republic.
For years
he had been very much interested in the
and
temperance cause,
he was an honest,
upright man, respected by all who knew
him. He leaves a wife and four sons, Abner B-, Dana H. and Albert of Waterville
and Charles W. of Waterboro, Maine, to
mourn their loss.

~1902.

WEDDING
Little fibld-C laments. A quiet wedding occurred at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
T. D. Clements of
Sunny Corner, Monroe
Monday, Deo. 16th, at 2.30 p. m., when their
daughter, Mamie J., was united in marriage
to Mr. Le Boy Littlefield of
Searsport in
the presence of relatives and
friends. The
rooms were
prettily decorated with palms
and evergreens, and the bridal
couple stood
under a festoon of evergreens and
flowers
with
caught up
white ribbon while the cerewas
mony
performed by F. L. Palmer, Esq.
in a very impressive manner. The
ring service was used. The bride’s
gown was a
handsome cadet blue trimmed with
panne
velvet with white silk bodice. The
bride
carried white chrysanthemums
tied with
white satin ribbon. The bride is
the only

David Decrow died at his home on Atlantic avenue, Camden, Dec. 23d, after a brief daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clements, and a
illness at the advanced age of 83 years. The
very popular young lady. She is the Lecturdeceased was a man who by his good qualier of Northern Light
ties and ever
Grange. The groom is
pleasant manner made and
kept a host of friends, who learned with sor- one of the rising young men of his town and
row of his death.
He was a member of is located at
Searsport as overseer of the
and Keystone Royal Arch
Amity Lodge
Chapter, F. and A. M. One daughter, Mrs. large stock farm of Capt. Geo. Carver. ImHelen Derry, at whose home he died, and mediately after the
ceremony a reception
one son, George Decrow of Camden, sur- was held and
a delightful collation
served.
vive him.
The wedding gifts were numerous and
eleAfter
gant.
an
abundance of good wishes
News of the Granges.
had been showered upon the
happy couple
Comet Grange, Swanville, has elected the they departed for Bangor to attend the
old board of officers for the ensuing year, Maine State Grange.
They will be at home
with a few exceptions.
after January first at
Searsport. A original
The officers of
Equity and Seaside poem composed by Mrs. C. W. Nealey of
Granges will be installed at their re- White^ Corner, Winterport, was read by her
at the reception.—A Friend.
spective halls next Saturday evening.
Belgrade Grange cleared about 8500 from
Holmes-Knowlton. Levi D. Holmes
its recent fair, which will go toward the exof Swanville and Miss Sadie J. Knowlton
of
and
pense
enlarging
improving the hall. of Morrill were united in
marriage at the
In the grange communities the grog-shop home of
the bride Tuesday afternoon, Dec.
has become obsolete, but in most of the
Maine cities school children come in con- 24th, at 2.30 o’clock. Rev. H. I. Holt of
tact with the open liquor saloons.
The Morrill officiated and used the ring service.
State grange adopted a resolution without Many relatives and friends were
present.
a dissenting vote that the prohibition law
The presents were beautiful and useful,
should be strictly enforced in every town,
city and plantation in the State.—Solon consisting of silver-ware, towels, tableChase.
cloths, etc. The happy couple will reside in
Honesty Grange, No. 83, of Morrill has Morrill for the present, and later will move
elected the following officers for the coming to Swanville.
year: F. A. Grey, Master; H. A. Rogers,
Hardy-Young. The residence of Mr.
Overseer; Bertha Hatch, Lecturer; John
and Mrs Oscar Young on the shore of
Berry, Steward; Ernest E. Bowen, Asst. beautiful Megunticook
Lake was the scene
Steward; Altha Berry, Chaplain; A. M. of a very pretty wedding on Christmas day.
The
contracting
Gracie
E.
Daggett, Treasurer;
parties were Mr. Fred Earl
Bowen, SecHardy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hardy,
retary; John Colson, Gate Keeper; Sarah and
Carrie Etta Young, only child of Mr.
Rogers, Flora; Lizzie Collins, Pomona; and Mrs. Oscar Young, all
of Lincolnville.
Mabel Hatch, Ceres; Carrie Daggett, L. A. The marriage was duly solemnized accordto
the rites of the Episcopal church by
ing
S.
Rev. Henry Jones, rector of St. Thomas
Seven Tree Grange, Union, has elected church, Camden. Then followed
hearty
officers for the ensuing year as follows: congratulations, after which the party was.
ushered
into
the
where
dedining room,
Master, Warren Smalley; overseer, Her- licious
refreshments were served, the wedbert Grinnell; lecturer, Carrie Robbins;
ding breakfast proper having been served
chaplain, Edwin Hawes; steward, Benj. at an earlier hour. Here a time was spent
in social enjoyment, until the waning hours
assistant
Bert
Jones;
steward,
Jones; sec- of the afternoon
admonished the guests of
retary, Ada Hawes; treasurer, H. D. Hem- the necessity of parting. The numerous
enway; ceres, Rosa Smalley; pomona, presents bestowed were an evidence of the
Electa Lucas; flora, Adella Townsend; lady affectionate esteem in which the bride is
held by a large circle of friends, all of
assistant steward, Eva Waitt; gate keeper,
whom hope that the new life upon which
Osgood Moore.
she has entered may be one of increasing
happiness.
Silver Lake Grange, China, has elected
the following officers for 1902: Master,
H uxter-Warisen.
The marriage of
Fred B.
Charles

Foye;

overseer,
Finkham;
Walter Davis; steward,
Charles Randall; assistant steward, Roy M.
Hicks; chaplain, Mr.-. A arjda Finkham;
treasurer, E. C. Bailey; secretary, J. 0.

lecturer,

Mrs.

Fish; gate keeper, Charles Starkey; ceres,
Mrs. John A. Woodsum; pomona, Mrs.
John N. Hall; flora, Mrs. W. R. Ward;
lady assistant steward, Miss Ethel Wallace.
South China Grange, China, has elected
officers for 1902 as follows : Master, Robert

Reed;

overseer,

Mrs.

Addie

Goodspeed;

steward, Sanford Clark; assistant steward,
Cony Webber; lady assistant steward, Annie Crossman; Chaplain, Mrs". Emma Haskell; secretary, Mrs. Etta Twitchell; treasurer, Geo. Crossman; gate keeper, Reuel
Ellis; pomona, Mrs. Belle Clark; ceres,
Mrs. Nancy Webber; flora, Mrs. Minnie
Ellis; organist. Miss Addie Goodspeed;
leeturer. Miss Eva Farrington.
Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, at its last
regular meeting elected officers as follows
for the ensuing year, and they will be installed at the second meeting in January:
Master, Herbert Smith; Overseer, George
Payson; Lecturer, Georgie Wentworth;
Steward, Theodore Simpson; Asst. Steward,
Almon Kellar ; Chaplain, William Coombs;
Treasurer, Edmund Cross; Secretary,
Cynthia Gurney; Gate Keeper, James Wentworth ; Pomona, Lillie Smith; Flora, June
Payson; Ceres, Mary Clements; L. A. S.t

Myra

Kellar.

State Master 0. Gardner of Rockland has
entered upon his third term with the hearty
support of all the Maine Patrons. Of
the seven masters of the State Grange Nelson Ham served two
terms; Daniel H.
Thing, two terms; Frederick Robie four

terms; Rufus Prince served

one year and
three months and died in office March 28,
1891.
M. B. Hunt became master and
served, out the remaining term of Mr. Prince
and was elected for one term. Edward

Wiggin

served two terms.
The grange
starts in the new year with an able board
of officers and with the support of more
than 30,000 members.

Mystic Grange of Belmont held its annual
election Dec. 26th, and elected officers for
1902 as follows: Master, Edmund Brewster;
Overseer, W: S. Foss; Lecturer, Nettie B.
Marriner; SteWard, Albert Marriner; Asst.
Steward, Stephen J. Murch; Chaplain,
Mary Batchelder; Treas., Fred L. Batchelder; Sec’y, L. F. Allenwood; G. K., Elijah
Morse; Pomona, Nellie Hills; Flora, Hattie
E. Allenwood ; Ceres, Laura Pease; L. A. S.,
Carrie Murch; Chorister, Eleanor MarriOrganist, Mabel Marriner. The officers
will be installed Thursday evening, Jan.
2nd, by Past Master M. B. Hunt.
ner;

At a recent meeting of Union Harvest
Centre Montville, the following
resolutions of respect were adopted:
Whereas, Death has again invaded oUr
fraternal circle and we are again called to
mourn the loss of a worthy sister.
Many of
us recall the pleasant hours
passed in her
society, and now through these memories
runs a vein of sadness, for we know that
those hours can never be repeated, and
the places that once knew her will know
her no more. Sister Andomer E. Tasker
was a charter member and always
ready to
lend a helping hand for the welfare of our
order. What a pleasure to recall the strong
grip of the hand and feel that thrill of inspiration as we review her noble -character.
Resolved, That while we bow in submission to the will of the Divine Master, we
desire to extend our heartfelt sympathy to
the bereaved husband and children in their
hours of loneliness and grief.
Resolved, That we as members of Union
HaiVest Grange, In remembrance of our departed sister, that the charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days; that a copy of
these resolutions be presented to the family,
one spread upon the rtoords, and a copy

Grange,
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Chas. W. Perking is visiting in Liberty.
John Parker spent Christmas week at
home from Auburn.
Leslie Sawley was at home Christmas
week from Brockton.
Miss Edith'Poor arrived home last week
from Providence, R I.

-Myrtle Herrick

Miss

of Rockland spent
Christmas with relatives in Belfast.
J. L. Colby was at home from

Haverhill,

Mass.,

for a short Christmas visit.
W. C. Crawford of Boston
spent Sunday
with his mother, Mrs. S. R Crawford.
Geo. E. Thomas was in Belfast a few
days the past week from Portland.
Dr.

F.

E. Follett of Rockland spent
Christmas with his father, F. A. Follett.
Percy Greer spent Christmas week in
Belfast and Bucksport, from Avon, Mass.
Miss Ada

Mahoney

returned home to
Vinalhaven last week from a visit in Belfast.
Mrs. Russell G. Dyer of Portland was a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams last
week.

Misses Alice A. and June K. Hills returned to Boston Monday, after a short visit in
Belfast.

Warren W. Knowlton and family returned
to North Vassalboro
Tuesday from a holiday visit in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Patterson went to
to spend New Years

Rockland Tuesday
with relatives.

Many of our readers will be interested in
the sketch of \Yilliain B. Schiller,
published
on the 2nd page.
Mrs. John H.

Healey

returned to Pros-

pect Monday from a visit to her daughter,
Mrs. Sadie Jefferds.

Capt. Frank Welch arrived home Saturday from New York, where his schooner,

the William Slater, is hauled
up.
Mrs. James Bray of Moncton, N.
B., returned home Monday from a visit to her
daughter, Mrs. W. E. Marsh.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Harriman of WaterviBe passed Sunday with his brother, Chas.
A. Harriman, on High street,
returning
home Monday morning.—Bath Times.
"It is represented at Augusta that M. C.
Hill of Belfast is reasonably certain of
representing Waldo county in the next
senate,” says a correspondent of the Ban-

D. N. Bird went to Rockland

on

bn

.i

Monday.
Charles E. Rhoades went to New

Haven*

last week.
Mrs. E. M. Hall went to Brooks
to visit relatives.

Tuesday

Joseph E. Thombs spent a few days in
Belfast the past week, on business.
Capt. John W. Jones is confined to the
house by serious illness resulting from a
cold.
Joseph Williamson, Jr., Esq., of Augusta
attended the funeral of Mrs. R. T. Emery,
Tuesday.
Mrs. Edward J. Morison will leave for
Boston today, Thursday, and is to return
next Monday.

Ralph H. Wight left Tuesday to return to
Marshalltown, Iowa, after a Christmas
visit in Belfast.
Miss Lyda E. Mason of Boston is visiting
her mother for -a few days, Mrs. W. H.
Mason of Searsport.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sylvester left Monday
morning for Brockton, Mass., after a short
visit to relatives in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Webber have positions
in the insane asylum in Worcester, Mass.,
and will go there this week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Walden and Mr. and
Mrs. R. P. Chase are spending a few days at
Rocky Point, Pitcher’s Pond.
Mrs. Margaret White left yesterday to
spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
J. M. Hinchman, in Detroit, Mich.

Emery F. White has an engagement to
sing tenor in the Second Congregational
church in West Newton, Mass., at a good
salary. He is also studying music in Boston.
THE BELFAST SHOE FACTORY.
The shoe factory situation, which has
been in a doubtful state since early fall, has
now reached a more hopeful stage. After
the death of Mr. Critchett, of the firm of
Critchett, Sibley & Co., September 21,1900,
the business was re-organized and two cor-

porations were formed, the Critchett, Sibley
Co. to manufacture shoes and the Manufacturing Real Estate Co., to own and manage

the real estate. The new arrangement went
effect January 1, 1901. A. C. Sibley was
president and H. P. Thompson, treasurer,
of both corporations. During the early part
gor Commercial.
of the year the business prospered, 300
Ralph Emery of Detroit, Mich., arrived hands were
employed, and tire fortnightly
Saturday evening, called here by the seri- pay roll averaged $5,000.
August 19th, the
ous illness of his step-mother, Mrs. Eliza
business passed into the hands of receivers,
R. Emery. She passed away a few hours
and was found to be considerably involved.
after his arrival.
Mr. Sibley died the next day, and the factory
Charles W. MacKenzie of Boston and his was shut down as soon as the orJers on
fiancee, Miss Sanders of Medford, Mass., hand were finished. Everybody realized
left by Monday’s boat after a few days’ that it would be a severe blow to the
city if
visit with Mr. M’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. the business should be closed
permanently,
W. A. MacKenzie, No 25 High street.
and measures were at once taken to reA
Mrs. Flora Longfellow establish it. A meeting of citizens was held
story
by
Miss Vida Ellen Warren of Benton to Mr.
at which the employes of the
Everett Hunter of Clinton took place at Turknett, author of “Esther in Maine” and September 5th,
the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and ‘‘Esther on the Thousand Islands,” is the factory offered to assist all in their power,
Mrs. James Warren, Dec. 25th, Rev. G. R.
leading feature of The Epworth Herald of and a committee was appointed to act in,
Palmer officiating.
The ceremony was
conjunction with the assignee.; to re-estabperformed under an arch of evergreen December 28th. It is in three Chapters, and
lish the business. The assignees are Messrs.
and holly.
The bride was attended by is entitled “A Burnt Offering.”
her sister, Miss Lucy
Win. H. Swan, T. W. Pitcher and R. F. DunWarren, and
Mrs.
IraM.
Cobe
ot
Chicago spent Christthe groom was attended by his brother.
ton, and the committee Messrs. F. H. Welch,
mas
with
relatives
in
Mr. George Hunter. Miss Jennie Warren,
Boston, and was in
also a sister of the bride, made a very Belfast Friday, a guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sherman, B. D. Field, J. C. Durham,
J. E. Wilson, F. G. White and J. H. Howes.
The bride
has Austin W.
pleasing flower girl.
Keating. She was accompanied
always lived in Benton, and has taught in
Correspondence was opened with different
the public schools of that town for a num- to Belfast by her step-father, Mr. B. F.
shoe manufacturing firms, and representaber of years. She is very well and favora- Barlow of West Newton, Mass.
tives came to Belfast to look over the busibly known. The groom’s former home is in
Capt. Ernest O. Patti rson of Charleston, ness. After much work ami investigation
Clinton, hut for the past year he has been
in the employ of W. P. Stewart Co., Water- S. C., was in Belfast the first of the week
into the standing of the concerns representville. At a reception tendered the young on business
relating to the dredger in Geo. ed an arrangement was verbally made with
couple in the evening they received many
costly and beautiful gifts. They will re- A. Gilchrest’s shipyard. He has similar the firm of Wright & Aldoes of Chelsea,
side in Fairfield.
business in Bath, New York, Newport News
Mass., and a definite proposition was receivand Buffalo.
Mrs. Patterson and son Roy ed from them on Christmas
day. They otter
Hartt-Knight. Rollin Lynde Hartt of are in Belfast for a short visit.
to lease the building for a term of years at
the Boston Transcript was married in Rockland at noon Dec. 25th to Miss Jessie Clark
Miss Avis Mathews Morison left Friday $1,000 per year, and to buy the machinery in
Knight, daughter of Ex-Mayor and Mrs. for Boston, where she will join her aunt, the factory. They ask that the citizens loan
Frank C. Knight.
The ceremony took
place at the bride’s residence on Beech Mrs. Hannah P. Adams. Mrs. Adams and them $30,000 at 0 per cent, and that they be
street in the presence of about 50 guests, Miss Morison sail on the Dominion Line exempt from taxation for ten years. Thursand was performed by Rev. C. A. Moore of steamer Commonwealth
January 4tli, for day forenoon Mr. Wright, of Wright &
the Congregational church. Mr. Hartt is a
graduate of Williams college, class of ’92, Alexandria, Egypt. They will spend three Aldoes, came to Belfast and met the diand Mrs. Hartt of Wellesley, class, of ’9T. weeks on the Nile and will be in Rome for rectors of the National Ranks, the assignees
Mrs. Hartt comes from one of Rockland’s
the Easter Carnival.
and members Of the committee, he showed
influential families, has been prominent in
Walter 1. Neal, the well known game war- them that the firm is doing a good business
society and has already gained considerable
literary distinction. Mr. and Mrs. Hartt den, will be a candidate for the position of in Chelsea, is perfectly reliable and with a
left on the afternoon train for a wedding
financial rating. The committee prepostmaster of the senate at the next session. high
Journey. They will reside in Boston.
Mr. Neal served for several sessions prior pared a subscription paper which they circulated among the business men of the city,
to the last as house postmaster, and gave
A Few More Christmas Trees.
and the $30,000 was easily raised. Monday
excellent satisfaction. The postmaster of
forenoon the whole amount had been subthe last senate was the late S. A. Holden of
scribed. Mr. Wright was again in Belfast
The young people at the North church
Mr. Neal has many friends
Tremont.
had a Christmas tree at the vestry on
around the State and will certainly be a Tuesday and it was found that there are
Christmas afternoon, Chas. M. Craig taking strong candidate for the position.—Pittsfield some details on which he and the committee
the part of Santa Claus. The girls from Advertiser.
do not fully agree. It is hoped, however,
the Girls’ Home were present and gave a
Hart L. Woodcock, the Belfast artist, has that the matter will be satisfactorily advery interesting program. Candy and cake had great success in his sale of pictures justed.
here during the holidays. His exhibition
were served.
of pictures this year quite surpassed those
Belfast Weather Report.
of his former visits here and gave great deThe Universalist Sunday school had a light to many visitors in addition to those
Following is a summary of the weather
Christmas tree at the vestry Wednesday who bought. Mr. Woodcock steadily grows
in his art, to which he gives most faithful record of the Belfast station of the U. S.
Dec.
at
5
o’clock.
A
tree
afternoon,
25th,
and earnest devotion. He expects to spend
Weather Bureau for the week ending Dec.
was laden with confectionery, etc., for the the winter in Nassau.—Rockland Courier31,1901:
Gazette.
little folks, and the pastor presented each
3 S'
Friends of Mrs. Cordelia (Higgins) Morescholar with a book. After the distribution
*
=•
Wind, Sky, etc.
of the books, and a treat, the evening was land have received from her photographs »
Sir
CO
of
in
where
until
8
she
and
o’clock
with
her
music
scenery
Alaska,
pleasantly spent
25 36 26 W. Part cloudy. Suow 9 a. m. to 3
p.
husband spent several months. Mrs. Moregames, etc.
in.; clear m evening; not enough
snow to measure.
land made the journey through the country
26 40 21 W. Part cloudy.
A very enjoyable gathering was held on horseback, and stood the
hardships well, 27 32 27 N. E. Cloudy; snow a. m to 5.30 p.
in.; 9 inches snow ;• .89 precipitaChristmas night at the home of Albert when many men succumbed. They are
tion; cleared beautifully in evenNickerson, just over the line in Swanville. now at their home in Helena, Montana.
ing.
S. W. Part
28 3113
cloudy.
Seventy-five persons from East Belfast,
Mr. and Mrs. George Durham Sides of 29 46 29 S. E.
Cloudy ; rain from 3 a. in.; rainSwanville and West Searsport were pres- Camden announce the marriage of their
fall, 1.48 inches.
30 42
E.
Cloudy. Kain, changed to snow at
ent. A bountiful picnic supper was served,
daughter, Adaline Madora Sides and Frank
4 p. m. Not enough, snow to
after which a musical and literary program Ladd
measure; rainfall for 2 days 1.94
Ryder, which took place Christmas
inches.
was given, and the
Christmas tree was day in the
Every Day church, Boston. Mr. 31 37 24 W. Clear. Snow squals in evening;
divested of its host of presents. Adelbert and Mrs.
3inches; precipitation, .wof aa
Ryder will be at home after
inch.
Nickerson acted as Santa Claus.
February 1st at Hotel Dunbar, corner of
The average temperature of the month
Washington and Dudley streets, Roxbury.
was 24.72°, against 21.94° in
December, I!>00,
A stormy Christmas Eve was a disappointAt a recent reading by George Riddle be- and 24°
average for December for 42 years
ment to many friends of the Girls’ Home,
fore the Brooklyn, N. Y., Institute he was past. The
highest temperature was 55° the'
who had planned to enjoy the evening with
assisted by a number of prominent musi- 15th day; lowest 2° below zero the
0th and
the little ones. A few braved the wind and
and among them was Miss Katherine 22d days. Rain fell on o
cians,
days and snow on
and rain as it were and were amply rewardThe Brooklyn Daily 8. The total snowfall was 21
Bickford, soprano.
ed. A tree had been provided with gifts by
inches; pro
Eagle says: “Miss Bickford, in the two cipitation, or rain and melted snow, 9.74
the Y. P. S. C. E. of the Congregational
songs, ‘echo song,’ by which the lady hopes inches. The precipitation in
December,
church. To each little girl was given a doll
to call her brother to her in the wood,'and 1900 was 1.08
inches, and the average for
and a doll’s cradle, with other remembrances,
Sabrina’s song, had two really exquisite lit- December for 10
years, 3.51 inches. There
not excepting the bag of candy. Some
tle madrigal-like melodies which suited her
were 10 clear days, 14
partly cloudy, and 7
simple appropriate exercises, consisting of voice and were sung in a
simple, sweet cloudy. There were 5 inches of snow on.
recitations and songs, were charmingly renwas
style that
very pleasing.”
the ground the beginning of the
month, but
dered by the children. Kev. G. S. Mills told
it was all taken off by rain prior to the 15th
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Kent are in Madthe story of St. Christopher, and then
when a very disastrous rain storm visited
Santa Claus, personated by Mr. Charles M. ison, where Mr. K. is looking after the rethe State. The frost was all out of the
Craig, appeared to lead the way to the pairs on his store, recently damaged by fire.
Christmas tree in the parlor. The delight Sinoe his arrival at Madison he has had ground. Snow came the 27th to a depth of
9mches, but was all taken off by ram the
of the children was very genuine, and to another loss
by fire. A store owned by him 29th.
any lover of children, and to any one spec- on
Main street and ocoupied by J. H. Wardially interested in the work of the Home, it
well & Co., was discovered on fire at 10 p. m.,
UNITY.
was a revelation of the value of little things
in making childhood happy and of the reSaturday, Dec. 21st. • The damage to the
Spinney, a prosperous and well
ward of any service to the doer of it. The
known fanner ol this town,
committed
Home was never better equipped than now buildinfe is estimated at from £500 to £800, suicide last
Friday morning. He recently
for its successful mission. It seems to the and is covered by insurance. The fire is returned from
the west ana bang himssn
that
it
is
have
reporter
exceptionally fortunate in thought to
originated from a pull of in his tarn with a lariat he
ashes In a box at the end of the counter home. He wasIn the village Thursday
patently as well as
hit suicide la
new the stove.
This is the second fire in attributed
to ill-health, fie was
ilfty
Hr. Kent's stores, within two months, and
age and leaves a wife and two
the tfenth la Madison in the some time.
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TURKS ABROAD. ; being rigorously poshed
I Streets are being planned on the |
InTMlon of American system, and instead of being
i named after the English fashion are
in.
I being numbered consecutively as in tba
PTll be gol denied, ex- States. They are lighted by electricity,;
n the Elwell party as ndas are also the dwellings comprising
cohmy. Shops rem Liverpool streets on the the newallManchester
kinds of goods ase springing:
bus he saw the familiar pack- tailing
The
into existence here and there.
Wp a grocer’s window. Thereafter most important industrial concern
looked for American goods in the which is finding a home here is the
Westinghouse Electric and Manuppope, and often found them, in hon- facturing Company, Limited, whose
Glon we saw an American shoe store,
workshops are expected to give emand a store devoted to the sale of Amer- ployment to over 4,000 men and youths.
ican canned goods. American cheese is Some of the foremen engaged are
the nasal twang is not
largely sold here, but Canadian cheese Americans, and
Other industrial
also goes under that name. The most altogether missing.
concerns in Trafford Park include lard
surprising tiling was to find Heintz refineries, dynamo works, brick and tile
pickles in the shop windows, in competi- works, electric light and power supply
for
tion with the Crosse & Blackwell goods stations, timber yards, warehouses
cotton, etc.
of world-wide reputation. American
Perhaps it is not altogether due to
ibuyeis of these goods have to pay duty, the “American
invasion,” but wherever
hut in Great Britain they are sold at
we went in England and Scotland the
sucli prices that I should think it would
complained of bard times.
be diflicult for the Pittsburgh, Pa., -shop-keepers
it was said that trade had been
Ir.daed,
pickles to compete with them. But dull for two
years. Much depends
■evidently they do and in other lines
the movements of royalty and the
upon
American competition is severely felt.
attendant social activities. The death of
A young American journalist residing
Queen Victoria caused a suspension of
in London, who has had ample opporfestivities during the period of mournhas
a
for
written
observation,
tunity
ing, and now London shop-keepers are
very clever book entitled “The Amerilooking forward to the coronation of
He describes the avercan Invaders.
King Edward next June to give them a
as
he
age Londoner,
season of prosperity.
rises in the morning from his New EngHow is it that American goods are
land sheets, he shaves with Williams’
invading the English
soap and a Yankee safety razor, pulls successfully
on liis Boston boots over his socks from markets?.
The American journalist
North Carolina, fastens his Connecti- above
quoted says: “Americans are
cut braces, slips his Waltham or Watersucceeding
today largely because of
in
his
and
sits
down
watch
pocket,
Imry
to breakfast. At the same time he their climate, their better education,
reads his morning paper, printed by their longer working hours, their willAmerican machines on American paper
to receive new ideas, their
with American ink, and, possibly, edit- ingness
ed by a smart journalist from New better plant, and, perhaps most of all,
York city. He rushes out, catches the because of their freedom from hamelectric tram (New York) to Shepherd’s pering traditior.s.” And the World’s
Bush, where he gets in a Yankee eleva- Work says:
tor lo take him on the American fitted
The causes of England’s relative
electric railway to the city. At his
office lie sits on a Nebraskan swivel decline lie mainly with herself. Before
the
American advance she must give
before a
chair,

Michigan roll-top desk,
Syracuse

and writes his letters on a

typewriter.
And here we have the

English view
of it, in the following verses published
in the London Daily Chronicle under
the caption of “Americanized:”
1 hive my transatlantic brother well,
I hate his foes infernally;
With conscious pride I feel my bosom swell
When he greeis me fraternally,
Y■ ■( might it not, 1 sometimes ask, befall
That his loved presence might begin to pall!
His kodak on my privacy intrudes,
His beef tills to satiety,
His canned goods crowd what late

were

solitudes,

IIis oil my lamp, his corn my belly fills,
lie builds me my machinery,
And boards that tell the praises of his pills
Adorn my native scenery!
While in tlie Tube—so Yankefied we are—
I ride perforce in bis triumphal car.
lie wins our races, teaches us to ride—
'Tis true, I’m very sure it is—
Our markets find all stocks are dull beside
11 is versatile securities;
And near at baud, 1 hear, the period is
When all out ships and shipyards shall be
his.
He fills my cosmos, and I can but see,
As every Tom and Jerry can,
Soun I, my kin, race, clime and land may be

Essentially American,

And I may own, of comfort quite bereft,
That there is nothing really English left.

Apparently the

shoe

pinches

trol of their own works. But fundait is in the character and
mental attitude of the average Englishman that the causes of inferiority must
he sought—in his intense conservatism
and easy-going view of business. What
the Englishman is to the Italian in
energy and speculative pluck, that the
American is tn the Englishman. The
American wi l adopt a thing just
because it is new; the Englishman will
cling to one just because it is old. A
country where business is everything

mentally

His heiresses, Society,
'Tis his—one drop of sweet in bitter cup—
'Tis his alarum wakes my servants up.

in the footwear trade.

way, because, America is too big, too
wealthy, too energetic to be successfully withstood. But there is no reason
:
why England should not be as scientific
as Germany, why she should not make
a superb light for the second place.
She has allowed herself to be hampered
by sheer negligence in the use of her
opportunities. Trade unionism, too,
lias done much to thwart her by limiting production, curbing initiative,
reducing the hours of laborand virtually removing from employers the con-

has an enormous pull over a country
where business is merely business—an

unpalatable interruption

of the main

purpose of life.

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and
Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

hardest

American shoes

sold in England at lower prices
than they can be manufactured in that
The Old Wooden Cradle.
country, and an important British industry is thus seriously threatened. Goodby to the cradle, tlie dear wooden
The English manufacturers are apparcradle;
ire

_e

ently confining

their

attempts

to stem

The rude hand of progress lias thrust it

aside,
this commercial invasion by writing No more to its motion o’er
sleep’s fairy
ocean,
pathetic letters to the papers, in which
Our play-weary wayfarers peacefully
they declare there will be empty chairs
glide.
by the fireside if the English persist in No more
by the rhythm of slow-moving
buying American shoes. According to
rocker
Their sweet dreamy fancies are fostered
some of these letters, the article imand fed;
ported from the United States consti- No more to low singing the cradle goes
swinging
tutes danger to life and health, being
The child of this era is put into bed.
said to be made of the cheapest possible
to the cradle, the dear wooden
leather, which is quite inadequate to Goodby
cradle;
the
feet
of
a
nation
which
It lent to the twilight a strange subtle
keep dry
charm.
does not wear rubbers. This sort of
When bees left the clover, when play-time
filing appearing frequently in the Lonwas over,
How safe seemed this shelter from danger
don dailies has elicited an answer, in
or harm.
the Daily Chronicle, from an American
How soft seemed the pillow, how distant
who
denies
manufacturer,
categorically
the ceiling,
How weird were the voices that whisperthe use of poor leather, and points out
ed around.
that the importation of American rubWhat dreams would come flocking, as rockbers far exceeds importation of shoes,
ing and rocking
We floated away into'slumber profound.
obviously proving that even English-

require overshoes to help Goodby to the cradle, the old wooden
cradle,
them keep out the wet.
The babe of today does not know it by
Tlie Rockland, Mass., Standard says
sight.
When day leaves the border, with system
that a good many shoes from that viand order,
The child goes to bed and we put out the
cinity find their way to London. Geo.
light.
E. Keith of Campello lias a store there
I bow to Progression and ask no concession,
for the sale of his goods exclusively.
Though strewn be her pathway with
We read in the English papers partic
wrecks of the past;
ulars of a contract by a single firm for So off with old lumber, that sweet arc of
slumber,
one million of the Ingersoll watches,
The old wooden cradle is ruthlessly cast.
and of the first move of the American —Ella Wheeler Wilcox in New York Jourmade shoes

Company to gain control of
the tobacco trade of Great Britain.
This was the purchase of a large tobac30 business in Liverpool.
It was a
great surprise to find the cigarette
habit so prevalent in King Edward’s
domain. The pipe used to be the Britisher’s solace, and comparatively few
cigars were smoked, while the reverse
was true of this country.
Now about
every one you meet, old or young, in
England and Scotland, has a cigarette;
and judging from their persistence in
smoking under the most adverse circumstances they may well be classed
as cigarette fiends. The American Tobacco Company has perhaps been unwise in proclaiming its intention of
securing a monopoly, but while there is
vigorous kicking just now, if they furnish an article of such universal consumption at a lower price than their
competitors they will not lack for customers.
American electricity is invading England, and Americans are reaching out
for control of transportation facilities.
Here |s an interesting bit of news from
the Westminster Gazette:
The Americanizing of one
Lancashire, namely. Ti
Tobacco

nal.
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Visiting hunters who came to'Maine from
which tftsy
last year looking after deer and nioese matter of transportation la one of
nat
discovered that there is an abundance importance. This applies pertlcalarly
of wild game in the dense forests of to our agricultural products; for while
a great portion both of our manufacnorthern Aroostook and Washington tured
output and of oar farm growth
counties. In the latter county a large must be moved long distances
by rail
or
water
before reaching a market,
size
have
number of bears of unusuai
all
of
the
latter
estimated
it
is
must
also be
been shot this fall and
practically
that not less than 60 were taken to transported for greater or less distances
Massachusetts since September as tro- over the public highways. The question
phies of the hunt. These bears are of of marketing these agricultural prodthe common “black” variety, but in ucts, amounting in the United States
Maine they are to be found larger and to $1,000,000,000 annually, on terms
fiercer than in most other localities. that the dealer can afford to pay and
They frequent the vast blueberry plains the grower to accept, often reduces
of Washington and Hancock counties itself to a question or cheap and quick
and in the summer feed upon the ber- delivery—in other words, to a question
ries with avidity. In the vicinity of of economical transportation.
Ab far as the railways and steamship
Princeton, in October, two of these
bears were shot by Massachusetts lines are concerned, this problem has
sportsmen, the: animals weighing near- been dealt with very intelligently and
ly a thousand pounds each.
satisfactorily. Skill and money have
Wild cats and loupcerviers of the ac- been applied without stint to the protive, aggressive kind have been very vision of enlarged means of conveythis year, and many a hunter ance, improved ways, and increased
These influences, under the
as had exciting and dangerous experi- power.

the^narket*

“I tried Ayer's Heir Vigor to
stop my heir from (ailing. Onehalf a bottle cured me.”
J. C. Baxter, Braidwood, III.

Ayer’s

Hair Vigor is
the
most ecocertainly
nomical preparation of its
kind on the market. A
little of it goes a long way.
It doesn’t take much of
it to stop falling of the
hair, make the hair grow,
and restore color to gray
hair.
H.N Mtfe. AUtnoWi.
•

If your drngrlat cannot (apply you,
tend u( one dollar and wo will expreca
bottle. Be rare andjrlre the name
your ntareet expreee office. Addreaa.
J. C. Am CO., Lowell, lfaet.
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WILLIAM B.
A

SCHILLER,

Well Known Officer of the National Tube
Company.

William Bacon Schiller

was

born in

Pittsburgh, Pa., July 7,1859. He is the
of John G. Schiller, an iron merchant, and Anne J. Queen. His paternal
grandfather was born in Wurtemburg,
Bavaria, and came to this country when
a young man. His paternal grandmother
was born in Alsace-Lorraine, and came
to this country with her family when a
young girl, settled in Philadelphia, Pa.,
and was married there. His grandparents located on a farm in Lawrence
County, Pa., about 1845, and lived there
until their death. His matema grandfather was English,and his grandmother
son

Elentiful

ences with them.
There is some talk
of introducing a bill in the next Legislature providing for a renewal of the
bounty on loupcerviers, as they are becoming a dangerous pest in many localities, more particularly in northern
Aroostook county. Samuel Kinne of
Crouseville came upon six of these animals a few days ago, and after a prolonged fight, during which he fired
many shots from his rifle, succeeded in
killing five of them.
The wildcats, or Indian devils, as they
are commonly called, have been encountered this fall in every part of the State,

in

many cases in close

proximity

to

settlements. W. J. Bubar of Blaine rean exciting adventure with a large
wildcat a few days ago while he was
driving near the burnt land stream.
Ilis horse shied at a tree beside the road
and at the same instant a wildcat leaped from the branches upon Bubar’s
back. Bubar threw the animal off after
he had been scratched and bitten badly
Irish.
Mr.'Schiller’s education was received and took up his gun, which was lying in
in the common schools of Youngstown, the wagon. Two shots took effect in
Ohio, and on completion of his studies the animal, which bounded off into the
he secured his first employment as an woods, wounded, but apparently as acoffice-boy with the firm of R. W. Hitch- tive as ever.
William Norwood, who lives on Mann
cock & Co. of Youngstown, Ohio. This
was in 1876. In 1879, he became a book- hill, in Dedham, was attacked by a
wildcat
one day recently while huntkeeper in the Second National Bank of
Youngstown. In 1883, he became secre- ing. He had a fox terrier with him,
tary of the Brier Hill Iron & Coal Com- and the dog was nearly killed by the
pany, where he remained three years. first onslaught of the wildcat. NorFrom 1886 to 1889, he was the treasurer wood emptied the conten ts of his rifle
and general manager of the Youngs- into the animal, but did not succeed in
town Coal & Coke Company, Limited, killing him.
A Bangor hunter, who has traveled
and the Bessemer Limestone Company,
He was general manager of the Monon- the wmods of the State for 40 years,
gahela Furnace Company of McKees- says that at one tim^panthers of great
port, Pa., from the date of its organiza- size and fierceness abounded here, but
tion in 1889 to 1892, when it was con- that they have been killed off until persolidated with the National Tube Works haps none remain. He saw one in
Company. He was the manager of the Aroostook county about five years ago,
Tube Company’s blast furnaces and and that is the last known instance of a
steel works, to July, 1899, the date of panther being seen in the woods of
the organization of the National Tube Maine.
Company, and became manager of the
A Ray of Light:.
National Department, which post he
held until April of last year, when he
was elected director and assistant viceMonday forenoon while the water
president.
in the cellar under
Mr. Schiller is also vice-president of was five feet deep
the National Bank of McKeesport; our office, covering the furnace so we
general manager of the McKeesport could have no fire, and submerging
Connecting Railroad Company, treas- news stock and job printing stock that
urer of the Pittsburgh Limestone Comwas stored there, and while desolation
pany, Limited; director of the Mahoning & Shenango Dock Company, and was apparent on every hand, one ray of
the Pennsylvania & Lake Erie Dock
light swept athwart our pathway and

Company.
He is

member of the Duquesne
Club, Allegheny Country Club and
Pittsburgh Golf Club.
Mr. Schiller was married on June 6,
1900, in Allegheny, Pa., to Margaret
Crosby Burdett, niece of Horace Crosby, late second vice-president of the
National Tube Company.—The Successful American.
a

A Social

Secretary.
A unique office In the White House
m that of social secretary, but Miss
Isabel Haguer, who holds that position, is well able to fill it, owing to her
She
expert knowledge of etiquette.
supervises all the details of the state
functions and attends to Mrs. Roose-

ports

that was the fact that

our

*erv**the

* house covered with MF Roofing
Tin is safe from the dangers of
flying sparks and brands. Shingles
invite conflagration; slate and tile
add the danger of crushing weight
when the-walls weaken; MF tin
affords complete protection and a
light-weight covering to the honae
—and it lasts much longer than
any other form of roofing.

I

'

—

keep jour house sound 50
This

xD t**dt mark la stamped «ii^

Alkyo“

writ* fW. C. CRONEMEYKIt, Agent,
to

t

Carnegie Building, Pittsburg,

for illustrated book on rook
and

k

roofing.
AMERICAN TIN PLAT1

COMPANY,
Battary Park,
NaarYoriu

Perhaps ItsWorms

couid have been market-

ed
profit to the producer,
while the economic gain results from
their application to useful purposes
would have been very considerable.—
Hon. Martin Dodge in the Forum.

W

The worried mother often wonders what ails
and languid. She
treats it for

child who is %
but the
probable cause—worms. Over 75 per cent, of the ailments
of children can be traced
directly or indirectly to worms. You
can see the result in the
languid looks, irritable disposition, restless
sleep, variable appetite. What the child needs is
cross

generally

most

The Expos it ion s PrMiueut.
David It. Francis, president of the
Louisiana Purchase exposition, is well

a

everything

True’s worm Elixir

If worms are present,
they will be expelled. If there are no worms, it will
act as a tonic—clean out the stomach
and bow Is through its
gentle laxative properties. Given at
regular
intervals it will guard
(b
against
worms.
It has been in use over
50 years. It is purely vegetable.
Harmless under any conditions
for children or adults.
35e. a bottle at. drupirists. Write for free
lK>ok “Children and their Diseases.”
DR. d. F. TRUE 6l CO.,
Auburn, Me.
Special treatment for tape worm.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,

banking

boards were on.
When the suow came they were in
the stable chamber and as there was so
much snow we conceived the brilliant
idea of banking the house with it instead of using the boards. So we piled
the snow' against the house only to dis-

that every time a little thaw
it settled awav and we had to
shovel more. We had got heartily sick
of snow for banking purposes and when
wre found the ground bare Monday
morning we hastened to put the boards
on and felt that the thaw had brought

years.

"’SSffSUSSr

them to the nearest market or railway
shipping-point over wretched and illkept roads amounted to more than
could be realized for them afterward;
whereas, if good roads on w'hich heavy
loads could he hauled had been at hand,
same crops
at a small

Roeftng Fa
it made by the old-style hand
process; has the heaviest and richest coating of pure tin and new
lead, by means of clarified Lagoa
palm oil* HF roofing hat lasted
will
50 years on many houaea

stress of strong competition, have reduced long-distance freight rates to a
reasonable level.
There is one phase of this transportation problem, however, which has approached no satisfactory solution. That
is the matter of wagon road haul. As
has already been said, while the greater
part of our farm products travel by
steamship, canal, or railway for a portion of the journey to market, virtually
all of them are conveyed for some distance over the public highways. It is
unfortunate that this is often the most
expensive part of the journey. It has
been shown by mathematical demonstration that it costs more to move a
bushel of wheat or a ton of hay ten
miles oyer the average country roads of
the United States than to transport the
same burden 500 miles by
railw-ay or
2,000 miles by steamship. It has happened many times in different parts of
the country that farmers have let crops
go to waste because the cost of hauling

the

MF

For sixty years the NEW-YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE has
been a national weekly new spaper, read almost entirely by farmand lias enjoyed the conlidence and support of the American
people to a degree never attained by any similar publication.,

A

ers,

THE

cover

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

came

little good as w ell as some ill.
The subject of banking boards naturally leads up to outside windows, for
the two blossom and go to seed tous a

gether.

Some of

our

readers will recall

a

lit-

difficulty w'e had a year ago in getting the outside windows on to the bay
window. In fact, we didn’t get one of

tle

Now those windows
had been put on a great many times
and were carefully marked. Not only
did we have them marked once, but,
like the man who marked the box
which was going by express “this side
up” on one side and for fear they
wouldn’t notice that, put the same mark
on another side, we had them marked
in two places. Yet notwithstanding
all this precaution, when we attempted
to put the windows on we failed utterly
in finding a place where a certain one
would fit.
Well, this fall when it came to putting on outside windows we had no
hopes of getting those particular windows in place, for they had been painted in the spring and the marks that we
depended on most had been covered.
There remained, however, some marks
on them that we thought of no account,
but concluded to try them. We commenced with number one, and to our
great surprise it fitted like a glove; so
did number two; so did number three.
When it came to the last one we knew
that wouldn’t fit, because it didn’t last
MiSS ISABEL HAGNEH.
year, but to our greater surprise it did
velt’s private correspondence.
Miss
fit, after a tunk or two with the hamHngner is one of the most beautiful, mer, and the job was done.
We are fully persuaded that outside
and
of
accomplished
Washington! windows are
like some people—you can
belles. lit r friends have long been
ac-j never tell how to take them or what
customed to consult her ou delicate'
they will do.—Piscataquis Observer.
>
points of etiquette.

DAVID R.

awavii

in

NEW

FRANCIS

this country and is being
[heard of throughout the world on account of nis connection with the fair.
known

in

Three Crow
Cream Tartar

OLD

Nothing But....
Pure Acid from Grapes

....Contains

them on at all.

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Diseases
relieved in six hours by“NEW Great South
American Kidney Cure.” It is a great
surprise on account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys
and back, in male or female. Relieves reAn Earnest Worker for the Farmers.
Building and Loan Associations Safe.
tention of water almost immediately. If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
That
extraordinary semi-monthly, Farm
These people’s banks, the most benefiremedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drugand Home, elsewhere advertised, is, percent outgrowth thus far of the co-opergists, Belfast Me.
Iy47
the most earnest worker for farmers
ative idea in the United States, have haps,
It not
of any of the agricultural press.
to 8,000 associa- onlv believes in and preaches organization
increased.in
fifty
years
Reflections Of a Bachelor.
tions, distributed throughout every and'co-operation, but shows its readers how
State and Territory, and represent sav- to do it. It is constantly on the alert to
You can repair worn out loves, but
to make their business more
ings amounting to over $1,000,000,000. help them and
can’t
restore
them.
you
put more money in their
Laws regulating their management dif- profitable
as well as to advance their social,
pockets,
If there were no other reason for it it fer in different States; but however moral, educational and
political welfare.
their external features may vary, the A fine Art Calendar for 1902,
with weather
<)•>»
ttin
anil
great principle of co-operation—mutual fiicnnaoto f/,r
helpfulness by the working together of
individuals for joint benefits or common
good as opposed to selfish competitive
individual effort—remains unchanged.
“Investment in a building and loan association is as nearly absolutely safe as
ft can be,” to quote from an exhaustive
report on the associations of this country published by the Government, to be
had for the asking; “for the monthly
dues and accumulated profits, which
give the active capital of the association, are loaned as fast as they accumulate.”—Ladies* Home Journal.

is made absolutely for farmers and their families. The first number was issued November 7, 1!N)1.
Every department of agricultural industry is covered by special
contributors who are leaders in their respective lines, ami the
TRIBUNE FARMER will be in every sense a high class, up to
date, live, enterprising agricultural paper, profusely illustrated
with pictures of live stock, model farm buildings and homes, agricultural machinery, etc.
Farmers’ wives, sons and daughters will lind special pages for
their entertainment.
Regular price $1.00 per year, hut you can buy it with your favorite h me weekh newspaper, THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,
one year for $2.2b.
Send your subscriptions and money to THE REPUBLICAN
JOURNAL PUB. co., Belfast, Me.

j

PAPER
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INK

your

name

FARM Kit

and address 10 the NFW-YOKK TRIB*
Miw-York City, and a free sample copy

will lie mailed to you.

Three Crow

We invite the Public to
Examine our stock of

Cream Tartar
....Contains

Xothbyj But....

IL./AiTlr
AMP^andUmP
u

Pure Acid from Grapes

Fittings.

WE OFFER BARGAIN S.
A FULL LINE 0F.»_-

Ranges, Parlor Stoves, Tinware, Wooden
Cutlery, Kitchen Furnishings,

Three Crow
Cream Tartar
....Contains

Ware.

1NCLUDINQ A LAkUE STOCK OF

PEARL AGATE ENAHELED WARE

Nothing But....

Pure Acid from Grapes
IN

EVERY VARIETY OF COOKINOIUTENSIL.

FURNACE AND FLUMBINU

Hitchel! & Trussell,
JOHN

{“Tveninos.: \

...THE...

ROCIILAND, ME.
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“FIELD FLOWERS”
bound, 8x11), as a
certificate of subscrip
I tion to fluid. Book cona
selection of
tains
Field's best and most

FEED.

'S2&K.4
new, but

THE Book of

loagby

Harases Oil.

works
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GROCERIES

tween the family of the late Eugene |
and the Fund for tin' building of a monul
to the memory of the beloved poet of <J

hood. Address
Eugene Field Monument Souvenir Fa
(Alsoat Bookstores)
194 Clinton St., Chi
If you also wish to send postage, enclose

Importers of Salt,
dealers in the

{ representative

the and is ready for delivery
century HandBut for the noble coi
somely
illus- ! tribution of the work
trated by thirgreatest artists this b<j
of
the i could not have be
ty-two
world’s Great- manufactured for
l»
est Artists.
l than $7.00.
The Fund created is divided equally

8EEDE and

wears twice
as
the
use of Eureka

volume

A $7.00 (cloth
BOOK |

CRAIN,

v

Free*

to each person Interested in subscribing to the
Eugene Field Monument 1
Souvenir Fund. Sun
scribe any amount desir-!
ed. Subscriptions as low !
as $1.00 will entitle donor
to this daintily artistic
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Specialty.

BIRD COHPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1832.
Xanf'rs and Dealers In Pure Food Articles
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Matthews.

Mr, Randolph Matthews, made her deJhut in Washington two seasons ago
and is very prominent in society.
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STREET.
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This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. Itgivesinstant relief and never
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stomach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to taka

It can't

COMPANY,

but do you

Pain, Ache

Soreness,

or

IT NEVER
FAILS.

good

E. C. DeWitt it Co., Chicago,
The it. bottle contains ZW times the 50c. size.

Large Bottles,

25 cents and SI.

and many

druggist1'

general

SAMPLE BOTTLE

Removal

Animals.

..

Neuralgia,

help

Prepared only by

the

FOR

Rheumatism,

ff

R. H. MOODY.
to

NEW YORK CITY.

A Good Thinq,
Rub It In.

Dyspepsia
Digests

A

postal brings

stores.

KEF.

1

it.

MINARD’S LINIMENT MFG. CO.,

Ailyn Block, formerly
cupied by

CHAPHAN’S

Golden Crown Oil

love as the sun in its journeys through
the heavens. If fortune drives the masRELIEVES AND CURES
ter forth an outcast in the world, friendless and homeless,the faithful dog asks COUGHS, COLDS,
HOARSENESS,
no higher privilege than that of accomCROUP
and
all
1 ROUBLES.
LUNG
to
panying him,
guard against danger,
to fig-lit against his enemies. And when
the last scene of all comes, and death
SfSo
PER BOTTLE
takes the master in its embrace, and
AT THE DRUG STORES.
his body is laid away in the cold ground,
ho matter if ail other friends
pursue
their way, there by the graveside will
the noble dog be found, his head between
his paws, his eyes sad, but open in alert
watchfulness, faithful and true even in
death.”
Then Vest sat down. He had spoken in
a low voice, without a gesture. He made
no reference to the evidence or the merits
of the case. When he finished judge and
jury were wiping their eyes. The jury
filed out, hut soon returned with a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for $500.
He had sued for $200. It is even said
Fresh from the National Establishthat some of the jurors wanted to hang
ment at Washington.
the defendant.—Nashville American.
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poultry"
FOOD
lay. It certainly i3*the best egg producer. No red pepper
any irritant that temporarily warms up the fowls a: 1 then leaves them
A genuine food that keeps hens heal.: y and makes
worse off than before.

does make hens
or

poultry grow.
The value of

j

Kor Over

POOR &

Kitty tears.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
v soothes the
with perfect success.
child,
^
<.f»ail -r,, Ties wind
sogyp"

SON, Druggists.
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our

testimonials of the

poultrymen right

character.

here in New

and w’hose word is

proved in this State. We have numerous
farmers and
They arc- from v/t'.'.A:
England, people you know or Laa- heard abouj

Food has been

highest

>

SMOKE

a

gilt edge.

We guarantee satisfaction and stand back of every pound we ship. Your
money back if you are not satisfied. We want an agent in every village.
Send for our booklet; it contains testimonials,prices, and full particulars about
liberal inducements. Page pays the freight.
REMEMBER PAGE’S is the ONLY PERFECT POULTRY FOOD.

our

It is the

one

kind that

really

makes eggs.

CARROLL S. PACE,
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There are few wild animals
Our Clubbing Terms,
feared, the worst being miscliievo
The expiration of contracts with publishapes; but serpents are said to be num<
ous in the wild interior,—of large s ers, and the making of new ones, has made
and hugging proclivities.
Santii necessary some changes in the terms.
To those who pay one year’s subscription
island (San .Tago. “St James”) is *
to The Jrurnal in advance ($2) we.send
largest and most unhealthy-in
free for one year the Farm and Home, semiarchipelago. Its chief port, Pd monthly, and a handsome calendar. Further
is
a
towi
end,
at
the
southern
Praya,
particular in the advt.
about two thousand inhabitants. V l \Our contract with the Weekly Tribune
\eSvMd Dec. 7, 1901, and before that time
Governor-General resides here;
tbe
-Fly Tribune was discontinued and
streets are wide and partially pav \
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Anyway, the poet who dwells in a
garret isn’t troubled with book agents.
The man who is not in love with his
work never draws a very lofty salary.

i H. Coombs k Co,

“What’s the trouble?” inquired Brad-

coal-depot

'""'Vinter,
d"
i,h>ming

a

st

red in

safe

|

power.

and each

It probi.bly made the kettle boil when
the pot called it black.

furniture,

these poor, but good-naturedly liospit
hie darkies,—if one can endure tlu

|

Paragraphs.

(>ne of the most eloquent tributes ever
to the dog was delivered by Senator To the
ocVest Of Missouri some years ago. lie was
court
in
a
and
attending
country town,
R, H Coombs & Son,
while waiting for the trial of a case in
which he was interested lie was urged by
I take pleasure m announcing that I have rethe attorneys in a dog case to help them,
moved to No. 70 Main street. This store will be
lie was paid a fee of $250 by the plaintiff. !
Voluminous evidence was introduced to occupied by
show that the defendant had shot the dog h
e. McDonald,
in malice, while other evidence went to
and myself, and we shall be glad to welcome our
show that the dog had attacked the defendant. Vest took no part in the trial, friends whenever it is possible for them to call. I
and was not disposed to speak. The have a very complete line of
Builders’ hardware of the latest style,
attorneys, however, urged him to make
a speech, else their client would not
Mouldings, Floorings in all Woods, inthink tie had earned his fee. Being thus
cluding Parquet .Samples, Mantels, Tile,
Fire Sets, Doors, Sash and Blinds, Stair
urged, lie arose, scanned the face of eacli
Posts, Rail and Balusters. W'indow Glass
juryman fora moment and said:
“Gentlemen of the jury, the best friend
Cut to any size.
a man lias in the world may turn against
Trusting to see my friends and customers, I re
him and become his enemy. His son or
main
Yours very truly,
daughter that lie lias reared with loving
care may prove ungrateful. Those who
C B. HALL
are nearest and dearest to us, those
we trust with our happiness and our
good name, may become traitors to
their faith. The money that a man lias
lie may lose. It Hies away from him, perhaps, when lie needs it most. A man’s
reputation may be sacrificed in a mo: DEALERS IN !
ment of ill-considered action. The people
who are prone to fall on their knees to
do us honor when success is with us may
be the first to throw the stone of malice
when failure settles its cloud upon our
heads. The one absolutely unselfish
OF ALL KINDS.
friend that a man can have in this selfish world, the one that never deserts
Parties having FURNITURF,
him, the one that never proves ungrateCARPETS,
ful or treacherous, is his dog. A man’s
STOVES, or'anything to sell
dog stands by him in prosperity and in
by sending us a card will receive a prompt
poverty, in health and in sickness. He
call. Antique Furniture a specialty, j
will sleep on the cold ground, where the
wintry winds blow and the snow drives
33 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
fiercely, if only lie may be near his master’s side. He will kiss the hand that has
no food to offer. He will lick the wounds
and sores that come in encounter with
Truly Wonderful How Quickly
the world. He guards the sleep of his pauper master as if he were a prince. When
all other friends desert he remains.
When riches take wings and reputation
falls to pieces he is as constant in his

j ways.
veruor-Geii-. lie
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ALWAYS

When two philosophers quarrel it is
a sage brush.

which

paid

bury.

to be fed. Therefore our exploratio:
s/ASTOHIA.
will be very limited—though I presus
The Kind You Have Always
there is little danger of hunger amoi Bears the

of

mainland
y is one of the
former gloat
h once had its
The
world,

the

CASTORIA

GENUINE

All

dumb and blind "fiddler'’ in Charles
Frohman’s production of "F.ben Holden," now at the Savoy Theatre, which

“Trouble” retorted Nesmith.
“The
trouble is that I have spent nearly 60
means of gett ng about is
cents in buying that old fellow’s stock
donkey-back, trusting to Providen in trade, and his eyesight is as good as
for nightly shelter and the wherewith mine, that’s all.”

archipelago

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

merely

VEST ON THE DOG.

A

asked for a paper. The man turned his
siderable cotton, tobacco, sugar-oe, head and looked him in the face. At
s:
rice, French beans, ant even a lie Thirty-fifth street NTesmith bought annines from the sea v ed,
This time the man gave
cof.ee. Tolerably good otton clotis other paper.
wathcovers
which
raid,
him a furtive glance first, and then
at Ribera Grande, id turned
manufactured
toward him. The matter was
ll around.
are woven in several villas.
still in doubt. At every corner from
fa; lias always belong l to stockings
Some poor wine is made also potty, Thirty-fourth to Forty-second street
least in modern times,
lie
and leather. Catth are raisan Nesmith bought a paper, and finally
ter of a century before soap
bad the entire stock of the “blind” man
tl
few valleys where gr.ss grows, d under his arm.
.(•I.>rn, Juba II. King of
its are numerous in tbs mountaii“Gone to selling papers,” inquired his
1
1 in expedition to explore g
t ough great numbers of them e friends, who were decorating the fronts
•t isike—a most
interesting
of the hotels and cafes along the street.
b died every year for their skins, ea
■b has come down to us |
Xesmitli ignored these slurs anu went
tu supply the leather-workers of z
upon ids way. Finally he met his
Then, alter a time,
ad Morocco. Fowls an so numerii friend, James Bradbury, who is in the
;d out of notice and for
same cast, and explained his predicamsand years remained mat in the local markets they seldi ment to him.
more than penny '.piece; andi
“I don't know which is which,” said
otten—except in con-, bring
submerged continent, for ]>igs—the islands an simply ov Nesmith, “so you buy a paper and I’ll
watch the man.”
red to by Plato, Solon, run with them! Every louseholder
Bradbury bought the paper, and while
ic year 1450 the Cape the lower classes incluites among
the “blind” man was fumbling for
of
lean
social
a
number
hut
rediscovered by family
as
change his eyes met those of Xesmith
With' an expression of disGenoese adventerer porkers: and. as in tie Irish soi squarely.
Xesmith threw his purchases into
Prince Henry oi “They keep the pig in the parlor” a gust
the
j
gutter.
■e uninhabited, and i literally share with it their bed ai

the

ab-

element of new
to deaden the
Whenever mental acsinks
to
the
of
mechanical
level
tivity
routine, as in the excessive drill in
number work either by the use of ratioblocks or in the manipulation of ten
digits, the intelligence is apt to become
dormant, and habit takes the place of
thinking, although the exercises strike
the casual observer as marvelous exhibitions of good teachings.—Nathan C.
Schaeffer in the December forum.

Islands" to these magand others assert that

e
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What is CASTORIA

Difference of opinion is the greatest
common divisor.

intellectual life.

.-

roads in the islands,

in

Pointed

.'. ^

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Oitiuin, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys "Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

whiskey is supplied during daylight,

and the dispenser
having closed up his
place of business has no incentive to
reopen it to make a sale. Under no
form of license is this possible. Besides it is a misdemeanor to make sales
in any way or at
any time except as
the law provides.

..o'

.....

The Kind You Have Always
Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
signatnre of
-v and has been made under his
per*'
sonal supervision since its infancy*
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
“Just-as-good” are but.
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

to reciprocate which are so
well understood do not exist.
Fourth: At sundown a dispensary
closes. It opens at eight o’clock in the
morning. The legitimate demand for

thought invariably tend

shows that actors can at times go
tojether. fhe baobab lee fun. -lies in their studies of ‘-‘character.” astray
vitli
and
ol
brtfc."
monkey
t,iv .ivitnrj* purposes is the pjnty
When Nesmith was assigned to the
Irir troubles. Torrid heat thir food growing wild no nensity part lie now is playing he was not qualiI yi a scarcely five degrees f<r shelter ami little for lothes, iere fied for if further than in an ability to
to ,abov.
gri- play the violin, lie never bad itbeen
/ .o year, and neither the knot much incentive
was
blind or dumb. Xesmith decided
ilture
generally out c the queson, easy enough to refrain from talking
i n snocco nor the southern
ine ;.ny relit f. Of course or lack ol water, and \v at little otk during the time lie is upon the stage,
as a
,e
tatioi.. but with the s done at >t. Vincent t id other lip- but in order to properly appear
the woen. blind man lie thought it necessary to
i>
performed
oy
points
ping
.in
tency -I the region,
study “character.'’
in the West Indies, y u see brany,
The point which chiefly worried him
*y»
clumps of gigantic As
m cresses cosing ships ud
was whether a blind man first moved
ui'
the largest trees in half-naked
and u.loading lht- his eyes or his head, when turning toin
iilshing in the barrer steamers, loading
lie dethe wlii in ward one who addressed him.
luxuriance known only* in ers, singing and shouting
cided to settle the question by watchdeal
ofalt
A
humor.
goul
good
travwho
high
ati■: \-like jungles of As
ing a seller of newspapers
the islands, >y solar etp- ersed Broadway from Thirty-fourth to
'-in e authorities say th t is made in
vlio still vn Forty-second street, led by a small boy.
‘lag owes it name, Ilhas oration. The planters
At
Thirty-fourth street Xesmith
slaves under the new Isws, raise m-

are no

lesson, yet

/I..

obligation

do not contain an

ing uid drinking water, and

onized them with board.
There
■ican coast—whie
ly shaded popula- the only

a

understanding;and review lessons

nineteen negroes to one
The climate is practically

ee*:

giving

Carolina Dispensary System.

In an interesting defence of the South
Carolina dispensary system, Senator
Tillman thus sums up the case in Frank
Leslie’s Popular Monthly for January:
What is there about this method of
selling liquor which makes it superior
to prohibition or to the license svstem?
First: Liquor is the only article of
commerce in general use that is consumed at the time and place of its purchase. It is safe to say that threefourths of it is thus disposed of. The
dispensary law enforces a different
method by requiring the purchaser to
take it away as he would a package of
shoes or a sack of flour- He must go
somewhere else than to the place where
he buys it to consume it.
Second:
The element of personal
profit which lies at the root of the saloon
evil is
The dispensers
destroyed.
receive fixed salaries proportionate to
the, amount of work they do. They
don’t get a commission on sales and
have no incentive to push them.
Third: “Treating” is destroyed, and
tins does
more
for sobriety than
possibly any other feature of the system.
The man who has
bought a bottle at
the dispensary
may treat one or a half
dozen of his friends, to one drink and
that will be all. The inducement and

sorbing interest and enthusiasm which
characterize instruction when it is at its
best, these facts and principles sink inte
the subconscious realm, even if they aro
not entirely forgotten. At each step of
the recitation the teacher’s chief care is
to make the pupils think tiie thought
which the words enshrine; and the
supervisor tests the quality of instruction by ascertaining the quality of the
thinking which the teacher begets in the
pupils. If they repeat words without
comprehending the meaning, the teaching is justly stigmatized as parrot work.
If, on the other hand, they think the
thoughts which the words embody, the
class work, even if not above criticism, belongs to the category of good
teachings. Mere nerve action may
beget good habits; but if it does not
involve the exercise of thought it cannot produce intelligent men and women.
Routine work seldom appeals to the

the

people

inhabited.
ed are.- is a little more
lie Stale of 11 bode Island,
ilnt ioi is estimated at one
sand, “colored” in the
them

if

for

and churches?-Homan Cat olic be'.ng
but the
tire acknowledged religioi

perpetual punisli-

qua non. the Illias
ie ideal: but regarded in
in c, Sweet Home”—a more
heaven-iorsaken region,
jectionable citizens and
me, would be hard to find,
rteen ot the islands, and
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inliabited islands lias now ts schools
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never
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.1 tew years residence
here means death to the for gner, any
way, so unhealtf y is the clin te, ex pt
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“s,” or they would
eir paradise here!
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except in
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the thought that Pliny,
rch and Ilomer, e nterDr. Pierce s Pleiisa
‘hdar to tlmir own eonthe
j stipation by curing
ndeed, with | not beget the pill; habit.
to come-
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" I was a total wreck
writes Mr. J O been
Co.. Mo. ’’For two v<
doctors but received
fU .'h and strength,
day s work. I conn
Golden Medical Di:
one bottle I c<
was wonderfully in
bottles and am fetil.
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Brava,

The South

A visitor was recently shown through
the rooms in which psychology is taught
at one of America’s famous schools for
the training of teachers. The walls were
covered with excellent diagrams and
charts showing the different parts of the
nervous system.
The rooms were well
supplied with expensive models of the
brain and with delicate apparatus for
testing the various kinds of nerve action. When the visitor was about to
leave, the teacher told him she had no
time to discuss thinking with her
classes. Since this school is called the
State Normal School, and is the only
training school for teachers maintained
at State expense in that Commonwealth,
the visitor went away wondering
whether that State would not ere long
become missionary ground for the
apostles of true education. To train,

island of the group, is the most densely
populated, thougli its area is only thirtysix square miles. All are of volcanic develop, and dicipline the mind
surely
origin and covered with irregular hills, means more than the education of the
cord
and
of
the
matter
of the
spinal
gray
as if the earth had bubbled up red hot,
brain. It involves more than the formaand suddenly frozen stiff where it stood. tion of
habits based upon repeated
In short, as you see, there is little to nerve action.
Important as the brain
attract the tourist to this end of the and the nervous system are in education,
careful study of their functions cannot
Happy Island —no scenery of ac- atone for
the uegieet of inquiry into the
count, no natural curiosities, no antiq- nature of thinking. The true test
by
uities, ho flourishing modern indus- which genuine teaching can be disfrom
its
rote
tinguished
counterfeit,
tries: nothing but unnecessary dirt,
teaching, is found in thinking. The imsqualor and poverty. Were they not pressions
to
the
mind through
conveyed
valuable as a coaling-station—all the the gateways of knowledge must be inSouth African steamers and many on terpreted and organized in thought;
the way to India calling here for their otherwise observation lessons have little
value as factors in the mental growth of
supply of fuel,—the ('ape Verde archi- the child.
would
be
of
no
account
whatpelago
Many a young teacher has filled her
mind with facts relating to nervous
ever.
Fannie B. Ward.
action, and with statements of the
principles which are supposed to guide
In Now Mrs. Matthews.
Senator Foraker’s eldest daughter, good teachers in all their teachings.
Although these facts may prove valuFlorence, who was recently married to'[ able in the
management of the individual child, and although the principles of teaching are at times helpful-in making the needed preparation

from tlit stomach,
their origin in a
diseased condign of the
and
Golden
nutrition
organs of digestion
Medical Discovery” cures though the
stomach diseases which have t if origin
in a diseased condition hf the sti iach. and
hence diseases of liv^r. lungs, cart and
other organs are c urea by use o he "Discovery.” It contain* Ino alcoh neither
It is a
opium, cocaine, or otar narcoti
true temperance medicine.
Accept no substituf
Til
ical Discovery

^P.ip

Itilae,

out at sea.

mote
have

knows, the t ape \ erde
are'outtiernmost islands of
|» migh ‘in— beginning with the
down
an tehing irregularly
reste-st of Africa—which the
ffiest gi 'hers named Fortunatae

jms ever

One-Sided Training of Teachers.

every year. Boa Vista is the most
beautiful island of the group, but the
most insalubrious, its population being
often swept away by intermittent
fevers and sudden epidemics.
Fogo island is noted for its active volcano,
nearly ten thousand feet high, “the
smoke of whose torment” is visible far

physical and m*1- sluggishness, proml atten-

j Vvhipelag(ited
■

sea.
It has three indifferent landingplaces; and at one of them. Porta' del
Sol, stands the Cape Verde Customhouse. Sal, a narrow island, perhaps
twenty miles long, is wholly given up
to the manufacture of salt, some fifteen
hundred tons of it being turned out
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Hampton
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“forcibly removed.”

'arrie lias ceased to be one of the favored Nations.
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Hun’s Review of Dec.

2Stli reports:
shops are actively engaged
ami shipping much more heavily than a
yea: ago. Leather and hides are strong
but comparatively quiet."
footwear

mebody has discovered that a
cnity of the lehding ollicers of

ma-

'i

stale

Crange

c.hat

of

Democrats.

are

the

Well,

it?

Presumably they were
fitness, and that is the
i.-st that should he applied.
ui
We
2.111
the <'. range as one of the best, if
th<- best, organization in the State.
ii it gets into politics—which may
fin their

■

do

ver
a:

its

will be

usefulness

;i;i) aired.
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Congressman Littlefield is
.•-i-.'ted for a
Supreme Court
ointment .1 the near future, and it
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tin ited
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and

stately

'h .'lithe
let'at
i

1

Ills

(

ruinate!'

trees that were to

a

w e

sented, and the rught was a novel one to
After
our wondering American eyes.
I
London Times 1 f Dec. goth pub- a somewhat tii;iig, but exceedingly
lished an editorial article on the pre- interesting drive, we entered Bushy
tensions of continental new -papers that Park, and drove through a magnilicent row of horsechestnut trees (said
t was
that
Hussin. not
preintervention in tlte

Times
thinks that the moment lias arrived for
the

prodi.e-:

.1

to 1m- the finest

of documentary evidence

pedal
not

\j

Walter Gibbs has returned from a few
weeks work canvassing for nursery stock in
the vicinity of Mechanic Falls.
everyone

y. B.

There is a special literary contest going
on in Harvest Home grange, with the men
on one side and the women on the other.
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to view
the returning
grounds
crowds. And after all, they were but
Thames.
The
original palace was little different from the
|
typical crowds
mall cut of ice in Maine this year, erected
by Cardinal Wolsey, and came at home.
|
nose
a
shade
or
two
Papa’s
which would he another heavy loss to
which he recently bought.
afterward into the possession of Henry
THE SEA BREEZE.
redder,
mamma
a
degree
perhaps;
■add to others entailed by the storm.
The exercises at the Good Templar lodge 1
I \ lli.. who enlarged it and formed stouter and
more florid; the children’s
No. 1. i
were made very interesting last Saturday i
Vol. 24.
around it a royal park, or chase, which
1Jiof. F.
Robinson of Botuloin lie stocked with deer. Here Edward cheeks a trifle redder; the white muslins evening. There was music by the female
j
Me.,
IQ02.
Belfast,
January,
not
so
white; pearl necklaces and quartette, a solo by Mrs. A. K. Chase,
quite
college, state assayer. finds that 1 lie Vi. was horn, and here his mother,
j
“The thing that makes the world go round
liquors sold bv the State agencies are Queen Jane Seymore, died. Charles I. gold bracelets a little more numerous; charades, instrumental music by May I lux ;
Is plenty of printers’ ink.”
and
canes
tall
hats
more
ford
and
etc.
Frank
and
Holbrook,
plentiful,
unadulterated. "< uriously enough.” lie underwent a
of
his
confinement
portion
PRINT AN VTIIINB.-Leaflets,
WE
shoes a size or two bigger; but, when
Dr. Kilgore is putting in dox stalls and
T found that the purity and at this
says
place, and it was the occasional
* Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*
1
all
in
A
is
his
stable
much
the
same
that
one
said,
the
ways.
of
improving
many
very
agency liquors liad been i residence of Charles IE and James II.
Aicngth
Cards,* Booklets,* Programs.* Bill
doctor’s horse gets hard drives and they
sees on his own “native heath.”
it Note Heads,* Posters, + *c., + &c.
he cause ot most of tin- complaints 1 A considerable
portion of it was rebuilt
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Dr.
Kilneed
care.
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They get
special
j
Frequent stops were maue at way(bout them.
11 liquor agents were al- by William 111., and by him the park |
It’s
1902.
I
«
gore’s stable this year, too, for Henry
The days are •_-ainir.fr slowly.
lowed to add water and other ingredi- and gardens were laid out in the formal j side hostelries, where grooms attended
few holiday hooks and*
We have
Webb is looking after the business there.
pictures, at least halt price.
ents, as other sellers can, there would Dutch style. The palace, as it at pres- j to the horses, which were given a few
Roscoe Edwards, who has been quite
Call at the office. No. 10 Mam St..
! moments rest and refreshments. It
he little or no complaint about “fierce- ent
! for a copy of the Hol'duy Souvenir.
stands, consists of three quadranpoorly of late, was down town the other
tie Nea Breeze ami stu
up
was
cool
(..lip out,
when
we
reached
the
decidedly
ness’ and lack of smoothness.’’- Prof. gles, with some smaller courts, the
day, feeling much better. The care of his
you can remember it.
1
town at little past seven, and we were
is
the
new one has comThe
old
dead,
Robinson declares that full
year
j
proof great eastern and southern fronts havson
Ralph, who recently died, and his
menced, and you need some stationery—hill !
I driven directly to the Holborn—only to
w
liisky must he fiery.
heads, envelopes, &o.. &e,
ing been erected by .Sir Christopher
anxiety and trouble wore heavily upon
Wlien you want
find that restaurant closed for the day!
job of printing, large or
him. He will soon get out, however, and
The picture gallery contains
Wren.
small, write to us and we will answer at once.1
None
of the smaller places in the vi- business at the mill will be
will make a “proof” free, and
If
wish,
1 n a recent issue of the Independent.
you
|
hustling again.
Beauties of the Court of
Lilly's
then we can correct or change it.
or out of it, for that matter,
Hun fV.arles Penhy, formerly United Charles II.,’ valuable
Earle D. Bessey has spent the Christmas
specimens of Hal- | cinity.
'-cutes Minister to Chitka, presented a bern, Kneller. West, etc., and above all, were open; so we decided to patronize holidays with friends in town, lie will reOUP SPECIALTIES,
the Vienna Cafe. We did not stop to turn to Bates college next week. Millard
-a for the support of missions on the
seven unequaled cartoons by Raphael.
I Let us have part
rewho
also
his
vacation
ATI MHUo.
kMNnQ
bid
a
ceremonious farewell to “Cholly” Chase,
spent
here,
Diomid that they promote; commerce, The gardens, which are about
ALL
) of your work.
fortyturned to Bowdoin. Miss Alice L. Dow, of
nul submitted facts that ejo to show four acres in extent, and have not been and the driver; and as we were hurrythe M. C. I. at Pittsfield, came home to help
Sent by nail, Stage or Express.
‘hat but for the missionaries China materially altered since they were laid j ing along in the direction of the cafe
eat the Christmas goose and returned to her
BRACKETT & CO.
10 Main St.
would he a sealed country to-Uav. lie out by William III., present a series of j one of the gentlemen felt a touch on
PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.
studies Monday.
his
and
turned
to
be
shoulder,
quickly
(includes: “If it is true than mission curiously raised terraces, formal (lower j
Frank, son of E. C. Holbrook, left home
confronted by the face of our friend:
(<irk tends to spread and benrtht com
plots and long, shady and trim arcades. j
Monday to enter Coburn Classical Institute. WHY DO YOU
it hall, sir,” he said pleadingireive, is there any reason why yin; fact Among other attractions of the garden “Oh, ’ang
There are few young men of his age so well
should not be proclaimed, and k that is a "maze” or labyrinth, which fur- ; ly, “ain’t you goin’ to give me some- advanced in classical education. 11 is mother
to drink yer ’ealth with., fer is a
ground appeals sin old he addressed .u nishes much amusement to youthful thin’
college graduate and was for some years SUFFER ?
keer of your hovercoats, sis.” preceptress at Bucksport Seminary.
She
business men to help the cause c\f mis- visitors.”
I tyking
The necessary tiling was produced, and has attended closely to his education and
sions with their influence and moiieyV”
Ascending a short (light of steps we
faded away in the distance; he has been thoroughly drilled.
entered a large hail,built b> Henry VII.. “Cholly”
not exactly like a beautiful dream, but
The Waldo & Penobscot Telephone Co. !
The London Telegraph of
27th and its
tapestry covered walls and toeauhas been organized as a corporation under
printed a poem by Sir Edwin Arnold tiful stained-glass w indows claimed our at least as an amusing memory.
We were ushered into a small room the laws of Maine with the following
apropos of the ratification of the
I attention for some time.
Passing on the
second, or what English people officers: President, A. E. Kilgore; Clerk, 0.
mian treaty. lie deiiicts Balboa with
! through Fountain Court we found the
W.
IS A SUIIK ( I RE FOR
Lane; Treasurer, A. R. Pilley;
call the first floor, and seated ourselves
she Spanish steel rod in his
conquering | entrance to the art-gallery, where we at a small table. After
A. E. Kilgore, T. 1. Huxford, E.
Directors,
mud viewing the Pacific Ocean dind
waiting until
j wished for hours, instead of minutes, in we were at the point of starvation, our R. York, W. E. Barker, C. E. Files. The HEADACHE.
hanking the Queen of Heaven for the I each room. Mantegna’s famous
poles are out and wires strung to accommopaintglorious guerdon. Four hundred yrfiars I ing on linen, and representing the Tri- orders appeared, and the delicious date about twenty subscribers in the
chocolate
Perfectly harmless.
us for the delay. village, and the
pass and nature is represented in/ the
company intend to extend
| urnphal Procession of Ca-sar, was viewed Tea over, compensated
<
we walked slowly home to it into surrourding towns in the near
same spot, saying:
Never fails.
1 in
with
a
of
or
company
eight
party
I be gift J gave
/
the Russell, rather tired, hut not too future.
ten young girls, ohviously Americans,
To Nunez de Balboa could not keep
J
Almon S. Fortes started Christinas morn- 15c.
to repair to the luxurious writTWENTY'HOSES
Spain from her sins. Now must the; ages who were easily singled out from the weary
and scribble a few lines ing for Augusta, where he was to have a
ing-room
sweep
,
acpleasure-seeking English girl, who,
To larger legend, though herown was
Christmas dinner with his three sisters—
to the dear ones so far away.
Jrorave.
Here on: this ridge 1 do foresee fresh mirth. \ companied by papa, mamma, (and very
Mrs. Louisa Cilley, Mrs. Mary E. Leathers,
I).
P.
M.
That which is disparted I shall
briyig side ! often tire baby) took things in a very
and Mrs. Margaret Parsons.
His niece,
i>) side.
J
iK.ks

1 :anVL

put up every prescription
just as skillfully as it can be
put up. No detail is ever
rushed over or slighted, i he

as

lioscoe A. Jones lias one of the very best
business teams in town, lie has had a new
double wagon and sleds built to order. He
makes his team pay him something, too.
He is now getting lumber from the Page lot,

W'lAN’I STORM BOOT
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Although1

on

are not

1

i

est results in the

ago.

I

^

(>ur

individuals are alike.
We are-working for the high-

tha

tory for the remainder of the winter. We
hope so, for it is the only one left of several
that were doing business here a few years

well as Belfast dealers, have
been bothered to get their freight since the
washout. Mr. Dow has received an
I big
assisted us to our seats.
invoice bill of goods from Portland Dec.
somewhat tired we enjoyed the return 17th, but the goods have not yet come to
drive exceedingly, and from our serfs I hand.

ottt/llL~-

ATIHS SEASON OUR

>

about two weeks.

Brooks,

cl<,

1,

for your medicine and other
drug store articles ? We
would like to have \ou com
here for them. Perhaps all;
drug stores seem alike to you.

years ago.

coats which lie had volunteered to take
charge of during their absence, and

dh

f‘,V

Do You Go

Alrnon S. Forbes had a narrow escape
from serious injury some two weeks ago. A
bale of bay he was lifting fell on him and
injured his leg which was broken some two

over-

*

Where

On account of the storm the audience was
small, ami by request it will be given again
later.

break drove up, and we were greeted
by the luminous face of “Cholly,”

work.—That",

.Sf./ial

drm

|

Miss Mildred McCarty has been very busy

It was about half past four when our

1

Pay

The fftu, store, S.'i Main
Tailors, Clothiers an,t

H

SPECIAL_

Miss Grace E. Dow, who was to
taken charge of her father’s store this win- The review showed that the children Inn I
ter, has gone to llucksport to teach a term been studious and attentive and that thej
of school.
had been well instructed. The society ha
Mrs. Lovina Morse is dangerously ill at become very interesting to the little folkher home in West lirooks. Her son Gran- anti the regular meetings are well attended.
ville, of Lowell, Mass., has come home to It requires labor and self sacrifice to take
help take care of tier.
up the work ; but much good may lie acroiuplished by it and Mrs. Barker sc >ms
The Jog-a-Long Dramatic Club of Monroe
ally well fitted for the task.
is to present the comedy drama “Josiah’s
Courtship” at llie G. A. R. Hall in lirooks
Friday evening, January 3rd.

when a

not

The children meet every Satur-

Christmas.

strange contrast. An old fashioned,
E. A. Carpenter is busy on the road all
liard-tired “ordinary”came pushing slow- the time, but is fortunate in being able to get
i
ly along, its rider pedalling with all his home nearly every Saturday night. He went
j
might, and harely succeeding in making to Auburn Monday and will be absent

under]

of these 100

day afternoon and are given llible instrut
tion and taught in music by Mrs. Barker.
They have been studying the book of Matthew, and the exercises of the public met
have
ing were principally a review of tiiat. book.

a

,

‘cpect this bargain to

inline ,tress worsted.
WVZ-U, *7unfUnHutTUin,J
enters must received,'^
to he. mad.C,hr„ar„

business will hustle at the farm this year.

1

slight this work—it would

we

the way it does pay
Ms_
st in u,is
section, andjit is a foregone ....
Hr next suit
of us.

price $So to $40.

Harry Cates is now the proud father of a
bouncing son, and you can just bet that

and

stHpl
orders be

Har|lClark

Dr. A. W. Rich, who for some years has
spent most of his time on the road, has
been at home quite ill for some weeks.

Isaac S. Staples & Son have their full line
of sleighs hung up and ready for the market, and as usual they have some nice ones.

to those who
get in their

)/ty us.—That’s

Leonard Rowe manages to get about and
do his chores this winter. He is past eighty
and is a veteran of the Civil War.

^ The humorous element was not want-

attitude of Great Britain
on
hat on-1. hm, "in order to nip in tlte
bud the growth of an ingenious legend
of a kind from which we have suffered front of a restraurant. which we were
glad to patronize, as luncheon time had
before now.”
arrived. Our repast over, we crossed1
\t the time of the freshens of Dec. the street and entered the large iron
■f the ice in the l'euohscot and Ken- gates, guarded by a tall, red-coated sol.n bee
rivers was in line condition and dier, and sauntered up the path to
,n a few days the American fee CornHampton Court Palace.
's m would have begun operations. The
“Hampton Court Palm e, long a royal
storm mined the ice, ami Dec. 2(fth ice
residence, and now occupied hv persons
II vesting was begun 011
the Hudson of rank
reduced in circumstances,
iv.
the ice averaging ten inches in
stands about a mile f rom tbe village in
thickness. 1 nless conditions change it the midst of
that extend to the
regaidine ii

ing overhead, and forming a perfect
Gothic arch.
Arriving at the door of

The officers of Marsh River lodge, F. &
A. M., are to be publicly installed on the
evening of January 22nd.

The little folks had a nice time the other
motor-tandem, bearing a young man
whose branches hundreds of deer were
and woman, sped around the corner day v. lien Mrs. Minnie Seavey gave a birthatas
little
calmly feeding, paying
with a buzz and a whirr, the riders day party for her little son Heniy. Fifteen
tention to the constant stream of passwere present, and they played games, ate a
passing each unconscious of the presnice birthday cake, and went home happy.
ing carriages as they did to the birds ]
ence of the other, or of the ludicrous
twittering over their beaus. Emerging j
The indications now are that J. II. Gordon
to Yankee eyes, at
made;
picture
they
from the Park our carriage drew up in
will have plenty of work at his pants facleast.

The

war.

The members of Golden Crown lodge,
K. of P., indulged in a clam supper th
other evening.

ing, either, for just

|s'

place.

coaclies-and-fours, “traps”
and victorias driven by red-faced and
liveried coachmen; and a never-ending
| steam of cyclists added their units in
!
peopling this vivid moving pit ture.

■

Li.’-opean
His]iano-Ainenca'.

Mrs. Martha E. Luce of Haverhill, Mass.,
is with her sister, Mrs. A. E. Dow of this

work has been sold to Belfast parties.
tos," “built for two,"or even for one,
Rev. F. W. Barker delivered an interestwith
motor cardisputed supremacy
on mission work last Sunday.
riages holding whole families; pony car- ing sermon

•ocd.

ikt 100 custom suits
and overcoats durin
is our dull
To introduce
period.
om
and to close out our entire line
of i9$
its or overcoats
to order for
$16.60, fron
line, and for $18, from our $22
to $,
tthiny we have on hand, barriny

Miss Theo Lane, a little tot four years of
is attracting attention by her singing.

age,

Cures catarrh—it soothes and strengththe mucous membrane and builds
up the whole system.

riages

BEAD EVERY WORD q

Mrs. James Bushfieldof Haverhill, Mass.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mahala Forbes.

the grapery we were dumb with amazement.
The entire roof was a mass of

gladden

merous bridges
crossed, presented
lively spectacle. It seemed to us that
every variety of craft, propelled by all
j irt of a eeitain cabal to
kinds of power, from electricity to a
'digressions aspirations,
of sturdy English arms, was repre!• 1 Maine, it did not suc- pair

vented

Noah P. Sargent has been quite ill for
time, but is now improving.

the

eyes so short a distance away.
The Thames, over one of whose nu-

LET UWELP YOU.

ap-

some

ens

our

Lngland.

packing

streets—always
us.
Motor-cycles of every description with’her.line embroidery and fancy work, in
people, people and build-1 whizzed
is very proficient. Some of her
by, putting and snorting; “au- which she
(ills

y years lias been accorded to the
da <■ dcicgiitioii. Vet the effort was
:

Charles H. Forbes has been
a Portland concern.

ples for

Hood's Sarsaparilla

buildings and
ings, with no hint of the green grass

■>
in Congress and mainhigh reputation that for

'.m
at

in

congregation

that lie may lie a strong
lie is certainly
1 actor,

mini

headache,

foliage. Here and there, at as regular intervals as if they were artificial, hung
huge branches of enormous purple
We were informed by the
grapes.
tory whistle to the driver to “slow up a guard that the main stem of this wonbit,” off he would go again, like a hawk derful grape vine is now 38 inches in
after its prey, scattering the crowd like
circumference, and that the vine was
a brood of frightened chickens, as he
bearing twelve hundred bundles of
descends from his lofty seat with a grapes,
averaging three-fourths of a
frantic lunge, seemingly fearful of los- pound to a bunch. The vine was
planting his quarry, and in his apprehension ed a little over a century ago. Had it
of
his
on
almost
unhappy not been for the wire netting protecttop
landing
victims. Finally, when our eyes were
ing the fruit we hesitate to say what
smarting from the effects of the thin would have happened, notwithstanding
film of “London fog” which overhung the formidable red-coat at the
door. As
the city “Cholly’s” diligence was re- it
was, the party made its exit without
warded by a sutlieient number of pasany arrests being made, and as the time
sengers, the break was pronounced appointed for starting Londonward
“lull up,” and bidding a final farewell to was fast
approaching we decided to reTrafalgar Square, grown familiar to us return to our rendezvous.
since morning, we were at last on our
Finding we still had some time to
way. Through rows and rows and rows spare we betook ourselves to the bridge,
surroundof buildings we drove; now
but a few rods distant, and watched the
ed by tall and stately mansions, now boats of all
descriptions slowly making
overflowby tenements, whose inmates
their way up against the tide. Returning
ed into the streets: now a ro\y of beer
to our starting point we spent the resaloons doing a thriving business; now j
maining few minutes in watching the
a picturesque church, whose hurrying J
constantly
changing panorama before
I

Tope-

SAVE YOMBBOLLIBS.

pneumonia.

Geo. A. Thompson has moved into the
Charles Irving house.

the taste, smell and hearing,
the breath, deranges the stomach and affects the appetite.
To cure catarrh, treatment must be
constitutional—alterative and tonic.
•‘I was afflicted with catarrh. I took
medicines of dilierent kinds, giving each
a fair trial; but gradually grew worse until
I could hardly hear, taste or smell. I then
concluded to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and
a'ter taking five bottles I was cured and
have not had any return of the disease
Eugene Fobbes, Lebanon, Kan.
since.”

habited by Americans we drove, in
search of prospective customers. “Cholly,” the “conductor” of the ’bus, would

to address

die -date Teachers convention in

with

impairs
pollutes

lio]) off his perch at the rear of the car.
riage and penetrate into the depth of
Chili and Argentina "kissed and made
the church-going crowd to seize a promup" the day before Christmas.
ising-looking specimen by the buttonThe alleged historian and navy yard hole, and with his head on one side,
employee Maclay has been kicked out bird-like, say in a wheedling croak;
at iast. The boot should have been ap- “’ampton Court, sir; ’ampton Court,
sir; and return, sir; ouly four shillings,
plied to him sooner.
sir! Fine day, sir; ’ampton, sir!” A
What Solon Chase writes is “good
curt refusal to partake of the joy of
and the article from his
easy readin',
“Cholly’s” company on this “fine day”
pen reprinted in the 7th page is imbued seemed to have no influence on “Cholwith the spirit of true religion.
ly's” elastic spirits, for, with a perempCarrie Nation

catarrh, especially in the morning
difficulty is experienced in clear-

the head and throat.
No wonder catarrh causes

for our destination was a far cry,
however, for round and round and
round the part of the city largely in-

Ex-President Cleveland has the gout
and cannot go out.

Mrs. Susan Hall is in Fairfield visiting
her son.
Mrs. Simeon Lanpher has been quite sick

ing

ing

Quaystone State.

Stuffed Up

That’s the condition of many sufferers
Great

for the twelve miles drive to

SrBscmi'TiOK Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 00 cents for three
months.
A i> vert is mo Terms: For one square, one
inch length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

is the

England and

excellent breakfast the following morning, we met at the hotel
entrance, and mounted to the “break”
on which Mr. Elwell had secured seats
After

OIAhl.ES A. 1 ILSBUKV, j Business Manager.

Pennsylvania

to

IX.

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
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“QUICK RELIEF”
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1 he sea shall sever what the hills did divide,
Shall link in love.
j
And there as joy on earth,
/
y
si "bile Kngiand and Columbia, quilting fear,
:d and let in the eager
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Xhe suit
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in

1

the verdict.

calm and matter-of-course way. After
| a while we wandered out into the gari den and spent a pleasant half-hour
watching the play of the fountains, and
the little children feeding t ie swans
j nd ducks swimming about"in the lake
food made
j '. hose hjysh re
t ie om
e harmony
<

|

of sip'
a si

j
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After

HAL1DALE.

There

was

no

meeting at the church last

Miss Florence Cilley, who is a clerk in the
Pension Office, was also to be one of the
party. From Augusta Mr. Forbes was to

The attendSunday owing to the storm
ance at the quarterly meeting was small.
go to Berwick.,, Maine, for a short visit to
Very few' came from a distance—Elias H. relatives. He '-Ad then
go to Waterbury,
Hall and Job Clement went to Lowell,
Conn., to spend,{tn winter with his dune1/
Mass., last Saturday for a few weeks visit. ter,
Mrs. Cor--1 ;y|gh.
Misses Inez ami Eva Hall and Miss
■'
br \V
v
Sadie fj.rignt of Pel fast are visiting rela~
tives hfc.
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is iitting up a
bowling
jl \v. I leak)'
!>iliiard ..ns on High street.
]f, .,{ his
!»' a Parish supper at the
There will
hurrli at- 6 o'clock this, Thursday,
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at the mouth of Goose
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rest the European letters."
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barge for winter use in
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The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. shipa granite polisher to Rhode Island and a
stave machine to West Winterport the past
week. They now cast twice a week, and
the foundry floor is crowded with flasks at
every casting. Monday’s east included the
iron work for a dozen Rogers vamp markers,
11 lot of ballast, and general stock.

ped

‘^'“o'lrV

week. It was n. -essary ! lloivker, Mr. Win.
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The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet .January it, at 2 p. m. with
Mrs. M. S. Whitmore, 12!) Main street. The
program will be as follows: Roll-call;
quotations on the New Year; Current
Kvents; Some important Event of the year
1901; author, John Ruskin; lesson, “A
Journey Through Italy,” from January

vfg$e ’ZK.eieiy
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'.hei man. He folk wed and I trustees
were electand the wife ei iiins he 1
Abbott; Vice Presim
siie had lnm arnsted on I II. F. Mason;
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The Belfast schools will open next Monday morning for the winter term of ten
weeks.
In addition to the changes previously reported Miss Ethel (J. Barr is to
succeed Miss Sabina Morey as teacher in
the Pitcher school. Leonard Keen, who is
working for Charles Wright, will continue
to transport the pupils in the Mason's Mills
district for the present.
Mr. Wright i
unable to attend to the duty on account of
illness.
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trade was brisk. Sunday’s rain storm lias
left us with bare ground again.
At the meeting of the Parlor Musical Society held December 30, 1901, the Treasurer,
Secretary and Librarian made their reports,
and officers were elected for the
ensuing
The Treasurer’s report shows that
year.
the society had a balance on hand of over

$170,

very good showing for the new year.
The officers elected were as follows: President, C. 0. Poor; Treasurer, E. S.
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The seminary recently received a check
for S 1,000 from the John G. Moore estate.
President Bender expects to raise about

S‘>,000 before spring, to be used in improvements about the school property.
School was in session

on Saturday, Dec.
extra day at Christinas.
Most of the students remained in
town and the holidays passed merrily. On
Tuesday night a party was held in the
chapel, and at this time President Bender
was presented with a handsome ease of toilet
articles, as a gift from the young men
students. The progressive erokinole tournament held at the boarding house Wednes-

21st, in order to give

an

Dudley A. Poland, one of our well known
and prosperous young farmers, went to
Boston on Dec. 30th, and was married to a
Miss Conroy, of that city Dec. 31st.
After
visiting

friends in Massachusetts and Rhode
Island they will return to Mr. Poland’s
fariii and begin housekeeping. Here’s
hop-

ing they may pass many happy years together. Mr. Poland has shown that a young
man can buy a run-out farm on
credit, even
in these degenerate days, and by industry
and perseverance bring it to a fertile condition, and pay for it, and not be very long
about it either
Albion Clement, a former
resident of this town, and a brother to C.
II. Clement, died in Waterville, Dee. 25th,
of typhoid pneumonia—Dr. A. IJ. Ramsay
has gone to Boston with a patient.
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At the December meeting of E. II. Bradstreet Post, Ho. 44, Dept, of Maine, (1. A. 1!.,
the following officers were elected: Commander, Sumner Poland; S. V. C., li. C.
Sherman; J. V. C., Geo. (>. White; Q. M.,
W. II. Moody; Surgeon, L. C. Morse;
Chaplain, M. ,1. Creasey; 0. I)., .1. L.
Knowlton; O. G., Seth Ellis. Public installation the 3d Tuesday in January_Arbutus Lodge, Order of Eastern Star, elected
officers last Monday evening and will install them Monday evening. The officerseleet are as follows : Matron, Sylvia Sherman ; A. M., Mary Norton; Secretary, Eva
liipley; Treasurer, Hattie Clough; Conductress, Frankie Hurd; Asst. Conductress,
Cora Skidmore; W. Patron, Dr. Albert
Ramsey.R. W. Cox died at his home
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impossibility, however. We advise our patrons
who wish a share of the Bargains offered to call
earl)' in
the morning or after 4 o’clock P. m, as that tune we are
less crowded.
Everything marked down preparatory to
removal from the building for repairs.
was an

SPECIAL DAYS FOR EACH DEPT.
0lJR SPECIAL SALE WILL HE IN

FRIDAY

LINCOLN Yl LLE.

Dress Goods and

King David’s Lodge, F. and A. M, has installed the following officers. L. I). Ames
and T. E. Gushee
was installing officer
Grand Marshal: W. M., Edgar Keene; S.
W., Edgar Clark ; J. W., Theodore Monroe;
Treas., W. L. Howe: Sec., L. I). Ames;
Chap., E. M. Coleman; Mar., George S.

ceremonies a bountiful supper was served.
_C'apt. and Mrs. John Munroe are at
home after a voyage of several months to
South America— Reach Chapter, Ho. 23,
O. E. S., held their installation Tuesday
night, Dee. 31st. A list of officers will he
given next week.Beach Chapter had a
Christmas tree at their hall Tuesday night
and the Good Templars one at their hall
Wednesday night. Both were very pretty. At

Jk

WILLIAM A, CLARK,
HANUFACTURING CLOTHIER,

Trimmings.
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SATURDAY,

Jackets, Furs, Skirts, Waists.
MONDAY,

Carpets, Oil Cloths, Straw Mattings,
Rugs, Pillows, Bedding, Blankets,
450,0 2 5czt
OilClOthS,
*♦♦♦♦♦♦•* ********** ********

TUESDAY

OUTFITTER and FUR MERCHANT,

ou^ special sale will be in

Linen Goods, White Goods, Towels,
and Domestic Goods of all kinds.

Belfast, Maine,
Has decided to enter the wholesale manufacturin Portland and offers his

ing clothing business

Mammoth Clothing,
Furnishing Goods,
Stock of -Ladies’
WEDNESDAY,
g Gent’s Furs

Underwear, Small Wares, Corsets,
Ribbons, Hosiery, Etc.

#AT BARGAIN PRICES#
At retail sale until a customer is found to buy the stock and fixtures,
The business has paid handsomely every year for
seventeen years, and is a right good opening for a man with required
amount of capital. The stock is marked in plain figures, and a

good-will, etc.

Discount of 10 to 35 per cent, will be made to
Cash Customers.

No

goods charged.

THURSDAY,

—

;::i|l!l1

Offered in Belfast

OUR IMMENSE FIRE: SALE

LIBERTY.

Ames; s. D., C. A Stephens; J. D., James
day night was thoroughly enjoyed by the Manning; S. S., J. S. Maddoclcs; J. S., C. F.
twenty-eight contestants. Miss Josie sip- Carver; Tyler, Dennis Carver. About fifty
prelle and A. L. Harris carried off the invited guests were present.
After the
honors.
The following students received honors
last term: First Honors—Louis 11. Farnham, Fue L. llincks, Marian Hutchins, Gertrude Perkins, Grace Kamsdell.
Second

ever

GEORGE W. BURKETT’S.

—

here Dee. 2(>thand was buried Sunday. The
funeral was in charge of the Masons. 11 is
age was about 44 years—Mr. and Mrs.
Walter 1. Neal of Pittsfield are visiting
friends in this village.
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when the skies cleared suddenly, and
the moon, which fulled the 24tli, came out
and shone brightly.
During the entire
snow fall the wind was very light from the
northeast, and the snow’lay perfectly even,
;) inches in depth, and was
just damp
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Everyday

M.ONTVIELE,

Judge Emery, who is to preside at the Honors—Evelyn Avery, Thomas Bridges,
term of Court, which opens in this Mary Delano, Nellie Delano, Mildred Grini
oil.) next Tuesday, has written the Clerk dle, Harvard Harding, Guida Homer, Ralph
i that he will
open Court at 11 o’clock a. m. Kendall, A. L. Leathers, Helen F. Page,
All the towns from which jurors were Charles Preble, Sanford Preble, Flora X.
i drawn have
reported, and the Clerk had a Ryder, Eliza Seavey. Third Honors—Her- the Trap a good program was given—Mrs.
full list of jurors drawn eight days before bert L. Abbott, Ernest A. Bolt, Mary S. I Clias. Frohock is visiting her daughter,
;
the opening of the Court, and eleven days Dorr, Raymond Fellows, Lillian Gray, Alice Mrs.
Joseph Stoddard in Boston.
before the jurors are required for duty, the Haskell, Warren Hass, Myrtie Holbrook, |
Cleveland
Jennie
Court having notified them to report 'ThursHooper,
Hooper, .1. A.
Larsen, Faye Littlefield, Maud Littlefield,
day morning.
Alexis B. Luce, Christine MoCaulder, WilJink Si.eigiiing.
ON THE SHORE NEAR PATTERSON S
The snow storm of
liam R. Sawyer, Henrietta Simpson, Robert
Point. The owner can have the same by
Friday, Dec. 27, brought as good sleighing
proving property and paying charges.
D. Thurston, J. W. Tripp, Emma Webb
EMERY O. PENDLETON.
is could be asked for.
The snow began
! 3wi*
East Belfast.
Elizabeth Webber, Chester M. Wiggin.
falling at 2 a. m. and continued until 3.30
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land and buildings in
Winterport. Nathaniel Hatch, Islesboro, to Fred
Patterson,
do.; land and buildings in Islesboro. lloscoe R. and
Mary E. Fernald, Lineolnville,
to Sidney \
Pendleton, do.; land and buildings m Lineolnville.

,jI
I

ral

a

ruller; land in Searsmont. Charlotte II
Curtis, Winterport, to ('has. A. Curtis, do.;
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The Bohemian Club orchestra of this city
was engaged to furnish music fora ball in
Islesboro New Years night.

Rc^V!1*,
,i all tlvoon,

street.

S.

ridge, do.; land and buildings in Searsport.
Alice G. Clary, Brooks, to Nahum E.
Clary,
Waldo; land in Brooks. Hannah M. Wentworth, Searsport, to Frank H. Rose, do.;
land and buildings in Searsport. Eliza J.
and Alvah S. Redman, Belfast, to Ellen J.
Curtis, do.; land and buildings in Belfast;
(-deeds.) EdmundS. Bean, Searsmont, to
C- F. Fuller, do.; land in Searsmont. Edmund R. Packard, Searsmont, to B. F.

Poor * Son received last week from
Northern Aroostook the finest let of spruce
;uin ever brought to Belfast.

Advertised list of h
fV(,tals of edar
red and moved to a farm iieifast post
it kind
offiee, Dec.
Mary Robbins, Mrs.
a? 50 h ■„
mv.
The Journal annual Thomas 'Vest. Gentle'*
®z<\rr«
vents of l'lo] in Be)!.i»t w ill kinsou, Mr. Ruben

nog,
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Dodge, Islesboro, to Flora E. Dodge, do,;
land and buildings in Islesboro. Etta M.
Powers, Searsmont, to Selden I. Gurney,
\V aldo; land in Waldo. Lucinda F. Harriman, Stockton Springs, to Albert C. Colcord, do.; land in Stockton Springs. Albert
C. Colcord to Harry R. Hichborn, Stockton
Springs, land in Stockton Springs. E. C.
Pike et als., Searsport, to Henry F. Part-
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Estate.

Milton, Mass.; land in Islesboro.

Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor (F,ng. Breakfast).
Orange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

be made !•> cut■st two letters and cliai
ring
&.

Real

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo
County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. l, 1002:
Sullivan Niles et als., Cambridge, Mass., to
Ralph H. LeSan, Winterport; land and
buildings in Winterport. Islesboro Land
& Improvement Co. to J. Murray
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The better
With Cb,

Francisco subscriber says:
1'ke going without
my
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See what the Sea Breeze lias to
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE
say, in
another column.
Thomas H. Marshall Relief Corps will NORTH TROY.
Our last rainstorm, which has lasted over
have a picnic supper at Memorial Hall next
Wednesday at 6 p. m. Installation of Sunday and is in full progress Monday,
seems to be marked “continued,”
officers after the supper.
although
The Post and
families are invited. All interested are the ground, wells, cisterns, and in some
cases cellars, are already
requested to furnish for the supper.
overflowing with
If
their abundance of water. The fine
sleigh,
stormy, the next regular meeting.
ing of a few days past is but a pleasant
A Portland special to the
Bangor Daily- memory....Everett Sidelinger of Pittsfield;
News says that the Gail Borden Condensed
passed Christmas with his parents, Mr. and I
Milk Co. of New York has
bought the enA. J. Sidelinger....Mrs. Helen
Young
tire property- of the Maine Condensed Milk Mrs;.
of Detroit was in town
Saturday.Mr. I
Co., with factories at Newport, Me., and
of
Freedom was in town Saturday
Sampson
Whitefield, N. II., and will take possession
looking after the pressing of the hay he
of the plants of the
A. bought of Mrs. Hester
company Jan. 9th.
A. Smart_The
1. Brown of Belfast is
president of the Sunshine
Society will meet at the horn;; of
latter company. It is understood that the
Mrs. Lizzie Smith, Troy Centre, Jan. 7th.
factories will be continued and that the new
The next meeting of the North Troy
owners will endeavor to secure a
larger Reading Club will be held with Mrs. VV.
L.
supply of milk.
Gray Jan. 17th.

Cotton Underwear, Petticoats, Um-

Heavy Black Drilling working Shirts always 50c., now 37c.
Boys' Knee Pants 19c. to 50e.
Home Knit Stockings 30c.; Mittens 25c.
A lot of Boys’ Suits, former price $1.50 and $2.00, now 98c.
The stock of Overalls, Junipers, Shirts, Underwear, Gloves,
Neckties, and all 50c. and 75c. articles will go at 45c.
All 25c. to 50c. goods will close at 20c.
All 15c. articles, such as Linen Collars, Middlesex
Hose, Suspenders and Ties, now at 10c.
All Pantaloons $1.50 and $2.00, now 08c.
$3.50 Reefers now $2.25.
Knox Reefers, always $0.50, now $4.25.

brellas, Sight Robes, Stamped Goods,
Portieres, Demins, Silkolenes, Cretonnes, Wrappers, Etc.

$3.50 Sheep Skin Lined Coats now $2.75.
35c. Heavy Fleeced Underwear at 19c.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaa

A lot of 50 Winter Overcoats and Ulster, $8 and $12 goods, to close, $4.98.
Fur Coats, $10 to $35.
$8 and $10 Suits, now $4.08.
10 doz. Fancy Laundered Shirts, 50c. and 75c. goods,

| While we

Sweaters, 25c. to $3.00.
Big stock of Woolens, mill ends, worth
$1.50 to $2.50 per yard, all $1.25 per yd.,
suitable for ladies’ or gents’ wear.

by

a

a

a

wish it understood that

goods from everv department
day,
special attention will be given
force to the class of goods on days as mentioned

will be sold e^ch

to close at 45c., handsome patterns.
5 doz. Blue Flannel Shirts, marked $1.00
and worth it, now at 59c.

a

our

still

above.

J^*The people

of this

county know

we

do not deceive them
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WE
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HAVE THE GOODS and in sixty days you will have

Shirtings, Blankets, Shawls, Steamer Rugs, Tablings, Crash,
Towels, Ticking, Dress Goods, Linings, Silesias, Cambrics,
Ladies’ Underwear, Hose, Jewelry, Fur Scarfs, Caps, Satchels,
Umbrellas, Dress Suit Cases, Children’s Underwear and Hose.

them,

at

prices that will

not

deplete

your

packet

book.

ALL PRICES MARKBD IN PLAIN FIGURES,
10 TO 35 PER CBN I'. DISCOUNT.
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Good-By,

The following poem, by Marguerite M.
Hillery (age 14), appears in the January St.
Nicholas. It won a cash prize.
The minutes are hying, the old year is dy-

ing,

The time will soon come when the old
clock will chime,
When the year, bent and gray, will pass
quickly away,
Ami the new year w ill come in the footprints of time.
Old year, you will go as you came, in the
snow ;
For that emblem of childhood is waiting
for all;
And when in old age you will pass from
life’s stage,
The snow hakes w ill cover the place where
>ou fall.

LITERARY HEWS AND NOTES.

hours of darkness yet to come, and
wondered whether he or Barclay would
go mad first, or, if not that, then which
would first be stung. But there was no
way out of it now, no way but to make
an eternal enemy, a fool of himself,
and a fizzle of the whole attempt, not
to speak of losing his bet. Besides, he

Whereat all the contrariness of Macintosh’s nature was aroused. “I would,”
he insisted. Then an idea seemed to
strike him. “And I’ll bet,” he added,
“that I’ll reform him, too.”
“Angels have trod there,” they assured him, “but it would be picturesque
to see you rush in. And, by way of incentive, we’ll bet you a hundred to ten
that you won’t.”
Macintosh took it, and two months
was set as the limit of time in which
he might show the finished article.
“Provided, always,” he stipulated, “that
the C. O. will give me another hunting-

Old Year.

was

doing

a

good

gold;

We will never forget you, although you
have lied.
For the new year is here, and so good-by,
old year;
We will number you now w ith the years
that are dead.

pMoogr

“Reciprocity witli Canada” is advocated in the January Forum by a leading Canadian politician, Hon. John
Charlton. He argues that the beneficial
results which have followed from free
trade between the States of the Ilnion
would also follow its application to the
Dominion of Canada.
Margaret Sidney, the well-known author of the Pepper books for children,
after a season abroad, has been working diligently on a new volume in her
popular series. Every year adds a new
flock of little readers to the already
large number of Pepper admirers, and
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
they will await expectantly the appearIt is to be isance of the new volume.
SHIPS.
sued in the early spring by Lothrop
Abner Coburn, arrived at Cape Town
Publishing Company.
Port Townsend.
Dec.
from
C. G. 11.,
5,
A G Kopes, D. Iiivers, sailed from san
The December number of the New

act.

So he got Barclay up oil top of the
bar, and lit one candle as another burned out, and all through the night he

kept alternately poking up the snakes
and insisting that there were no snakes
there, the while lie-laid quieting hands

on the trembling form and looked about
leave inside of a week.”
This the commandant—the matter him to see that no centipede or scorpions should come near. He could have
being presented to him—agreed to do.
So Macintosh told Barclay of certain given Dante and Milton points.
But when morning approached he led
magnificent hunting grounds he had
out
discovered on the last trip, and worked Barclay, a broker., quivering man
the
on his imagination and his sportman- into the empty street, and caught
while Barship; and they started oft together, on horses and saddled them,
As
horseback, with their bedding wrapped clay sat huddled on the ground.
to
in rubber ponchos, and provisions on a the day began to break he turned
now
led-horse. Macintosh did not want a him. “Would you like to go back
that it's lighter, and see for yourself
private or any one else along.
in there?” he
Barclay, being in a state of new and that there is nothing
If Barclay were to accept it
meek repentance, abstained from taking asked.
would spoil the whole thing probably,
a flask along, but MacIntosh did not believe in foolhardy heroism of that sort, but that had to be chanced.
wanand his saddlebags held two.
“Xp," said Barclay, and smiled
Their way led across an all but in- ly. “I’ll take your word for it. Only
terminable' waste of chaparral. The just get me home.”
So they mounted and turned back by
first day out Barclay drank water. But
it had got
lie stood it in silence until they halted the road they had come, for
Then beyond all question of Barclay’s handlat noon under a mesqnite bush.
rose, however,
Barclay gave a great groan: it was so ing a gun. As the sun inch
by inch.
nearly a sob that Macintosh shuddered, his courage rose also,
a normal
lie asked what the trouble was, but lie And at Iasi he spoke in quite
a long
way, so that Macintosh drew
knew very well.
Macin“I’d give my eternal soul—if 1 hav- breath of relief. "See here,
“I tosh,’’ ne said, “I'll make a bargain
en't already—for a drink," lie said.
If you’ll never tell this oil
don’t believe 1 can stand it, old fellow; with you.
me, I’ll never take a drink again.”
let's go back.”
And lie kept his word, and Macintosh
But Macintosh refused; lie had come
was
out to be gone eight (lays, and he was won the hundred, and everybody
Barclay and Miss
going to stay out. “You're two days happy all around. married
and lived
from the post, anyway,” lie reasoned; Cunningham were
ascrib“and you'd either lie dead or over it be- happily evermore. But Barclay
ed his reformation to his own power of
fore you got back.”
intiuence
So Barclay had no choice but to keep will, Miss Cunningham to her
divided
on.
Macintosh said nothing about the over him, and the others were
Ilasks in the saddle-bags, lie was keep- between these two views.
And Macintosh got no credit from
| mg those for possibly a more urgent anybody— as is usually the case with
use.
At nightfall they came to a settle- reformers—and it was probably just
Ar! merit in a gulch between two bare foot- what lie deserved.—San Francisco
hills. It was a deserted settlement of gonaut.
I mining origin to judge from a forsaken
I shaft or two, and if it had ever had a
A Card.

For many you hold what is dearer than

Military Power”; an article by Marrion
Wilcox An “Our Honor and Cuba’s
Need”; an account by Sunyowe Pang
an Americanized Chinaman, of
“The
Chinese in America,” with special
reference to the Chinese Exclusion Actand a discussion by Prof. Elwood Mead
of “Problems of Irrigation
Legisla
tion.” Earl Mayo contributes an estimate of the extent to which “The
Americanization of England’’ lias already proceeded. The closing paper is
by Prof. Brander Matthews, who writes
on “Mr. Howells as a Critic” with
particular notice of his recent book on the
“Heroines of Fiction.”
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One of the best

places in Belfast. The buildings
brick residence with ell, a
stable and carriage house,

are a large two story
new and commodious
and a smaller stable;

all modern conveniences.
The grounds extend from High to Union streets,
and contains about one acre. Tennis court. Nice
orchard. Within a few rods of Belfast Bay of
which it commands a tine view. Especially adapted for summer home or fashionable boarding
house. Six thousand dollars buys it this fall. It
will be worth more m the spring. A potion of
the purchase money can remain on mortgage if

II rio9h’
i

SIBLEY,

following real estate is offered for saler
HOMESTEAD OIN MKjH STREET,

the

Blood,

Strength,

estate^of the late

A. C.

Bones

desired.

Francisco Dec (> for Queenstown.
FOOLER HOUSE, HlCjrt STREET.
A J Fuller, sailed form Newcastle, \. x
Five thousand square teet. of land and a cosy,
W. Dec 11 for Honolulu.
convenient
brick house. Formerly owned and
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, Baltimore for
occupied, during his residence m Belfast, by JusSan Francisco; spoken .July, 17, lat
\
tice William II. Fogler of I he Maine Supreme
Ion 43 30 W.
Judical Court. Modern conveniences. Price,
Bangalore, Blanchard, arrived at 1 mt J
subject to mortgage of
fo Belfast savings
Townsend Oct 39 from Nagaski.
Bank, #500.
SALVATION.
SERPENTS OF
K B Sutton, .1 P Butman, at Hiogo Novi
F. llolden; and several poems, besides
Id for New York.
MAIN AND FEDERAL STRE :T3.
a story by Bret Harte.
you
The Ordeal of a Night in a Texas Cabin.
Fort George, Clias. C. McClure,
Corner lot in the |busineheart of tin eity:
of the Writer, a from PortTownsend Oct 7from Chi-mmim,. I
number
The
current
.4,159 feet. le vel and good i.milling sum
nv CIVIMIOLEN ovkhton.
Will
be worth Si.oou inside of li
magazine for literary workers, presents for Port l’irie. sailed
years.
Gov Kobie,
from Everett. Wash
It v as partly noble and heroic selfPrice $ilOO.
many helpful and interesting articles.
1 for Sydney, N. S. W.
The number opens with an instructive Sept
abnegation which prompted Macintosh
Jlefiry B llyde, arrived at Sail Francisco
the saviour of
to constitute himself
papergiving“Facts for the Bibliophile.” dune 13 from Baltimore.
HARM ON MILLER STREET.
Barciay: but it was also partly hope of
by Vincent Van Martin Beede. “One
Luzon, Park, sailed from Manila (at 7
Nine
acres under good
the
of
which
rest
are
hundred
the
en-1
Ifjvaiiou, corner of
Writer's
winning
for Newcastle, N. S. W.
Literary Experiences”
Miller Street and Lincohivi.
line mile
avenue,
the mess put up and which would entertainingly told by Grace Whitton. I Mary L Cushing, arrived at Nevica-Ue,
from post office.
able him to pay, by several months
The editorial departments discuss sev- N. S. \V. Nov. 3d from Cape Town.
Price,
$675.
Manuel Llaguno,!) C Nichols, sailed : mm
sooner than lie would otherwise have
eral important matters, and the depart(let 3d for New- York.
ments devoted to “Writers of the Day,” Hong Kong
done, for flu- carved ivory crop, the
PLEASANT s I REI T.
A N
sailed from ,;il,
Puritan,
silver spurs, and the gold cross-sabres,
“Personal Gossip About Writers,” Cur- Francisco Nov 3 Blanc-hard,
for Hull.
Undivided half ot two •■..-.on anil lot owned
and other tiilles of the sort that he
rent Literary Topics,” and Helpful
in common with Hon. VV. i.
.van.
Will always
Reaper, arrived at. Honolulu Maj
had bestowed upon Miss Cunningham
rent.
hints and Suggestions,” give much Newcastle, N. S W.
in happier days. Thus is the pure met1)
S
Carleton, Amslmry, sailed fi.
; ;l.
Price, $1500.
timely information.
al of our finest actions ever combined
coma, Wash. Nov 1 for Honolulu.
Dr. W. DeWitt Hyde, President of
St Paul, F (V Treat, sailed from Mm,
in the coining with base alloy.
BAY VIEW
TREET.
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Bowdoin College, discusses in the Jan- Nov. IS for Seattle.
Macintosh had been m love with Miss
ilie you PAY.
State of Maine, LA Colcord, sailed u. ,,
About OIK' half acri> ...
laud adjoining
uary Forum some of the more urgent
Cunningham for some time, and was so
tide water, about one-rigln'
lie tov sicuinborn
“Problems of Our Educational Sys- Hong Kong Nov Hi for New York.
still, though now lie had nothing to
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E
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Starhuck, Eben Curtis, mi \,.(j
tem,” with respect alike to elementary at Tillie
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emtal Purchase Plan.
hope. He had had reason to believe at
Sail Francisco Dec 9 from lionolu
and
lie
schools
colleges.
schools,
high
one period of the negotiation that he
IVm H Macy, sailed from Port (
m small monthly payPrice, $250.
expresses incidentally the opinion that Dec. 30 for Algoa Bay.
found favor in her sight. Then Barroll of thirty-six
“the twentieth century finds us just a ]
Win
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had
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Conner,
Colcord,
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scene,
is paid for. The
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Pews No. HO and 56. Price. #ao each,
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pull, prospects, and exceeding good
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looks, and from the moment that he
buying is one of
up new acquisitions of knowledge re
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Alice Heed, Alanson Ford, sailed
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presented himself as a rival for the
entirely 6bgardless of relative worth, sense of Montevideo Oct 23 for Barbados.
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features of the
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form,
Edward
arrived
at
Fra
San
proportion,
May,
tosh began to lose heart, realizing that,
instalment plan, & Sibley Company.
17 from Honolulu.
either esthetic or practical use.”
besides being far less blessed in person- i name it was forgotten now as had
I Aug.
I’riee,
$250.
now
on our
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Portland .hi
al appearance than the other, lie bad <I probably been the pony whose skeleWe. the undersigned, do hereby agree to
Tlie Outlook is a weekly newspaper: 20 from Charleston.
Plan, monthly
PERSONAL PROPERTY.
nothing to expect in the future beyond ton—the legs still hobbled—lay across refund the mone\ on a 50-cent bottle of and monthly magazine in one and under
s #3.
Full description
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fogies,
Seven hundred shares <>i st<*k in Manufar
Its magazine New York Dec 22 from Montevideo.
not call. Write
promotion
natural
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price.
subscription
to-day.
also
or cold.
We
guarran along the bottom of the gully and to cure your cough
course of death and years.
facturing Real Estate C<»mr my, Far value sio.
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia 1
antee a Y\vcent bottle to prove satisfactory number for January lias eight illustratPiano These shares are one third of11 tin* stock issued
He put his faith to the test, however, was lined on either side by a dozen or
ed articles, two stories (one by Sarah from Havana.
or money refunded.
The corporation owns the. huiwliiijand real .-stab
Olive Thurlow, arrived at Mobile Dee ; j
Co..
and w hen it proved definitely adverse, more, shacks.
connected with the shoe fact•
A. A. Howes & Co.,
Orne Jewett) a carefully written his- from
>ry#is out of debt
P. R.
Guanica,
and in no way involved in the -inbarassment
he did not go into the world embittered
"We can put up in one. ot those
W. 0. Poor & Son.
(im45
and
many
tory of the week’s doings
on.
of the Pritchett, Sibley c. mpaty
Penobscot, arrived at Cape Town Sept;;
When tinand scowling at Barclay, and making a houses tonight,” Macintosh said cheerbook reviews. There are lull-page por- from Freemantle.
shoe factory starts its rental will-ray a good divi"I did when 1 was here a few
He fully.
spectacle of himself generally.
dend on this stock and it will s><i worth par.
traits of new political figures of promiv
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I
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make
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even continued to put the horses ol his
present it is for sale in bl« •;
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articles of anecdotal biography, repairing.
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more at
JJarciay, who was in a very had state the
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Melvin
arrived
instalment
it
a
most
of
Edinnis,
Colcord,
entertaining
“Yes," replied the nurse;'
$5.00 per share.
though now she rode no more with him. by now. and whose nerves were agoniz- “youhospital.
bit off one ear, two fingers and broke i ward Everett Hale’s “Memories of New Y’ork Dec 8 from Eernandina.
Ten shares stock Maine
Vet, tor all that lie himself would have ing, loosed dubious, and said that he three legs." “Thank heavens!" murmured Hundred Tears,” and much else of
Sachem, Nichols, arrived at New Y
Condensed Milk Co.
perFeb 28 from Hong Kong.
been more than human had be not ex- would prefer to sleep outside under a the football player, lapsing again into un- | manent value. The Outlook
I*rlee, $1.50 per share
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Co.,
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Bom.
Seven one hundred and :\%nty-eighths <
perienced a certain secret satisfaction poncho, as they tiad done the night be- consciousness.
j Fourth Ave., X. Y.
Dec. 14 from Rosario via Vineyard Haven
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Monroe,
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Poisons
accumulate
]
systen
Aside from Senator IIanna’s“William
Barclay himself. This tiling came to with centipedes or skunks or some- the
One top carriage. Frier sir..
at Boston Dec l-i from Turks Island.
I
and
bad
are
sluggish—blotches
kidneys
as I Knew Him,” the January
pass surprisingly soon, and in the fol- thing,” lie complained,
result—take Hood’s Sarsapa- McKinley
SCIIOOM-.KS.
National is a strong and attractive
lowing manner.
j Macintosh had a career of falsehood complexion
rilla.
For further particular-- rail ri
for
the
in
him
number.
A
new and most kindly pora
and
his
before
night
quarrel ! opening
Barclay
lady had
Georgia Gilkey, W K Gilkey, arrived
one day. and. whether it was a relapse any case, so lie entered courageously
EDWARD SIBLEY, Biiast, Maine,
Teacliei—Hereditary is an adjective that trait of Senator Hanna adorns the cover Brunswick, Ga. Dee 12 from St. Pierre, Ma
to habits of his past life tor Barclay upon it now.
lie said that the house means something that descends from father I and smiles benevolently at the reader
Henry Clausen, Jr. cleared from Aj
or JOSEPH WILLIAM SIN,
was a civil appointment) or whether it I lie had gone into had been singularly to son.
Now, Willie Green, construct a i from the first page of “Affairs at Wasli- lachicola Dec (> for Boston.
Jr.,
Willie Green
Gladys, 11 B Colson, cleared from New
was nieieB to drown despair, certain it free from anything of the sort, that it sentence containing the word.
This department is as usual
ington.”
Administrator,
Maine.
Augista,
are
Y’ork
Dec
24
for
Havana.
hereditary.
was that the lieutenant hied himself : had been very comfortable, and that a —My pop’s pants
1 a chatty resume of social and political
! .John C Smith, McDonald, sailed from Ba!
down to the ollicers’ room and drank roof when you could get it was inToo Many People Dally With Patarrli. gossip at the national capital, lavishly timore Nov. .tofor Maypo.t.
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for
more than " is good for him—consider- dubitably better than the stars.
Bo —It strikes one like a tliunder-clap, devel- illustrated with finely engraved porMary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
3:1' ll
js,
ably more, i Ins was, of course, iu the they cooked their supper and hobbled opes with a rapidity that no other disease traits of men and women of present York Dee 14 from Pensacola for Irvington.
md t
Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder is prominence. In “Official Society, Fast N. Y’.
old days, as many as ••>.-> years ago, their stock, and when the moon rose does.
'iin
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Jacksonbefore the service down to the last, ! they took their bedding-rolls and went the radical, quick, safe and pleasant cure and Present,” Mrs. Catherine Frances
p more than MnthUse the means,
hi from Philadelphia.
ville
Dee
least commissioned officer, had reform- into the shack, which appeared to he in that the disease demands.
reviews
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J
brilliantly century
]
its deep-seating and years of dis- Cavanagh
body
It W Hopkins, Hichboru, arrived at B;Ctied. Then, finding, perhaps, that though tiie best state of repair, and which had, prevent
!: .IS
tress.
Don't dally with Catarrh. Agnew’s of social functions at Washington. The
Dec 17 from New York.
gets
naughty, whiskey—even sutler’s whis- in the town’s life-time, been its most gives relief in ten minutes. 50 cents." stories are brisk and well illustrated, j1 more
It F Pettigrew, sailed from New Y’ork Dec
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Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes the articles timely and well written.
key—was nice, Barclay took to drink flourishing saloon.
I 2(1 for Philadelphia.
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~
-Macintosh iit a candle, and set, it on & Co.—40.
regularly and all at once: and for a
Willie L Newt<n; 'ailed from Key West
! The January number of Frank Les- I )ec
period if several months, except when 'what remained of the bar. If Barclay
(»for
Tampa.
;
Judson—Carrie, sometimes I think you lie's Popular monthly is unusually
he was on duty, ne'er drew a sober had been in a condition to notice anyMrs. Judson—What, after
are a ninny.
o
breath. Ills brother ollicers shook their thing besides his own woes he would living with you so many years? It can’t be fortunate in its fiction. Ian Maclaren
c
s#
x a.
^ """ U“"
heads in decent sorrow and said that hate seen that Macintosh’s face was possible: I admit i might have been when breaks bis long silence by contributing Bearsthe
.."Bought
one of his exquisite little sketches, “The
the poor fellow was going the way of! white and bis looks anxious.
But he I married you.
Vision of the Soul,” while Hamlin Car- Signature
many a bettei man—since it is always only unw rapped the poncho with shakftiul fa*nil
*
A wful F xperlenoe with Heart Disease. land tells an Indian tale in his best
the brightest who have gone before us, ing hands, and began to spread it in a
vein, •
tiut
Mr. L. J. Law', Toronto, Can., writes: “I a story which has been elaborately illusand the dullest who are left behind.
Then lie jumped back and
corner.
11 ins
Now there is one thing which every- stood looking
terror-eyed into the was so sorely troubled with heart disease trated in colors. In several ot her stories,
an
one has probably observed regarding
shadow
There was an ominous, sharp that 1 was unable for 18 months to lie down notably those by Ralph Henry Harthe man who is in his cups the best sound, that died away.
in bed lest i smother.
After taking one bour, and E. H. Chamberlayne, the
tu
H -W'r
he
Macintosh,”
part ot the time, which is, that besides
"Bay,
quavered dose of Dr. Agnew’s Heart Cure, 1 retired humorous predominates, while Miss
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being the special care of Providence, "there's a rattler in here." Macintosh and slept .soundly. 1 used one bottle and Marion Hill’s story, “In Honor of the
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the war department looks after him crossed over to him and laid his hand the trouble has not returned." Sold by Ed- Infant,” combines a delicious sense of
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Mrs. Muggins—What an original woman pathos that comes from a perfect ung
adoring slave.
low,” he soothed: "turn in and you’ll
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much the same thing, and in proportion he went a step nearer.
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he took stronger hold upon her heart. ;
Macintosh shook his head pityingly, household favorites. Impurities leave the this country, and Senator Tillman’s
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successful defence of his plan for the
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Then her parents interfered, and what sadly. And just then something dark
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Stephen Marden,
Stephen and Charity Mam'ti
Worthen to settle in town Sept. 27, 1780, married ElizaM
mil his wife Judith, lie was ster, Aug. 28, 1760, and “1
After
of the revolution
Chester, N. II. Ttiey had ten e
liarged from military service
0th. Stephen Marden, sixth
[ and settled in Palermo, in
Stephen and Elizabeth Marden,
lie died
the town house,
Chester, N. II., Sept. 23, lit 1
Their
i-41, aged 79 years.
Abigail liiack of New Market
were:
They had twelve children.
|
l'eb. 21, 1783, married
,,ni
7th. Alley Marden, seventh}
I
liryant, April 2, isos,
and
Marden
Abigail
Stephen
ii. born ,1 une 3, 17S5.
Palermo, Sept. 8, 1804, marnel
ru March 25, 17S7, married
They had tbree c I
Worthing.
ster April 2, 1808.
follows:
,1
worn March 5, 1789, married
I
Pembroke S., born May
Men April 1, 1315.
lied Laura Mitchell.
born Nov. 10, 1791.
Mary Koxanna, born Mly
i. born Sept. 10, 1795.
married Charles b. Howe
bom July 19, 1797.
Cassandra M., born July 1
nth.

lift

n

s

Nov. 19, 1799, married

horn

y

One year there

cold season and
short crops. Many suffered for bread
and corn “riz.” Elder Jones had corn,
but he sold corn only to the poor, to
those who had no money, and was paid
in the next year’s crop, bushel for
bushel, when corn had dropped in the
market more than one-half.
In his sermons he had litlre to say
about the kingdom come, but be had
much to say about a heaven we could
make on this earth. ()ue of the postulates
around which he built bis sermons was,
We are commanded not to eat the
bread of idleness.” lie preached from
the heart to the heart and without
compensation, if need be, but lie was a
wore well," and the
preacher who
people contributed liberally to bis

1843,

married Edward Nelson.

liryant.

horn Aug. 14, 1804.
horn April 14, 1809, married
isv»n.
Worthen, born June 3,
i sane, married Sally Hoyt
published July 14. 1810.
she died
irteeii children,
,i.'.
iged 59. lie married,
., v.
.vho died April 4, 1857.
o'
1854, aged OS. The
heiathan and Sally were:
.1
died May is, 1815.
fi .1 tine 4. 1815.
•d Mav 20, 1810.
! Fell.' 3, 1820.
i -ept. 12, 1849.

Ililman Worthing, bo: Oct. 1. 1808,
Kxi er, Me.
married Julia Tibbetts
Children:
'42, narried
Abbie, born April
Silas Cronnnett.
Augustine, born Api 12, 1 14, died
in the rebellion.
Frank E., born April '. 184(
Fred, born Aug. 22, ]
~

Frank F. Worthin'ls4ii, married Sarah
One child:
Clarence, born Feb
Carrie Parmeter of i

born
'nell
■

Vpril 20,
<

1872
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China.

was a

Lighter Vien.

SB—In Coart of Probate, held at Belon I fie 10th day of
December, 1901.
Aiired E. Nickerson, administrator on tbe estate
of Abigail Nickerson, late of
Bwanville, in said
county, deceased, having presented his first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.

WALDO

It takes quite a slot to accommodate
Mr. Carnegie when he decides to drop
something.—Chicago Journal.
There are folding beds and folding
beds. Some kill people and others are
quite safe. But all smell bad.—Buffalo
Utah’s shaking up

seems

to have been

nothing to the»earthquake that jarred
Representative Roberts from his seat.—
Denve Republican.
“A Chicago man” has bought the Hope
diamond and a valuable painting, and is
thinking some of buying St. Paul’s cathedral.— Chicago Tribune.
“Why must the sultan pay his assessments?” asked a valued contemporary.
“Has he no pull?” Certainly. Constan-

tinople.—Chicago

A*

Kin namaedentary
if-hlS6*!

at

Rheumatic pains are the cries of protest
and distress from tortured muscles, aching
and excited nerves. The blood has
been poisoned by the accumulation of
waste matter in the
system, and can no
longer supply the pure and health, sustainfood
ing
they require. The whole system
feels the effect of this acid poison ; and
not until the blood has been
purified and
brought back to a healthy condition will
the aches and pains cease.
Mrs. James Kell, of Jr/ Ninth street, N.
K.,
Washington, D. C., writes as follows: “A few

of money the Christian
churches must be doing great good, but
while they are hunting for the heathen
in darker Africa they should not forget
there is a field of labor in our country,
in the centres of wealth and culture.
enormous sum

joints

Advertising Spirituous Liquors.
The position of the Commercial is that
the advertising of spirituous liqour which
has appeared in its columns for sale in
other States, and which every citizen of the
State has a legal right to purchase and have
conveyed to his home without being molested by the officers of the law, does not in any
way conflict with the law passed by the
Maine legislature in 1895.—Hanger Commercial.

pain

It may not conflict with the construc-

support.
tion which the court will put upon the
11 is Sunday service was a communion
law, but it conflicts with the intent of
married of heart to heart, and the people were the law as understood
by the legislators

that

A

Bel-

Ata Probate Court held at
Belfast, within ami for
the County of Waldo on the second
Tuesday or
December. A. D. 1901.
* certain instrument, purporting to be the
last
-V
and testament of
Mary li. Manning, late
of I.incolnvitie, in said County
of Waldo doceased, hav ing been presented for pr, bate.
Onlered, That notice be given to all persons inteies.ed by cau.-ing a
copy ol this order to lie published three weeks
succes-fvely in The Republican
Joirual, published at Ilelfast. that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
within and tor said
County, on he second Tuesday oi January next, at ten of the clock before
n >on, and show
cause, if any they have, whv the
same should not be
proved, appr- vec and allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest.
Chas. p. Hazeltine,
Register.

!

on

Cbarh-s E.
Harriet A.

months ago I had an attack, of Sciatic Rheuma*
tism in.its worst form. The
was so intense that I
became completely prostrated. The attack was an
unusually severe one, aud
my condition was regarded' as being very dangerous.
I was attended by
one of the most able doctors in Washington, who is
also a member of the faculty of a leading medical
college here. He told me
to continue his prescription* and T would get well. After having
filled
twelve times without receiving the slightest
benefit, 1 declined to continue his treatment any
longer. Having heard of S. S. S.(Swift's Specific)
recommended for Rheumatism, I decided, almost
in despair however, to give tlie medicine a trial,
and alter I had taken a few bottles I was able to
hobble around on cratches, and very soon thereafter had no use for them at all, S. S. S. having
cured me sound and well. All the distressing
pains have left me, my appetite has returned,
ai d I am
happy to be again restored to perfect
health.

Heiiaxt.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,
within and for
the County of Waldo. ,m the second
Tuesday3 of
December, A. D. 1901.
certain instrument,
to be the last
purporting
will and testament of
Mary Am. Ross, late of
Stockton Springs, in said
County of Waldo deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons interested by causing a copy of this order 10 be
published three weeks
successively in the Republican
Journal, published at Belfast, that they mavappear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast,
within and tor said
County, on the Second Tues
day of January next at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, whv the
same should not be
proved, approved and allowed
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.

S3.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
the 10th day of December, 1901.
Lane, arniinistrator on the estate of
Lane, late of Brooks, in said (’ounty,
deceased, having presented his first account oi
administration of said estate, together with his
private claim, for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof lie given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Chiu
ty, that all persons interested n.av attend at a
Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, .n the Uih
day of January next, and show cause, it am
they have, w hy the .said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazfltixe. Register.

WALDO
fast,

m

ZL0tJV"i*ry

on the 10th day of
December, 1901.
Dutnon, adn iuistrator on the estate of
Henry Manning, late of Lincolnville. in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and

final account of administration of said tsta e for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof lie given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
uewspaper published in Relfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day
of January next, and show cause, if
any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

cau8jn£

ihey imvanpear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast
vvithin and for said
County, on the second Tuesut,xr’ at ten of the clock before
noon, and s-how cause, if any they have, whv
the
same should not be allowed and
letters testamentary issued, as prayed for.
GEO
E.
JOHNSON, Judge.
A «.
h
A
ture copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

John R.

Qheunaiism

That notice l>e given to all
persons in
a CoP> °f this order to he
>y
pubsuccessively in The Republican

Journal, published

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day
of January next, and show
cause, if anv rhev
have, why the said account should mu he allowed.
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. P. Hazejltinb, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held

reJr.ieu

!"

a

WALDO
fast,

certain

f

auce.

says the Mosquito Indian
be settled. Let the Indian
alone and settle the mosquito, the
greater of the two evils.—St. Joseph
News.

Court held at Belfast, within and

^©

WALDO

A dispatch
question is to

Probft*

Decemb”r.yA ami°n ,he 8eCOn(' Tue8<u»

instrument, purporting to be an autbenticated cony oj the
la~t will and testament
probate thereof of .Jennie L. Carpenter.
Jate of Providence, Rhode
Island,
bavi''g been presented wiih a petPmndeceased,
praving that
same may he allowed aim
in the
1"'Mte Court of rani
County of VVahlo, and that
be ‘S8Ued to the e™0D‘°r

A

S3.—In Court or Probate, held at Belfast, on the 10th day of December, 1901.
Charles E Sherman, administrator on the estate
ol Sarah E. Doe, late of
Burnham, in said Connt\,
deceased, having presented his first ami final a'e
count of administration of said estate for
allow-

Tribune.

a

of

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successive!.,, in the Hepuhiican Journal a
newspaper published in Kellast, in said C onnn,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, ou the 14th
dav
of January next, and show
cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltinf, Register.

Express.

If'

bom v

Stephen

and Friend*.

■

Marden,
brother Enoch who lived 1096, in Newcastle. N. II..
farm in Candia, X. 11., and.
in
1722 and s 1
Lang
lie came to Charity
me old folks,
live, N. 11. They had six child
4th.

Old Maine Farmer*

[

...

u

BROWN AND ELDER

JONES. in the country round about where they
lived, and their influence is going O" to
this day. Creeds may become obsolete,
1 [Solon Chase in Boston Sunday Herald.]
but good deeds never will go out of
The need of the world is
lie was a mannish boy and a boyish fashion.
When
Elder
in." This was the gist of a funeral brotherhood.
Jones
rmon that was preached 50 years ago
preached iii a barn the barn was crowded
with people to hear him. He got in
one of the back towns of Maine, and
not yet forgotten. The preacher at touch with all the people with whom he
was vigorous and strong.
He had came in contact., and helped them to
Een in tiie ministry 40 years, and began help themselves.
The changed industrial conditions
preach when he was 40 years old.
! He was a farmer
preacher. When he within the last 50 years have had a
i‘lt a call to preach, he prepared himself tendency to aray the people of different
y self-culture. His study was in the nationalities into groups and clans in
pen air while at work on the farm, and the business centres. We need to leaven
lie. had a habit of talking his sermons the lump of people who live in crowded
himself while he was hoeing corn tenement houses with social kindness.
mills. 11 is mind was so concentrated on
Friendship is the bedrock of brotherly
mis sermon that he did not always see love. These people, by the sweat of the
'all the weeds in the corn, and at night brow, add to the wealth of the country,
the boys would move his hoe back where and their presence in the city adds to
he began in the morning, and he would the value of real estate which they do
hoe the same ground over the next day, not own. Their wage money is the life
but he was prepared with a new sermon of the towns.
In a measure, we have created new
every Sunday.
Elder Jones was a well-to-do man for opportunities for these people. It is not
the times. When he was ordained some enough that free schools, free libraries,
of the people objected because he was reading rooms and parks are provided,
one of the largest taxpayers in the hut there is needed social fraternity
town, and the property of ministers of that wilfcreate a desire in the minds of
the gospel was exempt from taxes. He wage earners to graduate from crowded
was ordained all the same, and joined tenement houses and live in homes of
the Baptists, but his life belied the creed their own.
The annual expenditures of Christian
of Calvin.
His creed was industry,
churches is $1,000,000,000.
With this
activity and the golden rule.

pUS

es she was a successful school'
and loved by her pupils.
The
I her ancestry is traced from Jot
Mn Editor of The Journal: ster of Ipswich, England, she b*
seventh lineal descendant, as fob
j„ my possession the records of
1st. John Webster, born in I
lv Worthing settlers of Palermo about 1000, married
Mary Shats"
to
been
publish emigrated to America and set
ve
requested
in
i635.
the benelit of your readers. Ipswich, Mass.,
2nd. Stephen Webster, seed
ve three Worthing settlers:
of John and Mary (Shatswell) t
\\ orthen, born 17(12.
born at Ipswich, Mass., 1037,
i\ milling, born 1705.
Hannah Ayer, March 24, lc
1777.
born
Worthing,
settled in Haverhill, Mass.
\
a! his descendants spelled
3d. Abigail Webster, child 01
s W-o-r-t-h-e-n and claim it
and Hannah Webster, born in
ii'iginal way, while Jacob and hill. May 27. 1670, married Jan
inil their descendants spell den of Newcastle, N. H., Oct.

WORTHING

H

a

l'0"« he'd

ar.

,he < omitv el "aide,
December, A. !>. 1901.

Belfast, within and
the lmb day
3 .,r

on

.T'israt
■'’f,(ULV;E!?y.
t'stale,' 'lames ('Buyer',

°

administrator of the

I

.Searsport

in said tounly of Waldo.
having lire'who enacted it. There can be no doubt
tente.'1 * pen!ton |iraying tlia: this ™.m may deSS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel- termine who are elllit.-i to
that they preached it over among that it was intended to forbid such ado b
,lt ,he es.
fast, on the loth day of December, mnl.
o
‘Bstriliution ami their
grow up and married—
Fred Worthing, In
Aug 22, 1850, themselves. The theme of his sermons vertisements as the Commercial has
hau‘ls
Emma 1). Elms administr'a: rix on the estate of JesneDet7ylUl!1S
respective shares
therein ai 'online ti law and
lone girl: Thomas, Joua- married Helen Wort
i.
C! Idren:
was the joy and comfort of living
2.
.Joseph E. Elms, late of Belmont, in said Conn:'., order the same (listrihurt'd a
been publishing; that is, advertisements
.r-1in"jy
Isaae. Ira, Mary, Beujadeceased, having presented her first account f
o. 188: married righteous lives in this world, and that of
Flossie, born Man
Ordered, That the said petitim
liquors for sale outside the State.
give notice to
administration of saiii estate for allowance.
Thomas Will Jones.
uid Daniel.
all persons interested I
was all that was needed to open the
..
There was never any danger that a
,..„py .d Bos orOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three
He-kssiii i'essiveiv Ol fhe
Crosby of Albion and
85.
portals of a heaven in the hereafter. liquor dealer inside the State doing a
...['•''■■■d three
Don, born Feb. 15
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a
—I'd"
ut ls40. Jonathan 2nd,
published al
That kind of religion is just as good business forbidden hv the law and rena newspaper published in Belfast, in said
Conniv, .iff',, a‘
aPPea'
Probate Court,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- to
ina and settled in Wishi. held ar Belt is:, within »• o lor
born June 27. now as 50 years ago.
Ilartson Wortbii
said ( only
him liable to line and imprisondering
bate
Court,
to
be
held
at
on.ipon
the
I4rh
Util
.1
Belfast,
married Leah French lsii, married Sevir:
nay
day
.lamiary V 11. .'.mg at ten
Uncle Ezekiel Hrown and Elder Jones ment, would announce in the news'piller daughter
of January next, ai d show cause, if am tie v
Ira of John and
»<•»>.«•. it any they
Benton, Me., 1861.
have
have, why the said account should not
ilicr, ; id grand- were lifelong friends and neighbors, and papers that lie was violating the law
hate, "wh,...
allowed.
Polly
why Iho Ioav-.-r id
the great vegetable
*r snonia
petitiouei
.h.nilft
and
Town
Old
i, ving of
GEO. E. JOHNSON, -edge.
not he granted
iHer.
'hildren: lived on adjoining farms.
In their and inform ihe
daughter of Samuc
^
where
his
of
BL
police
place
A true copy. Attest:
purifier and tonic, i9
E( *. l-.. .1 ollN'Sf )N..'udi>e
•vonsin.
Mary married
ls:18.
born Apia
younger days, before the elder bad a business was: and to presume that the
Lucia,
the ideal remedy in all
(’has. P. Ha/kbt.t:XK, Registei.
A t-rue copy, a it*-;
lien|
u of Freedom, Me.
'do. dh 1 June 22, call to preach, they changed work and
t has. 1* li
Ora, born Sept.
Lnb rheumatic troubles.
riNE. Register.
legislature passed an act to forbid
vdia Sprague and set- 1840.
did their farm work together. At 80
^MF
no
There
are
n
or
to
announcements
SS.
In
Court
held
at
YtTALDO
of
J'
Rclhate,
publish
newspapers
opiates
Natlum matried
,-iii.
so
and cheerful and of that kind is to
1841.
born M;o
on the loth da -ot
Vf
December. I f»*• 1.
they were
fast,
happy
Llmer,
minerals
in
it
to
the
Srt
disturb
that
it
was
-l"
and
’’..iiri
presume
digestion
IT-.. Iitdilui Beliifornia. Daniel mar.
married vigorous of body that it seemed they made of numbskulls. It would he
Joseph W. Whittier, mind'ii-t r.ttor -m the c- ate ! \Y M'1’!1
10. I8i
,|J'
lloscoe, born M
.>*t>er, 1901.
just lead to ruinous habits.
<1 :.n
of Silas T. Burgess, late 1,1 Palermo, in ,-ai
mV"
* birk Kimmi-tr.tirix
ir•
in Minnesota.
,,n u„. ,m
would slide into loo without growing old, as sensible for a
Addie Whitehoust
'v,r,h
T.
,f
We have prepared a special book on
to pass an
ty, deceased, having p-• sent* 1 * is first am! final
legislature
hut Uncle- 'Zekiel, while in apparently act
of
.-aid
esta;e
account
of
admini*’‘iation
a!
Rheumatism which every sufferer from
forbiding newspapers to publish
|,;|V!UK I.resentnil tier m-t at.„t ,U
'.'.'orthen. born Sep'. 10.
Iowa nee.
a"m,",s,ra
born larch 10, good health, dropped dead in the road. advertisement of men
,,,,,
„t
Charles Wort!
this
..Mat. f,.r ail,,wan™
painful disease should read. It is the
engaged in buy'.■lapli Ball. Their cliil- 1828, married Mari -.
Ordered, Tl"<t notice thereof be given, Giree
liidren:
It was Christmas day, 50 years ago.
Ordered, tl it not it ther, t,j I.|veu three
ing stolen goods or keeping faro banks. most complete and interesting book of I weeks successively in the K.-pnldiran
.1 uri:;iJ,
ww!ks ...
!v. if ITi- It,,, l,.l,„ r,,ai a
Uncle 'Zekiel had yoked the oxen to go
the
kind
in
It
be
sent
existence.
will
free
Merseua, born > rcli 28, 3 11.
a newspav*-r published in Belfast, in said comity
<M
Nothing can be clearer than that the
" 1
I
ill llntl.t.t m
N ov. 1 -17.
with the children into the woods after a
on Dec :2. 1842.
khTPSu1
Clara bell Seim
all persons interested may attend at a Pr*»- tlul
all per-mn- . ,,-st.,
■„
legislature meant to forbid the news- to any one desiring it. Write our physi- that
|,rg
bate < „urt. to he held at ItHtgi ....
bate C«uirt, to be held at Belfast on the 141ii day
Christmas tree, lie had a long body on
April 1, 1820.
orn Dec Is. 1844.
Aroline Flavil!
cians
and
about
case.
Wo
t!,r I 4th day
of
fully
freely
your
papers publishing advertisements
of January next, and show cause, i: ai
let. 25, ls'22.
V January next, ant) -1l.,w tautte, if any thev
the sled, and 25 girls and boys piled on.
make
no charge for medical advice.
for
sale
outside
the
for
tin
said
account
should
not
be
State,
.Plowed. have,alty tile .-aid an-nmt .sh.„, ,|
| hp-'e,why
liquor
...
ill Aug. 10, 1825.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
William Wort:
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
g was b ni in 1777 As the team started off the children that was the kind, and the only kind,
K 11 ,h Nm t.v.
Jan. 20, 182-8.
A true copy. Attest:
A true cojiy. Atw
a young sang songs.
nno wh<
The dog took the lead, and there was
and came to P.
j
of
any danger
being publishCiias P Hazeltink. Register,
in Mareli 24, 1832.
Chas. i-.
farm b the Trout Uncle 'Zekiel was in his kingdom come. ed. 'The court
man any! took iij
Uazeltixk, Register.
may hold that the legislaNotice of Foreclosure.
March 10, 1836.
After a half-hour’s drive in a logging ture exceeded its
as the f aith farm,
Pond, now know
j
in forbidauthority
-t
U’Al.ltitss
( min
SS.—In
VITALDo
(*>urt
of
i He married Aba ii Fall
held
at
road
the
and
barked
at
a
Rd
IT nnte, held at HelProbate,
Palermo,
dog stopped
Whereas, Otis C’ornforth of Unity, in the counding such publications, but it cannot
bt 10th II
?y
fast, on the loth nay of Defend er. r.K.H 1 ’ ’
Dee, mber lotll
•.lien, born Aug. 14. 1804, born June, 173
murriag recorded | place where there were plenty Christmas take the ground that the law was not ty ot Waldo, State of Mimic, ami Olive ,1. Corn- Alberts.
L I’.,
mlii.i i-tt utor <u, the esta e of
Higgins,
HStit9
Their children March 27. 1805.
!Y";l-riek
•a Hall.
forth, wife of the said Otis ornforth, by their
hey unit 1 with the trees.
,:h
aimed at them without stultifying the mortgage deed dated No- ember 14, A. 1). 1S94, Charles (Hidden, late of Freedom, in said <■ u.utv ■: ....in
eountv,
deceased, having presented his tii-r and final ac- 'U,eas‘-'l. " itiH4 I
itte.l hi- ti -t a,„l final V
\V 11ile the children were picking out a
18'>5. He
I First Haptist c;
oh Sep.
it and the and recoided in hook .''‘.page 172, conveyed to count of administration
which
j
11 "tat "i
passed
legislature
of
said
1882.
estate
for
ndmini*trat,„n
allow- I
ot -aid i-tain for allowhorn Feb. 23,
certain lot or parcel of
I died Dec. 4. Paged 71 ears.* She Christmas tree Uncle 'Zekiel and the
who sighed it.-Portland Press. me. the undersigned.
ance.
I auce.
March 2, 14;’,4.
land situated in Unity. eomry of Waldo aforeI died April 15, ]>• aged 87 airs. Chil- • huger boys made a bed in the body of govenor
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three ! Ordered. That until ,' tHereof l.e given, three
said. Bounded an 1 described as follows, to wit: j
horn Aug. 21.1837.
I
the sled of fir boughs. They covered
dren :
weeks successively, in the Rep lblican Journal, "'■"ks ..lively, ill ti;..
bn tree opposite of Ruel Musi Beginning at an
Knler,
Afghanistan’*
Ii..|mi,||«ai, .lournal, a
■n Nov. 19, 1440.
a uewspaper published in Belfast, in said
Hienee easterly on said Mussey’s
I the lloor of the sled a foot deep with
Clifford S., hi
«•*.unty, I news,,ape, published in llellast.tn said t nnnty
April It.1800.
A ruler who is having no easy time* sey’s buildings
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro- that ail persons interested m ,» ... a
i.
n Nov. 1,4, 1840.
i
tir
j
| l,ate(
i'rg
I
Sarah L., bor, Feb. 22. lbs. married
boughs. Uncle ’Zekiel cut the limbs •f it these
I
to
bate
to
be
unit,
e
held
at
on
Belfast,
the 14th day
held at H, i; ,-t, „„ , j,.. t 4;|, ,ja,
Court,
,! iug of i'andia, N. II.,
days is Ilabibullah Khan,.'
oft the fir trees and the boys and dog
u!
I,like Jaquith.
of January next, and show cause, if any
January tie*,, at, si.
,|
they
Ihe'
Nu-* well; thence westerly on heirs of Robert (’ornthe
new
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of
th
the
said
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the
Afghanistan*
account
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a..
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forth
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at
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not
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The
where
land:
said
heirs
;
why
have, w.dy
allowed.
William Kendall, burn Mreh 0,
sliuuld not be allowed
right angle
place
GEO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
l'arwells land; tlienee southout). K IOIIXSON. ,lttd<re.
t 15ranch Mills, Palermo,
merous
i
plots have been hatched line to Joseph
Jessie Martin, born Feb. 1812, died j they stopped was a rabbit swamp. The
A true copy. Attest:
I A trite eopy. Attest:
westerly on said l'arwells and Magees line;
lie died in 1830,.aged 71,
several
talk
children’s
and
the
his
scared
and
is
id.
laughter
there
are
against
life,
Chas. p. Ha/., i.tim Register.
Oh as. I*. Hazaltis ti, Kimtister.
thence northerly along line of John Thomnson
May 0,
received while at work in
and O. J. Fat well, to land of George Varney;
John Clifford, born July'', 1814.
rabbits, and the rabbits jumped and ran
i lie horse and sled jnmeasterly on said Varneys line; thence northerly At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, wit cm :.m! for JraOrnbate Conn
to get away from the noise. The dog
imbiat Kef. -t. wlrhtn at I tor
:
to the place of beginning. Hereby meaning to
n>t a tree. They had the
the County of Waldo, on tne second Tuesdav of
!
Clifford S. Worthing, tun April 11. took no notice of the game; he had
convey all the land I now own in the True** »* ■>«
December, V. D. 1901.
d rent
worthy farm, so-called, reserving the highway j
1800, married, erst, Delhi: Cross. May ] Christmas tree oil the brain.
A certain instrument, purport ing to be the last
! over said land, the above described lot of land
Ecb. 3, 1760.
!'A!VK- rtt.irdiaii of Id v iheth
Each of tiie children had picked out
1849.
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31, 1831. She died
will
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and
testament
and codicil thereto
containing ninety-seven acres, more or less, and
rn .1 une 19, 1791.
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of William tv Dodge, late of Islesboio. in said
married, secon i. Mary f ay of China, | a Christmas tree, and each wanted
whereas the conditions of said mortgage have
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may
March 9, 1793, married lie died Dee.
4r„CI!T
id;r j.j ix""
to sell
All
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
County of Waldo, deceased, having been present- I! I"?1licenced
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(l.ldren by first Uncle 'Zekiel to cut their tree.
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conditions
thereof
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appoiidcd
mortgage.
purpose therein
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m March 23. 1795, married
a
tree
that
had
not
selected
1832.
been
Jessie Martin, born M"oh 31,
picked
Unity, Maine, l>ee. 7th. A. i). 1901.
Oi tered, Thar the sai
j the estate of said deceased with flic wiil annexed.
1
Simon E., born April 8, 1834, killed out by the children, and they all said
I Ordered. That notice be given to all p. 's.m- in to all persons interested lo 'Musing :t eopv 1 this
< let.
9, 1797.
that Uncle ’Zekiel’s tree was the best
forested by causing a copy o! this ncier
be order t. he published three w.-eks -u.
on K. It. in X. II.
u in
tlie
horn 1 lec. 31, 1800.
published three week-successively in the HcpubRepublican .lournal. ,i ncwsparci *•:. ,,;0ied
The
Commissioners' Notice.
Sarah E„ born Jan. 8, 1830, died Christmas tree in the woods.
1j
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they at Belfast, that they ni;:>
Feb. 1, 1802, died in inappear at a Prolate
tree
was
the
Christmas
sled
1830.
piled
upon
at
a
to
8,
Probate
lie
April
Court, to he held at Bel- Court,
held at Belfast, within anti foi saitl
may appear
1
The undersigned, 1 aving been appointed by the
fast, within and for said County, o
the second (otinty.on the 14rh day ! Jamiarv, \, j». ujo2
Mary A., born Dee. 29 830, died Aug. and the children crawled into the bed
Honorable Judge of Probate foi the County of
.1 an. 23, 1804, published
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock at t‘*n oi the clock before n...m. md >l;..w c.uise’
of fir boughs, their heads sticking up
I Waldo, on tile second Tuesdayof December. A.
4, 1840.
il any they have,
before noon, and show cause, if any tt.cy have,
,, >;ui, pt.rj:i<m’
why tlk p;;
"ly. Feb. 27. 1825.
D. 11)01, commissioners to receive and examine
Martha J„ born Dec. X isos.
through the branches of the Christmas
why the same should not be proved, approved er should not be granted
the claims of creditors against the estate of
Sept. SO, 1800.
and allowed.
John Benson, born ()«. 2s, 1840, died tree like the young ones in a bird’s
GEo. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Horace
N.
late
ol
Monroe,
Lincolnville, in said
I
A true copy
Oct. 31, 1808.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest
nest.
As the team got under way,
Mav 19, 1847.
County of Waldo, deceased, represented insol- ! A true copy. Attest:
vs P. Hazei fixe,
h .1 une 27, 1811.
Register.
vent, hereby give notice that six months from the
William P., born Dec X IS42, died in homeward bound, the dog barked at
Chas. P. Ha/.eltixk, Register.
date of said appointment are allowed to said
--ept. 15, 1814.
the houses so that the women folks
the Rebellion.
creditors in which to present and prove their
;
4 DMINIrtTRAToR’S NOTICE.
The subscribe!
Vesta Ann, born Apil 10. 1846, died could come out to see the show. All the
claims, and that they will be m session at the
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within amt for o hen by gives notice that lie has
been duly
following places and times for the purpose of rethe County of Waldo, on the 10th dav of De- appointed administrator of the estate ot
logging teams got out of the road and
tiling, born Sept. 15, 1814, Dec. 9, 1857.
the
viz:
at
the
same,
store of Nathan D.
ceiving
2
cember, A. D. 1901.
liable -. They had
j
HAIiim'LLAH KHAN.
HARRIET
Bethia, born Julv 8.1849, died Aug. gave Uncle ’Zekiel the right of way.
H. MASON, late of Monroe,
boss, in Lincolnville, in said County of Waldo, on
S. MULLIN', administrator of the esand all of the people came out of their
4. 18-.
the twenty-ninth day of January, and the tenth
tate of Horace N
cJairhants to bis throne. He is the son
Monroe, late of Lincoln- i in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami given
A .gusta, born May 20, 1838.
houses and followed in his wake.
in the fore
Children by second v.fe:
day of June, A. D. 1902, at ten o’clock
bonds
as
the
law
directs. All persons havin-r ,j,..
in
(
said
•
ounty of Waldo, deceased, having
noon.
of his father’s third wife, who wTas a
I ville,
As Uncle’Zekiel said “Whoa, lush.”
ik in, born Feb. 23, 1841.
I presented a petitio'i praying fora license to sell mauds at aim-r tin- estate of said deceased are deHerbert, born Mata 3, 1854, died
Dated this 20th dav of December, 1901.
t-before
the
sired
the
at
same for settlement, a id ai!
his
Habibulptave
ublic
or
present
end
of
and
looked
at
the
sale
ami
marriage.
|
private
March 13, 1858.
journey,
convey certain real
Alt NO W. KNIGHT, I
indebted thereto .tre requested to make
estate of said deceased, which is
lah Khan 's greatly disliked in his eonpa\ m-ur,
particularly deinto the happy faces of the bo'» »•*<*
NATHAN D. ROSS, ( U)inrs*
3W52
rthing, born Feb. 3, 1789, ; Julia F., born Nov. 1855.
scribed in said petition.
immediately.
JOSEPH H PATTEE
••d twice. The children by his
Monroe, Dec. 10, 1901.
girls on the sled, half buried in the bed try, especially by his royal relatives.
That
the
said
Ordered,
petitioner give notice to
were:
William Kendall Worthing, born of fir bouglis and the limbs i>f the
all persons interested by causing a cepv of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
r
Jan. 3, 1811.
March 0. 1810, marrbl Martha-. Christmas tree, a look of heavenly joy
i 4 DMINISTRATOR S NOTICE.
The
The subscriber
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
rn Apr, 20, 1814.
beamed from his countenance U|d he
Children:
a; Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate | il
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
Invocation to Sleep.
tried second Lovisa Davis of
administrator
of
Samuel Enoch, boaEeb. 5, 1833.
dropped dead. He had come to the end
appointed
the
estate
of
to
be
held
at
within
Court,
and for said
Belfast,
of his journey on this earth. He had
HANNAH T NICHOLS, late of
David Marks, born >ec. 1, 1833.
County, on the 14th day of January, A. D. l‘J<)2, !
published April 18, 1824.
Searsport,
at
ten
of
the
clock
before
and
dost
and
hold
the
show
Thou
who
of
noon,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
■:i by his second wife were:
priceless keys
cause, in the
of Waldo, deceased, and
Sarah, died Oct. 3, 1836, aged 1 1-2 lived a long, useful and happy life,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition bonds County
given
the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of Deas the law directs.
rest,
•i A.*, born Fell. 15, 1825.
All persons havim- dedied without pain at a moment when
should not be granted.
years.
mands against the estate of said deceased are december, A. D. 1901.
Strew lotus-leaves and poppies on my breast,
1 bom Jan. 13, 1828.
he was supremely happy.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
sjred
to
the
same
for
me to thy castle in the land
presenr
And
bear
DELIA
settlement, and all
MONROE, widow of Horace N. MonA true copy. Attest:
a. born Sept. 15, 1831.
The Christmas tree was hung Lncie Touched with all colors like a
indebted thereto are requested to make
Jessie Martin Worhing, born March
roe, late of Lincolnville, in said County of
payment
burning
Chas. p. Hazel tint, Register.
tree
immediately.
born July 4, 1834.
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
west—
31, 1832, married Ronna Gray July 27, 'Zekiel tiad cut his last Christmas
JOHN W. Mi GIL VERY
praj ing for an allowance out of the personal eson this earth, and from that tree the The Castle of Vision, where the unchecked
1857. Children:
Searsport, Dec. 10. 1901.
tate of said deceased.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
thought
Carrie Ray, born day 26, 1858, mar- children received their preseits. That
Worthing, Jr., born June 19,
the County of Waldo, on the loth day of DeOrdered, That the said petitioner give notice to
'iitd Joan-. Children: ried Newell Tuck.
tree was cut up into pieces vhich are Wanders at will upon enchanted ground,
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
cember, A. D. 1901.
NOTICE. The subscriber
Making no sound
burn Mar. 22, 1818.
order to be published three weeks successively in
Jennie Vesta, bor. June 22,1863, died prized and preserved to this d y. Elder
W. .McGD \ FRY, administrator of the
hereby gives notice that st e naa been dulv apIn all the corridors.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Jones said Uncle'Zekiel hadfcone to a
estate of James vlcGilvery, late of Searsport,
ne, born Dec. 31, --.
administratrix
of
the estate <-f
pointed
May 18, 1882.
The hell that sleeps in the belfry—from its at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate In said
County of Waldo, deceased, having preborn May 28,-.
Wilbur Martin, brn Oct. 4,1865, died sweeter and better life, wfrre every
LEVI MATHEWS, late of Searsmont,
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said ! sen ted a petition praying that the actual market
tongue
was
Christmfc
in
the
born Jan. 20, 1820.
day.
year
day
A drowsy murmur floats into the air
County, on the 14th day of January, A. D. 1902 value of the estate of said deceased now in his i in the County «»f Wal lo, deceased, and given
July 20, 1874.
The people came to the fuleral from Like thistle-down. Slumber is everywhere. at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if | hands which is subject to the tax imposed by bonds as the law directs. All persons Iuviik
born Mar. 19, 1828.
Edson L., born Anil 2, 1868.
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
had
to
ma
So
y
the
in
his
Chapter 14G of the public laws of 18911, and acts j demands against the estate of said decease 1 are
born Mar. 3, 1831.
all
The
rook’s
1870.
bon
and,
Mabel Jessie,
asleep,
dreaming, should not be granted.
countryside.
May 9,
amendatory thereof and additional theieto, may desired to present the same for settlement, and
born June 22, 1833.
stand outside "during the slrvice that
caws;
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
be determined by the Judge of Probate, the per- all indebted thereto are requested t-. mike pavwhere nightingales have
A true copy.
Attest:
Dec. 22, 1830.
R YCHEL A. MATHEWS.
sous interested in the succession thereto, and the j uieut immediately.
Edson L. Wort'ing. born April 2, they trod the snow down cltar around And silence mopes
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
sung;
tax thereon.
Searsmont, Dec 10, 1901.
The
hard
as a
house
as
the
ChilMatie
Earmeter.
married
norn-,-.
1868,
in grottoes cool and deep,
The
lie
Sirens
a
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
i. born-, --.
bright
deeds of Uncle 'Zekiel wer
dren:
The Naiads in the streams:
all persons interested by causing a‘copy of this
4 DVIINISTR ATRIX S \ >TICE. Thesubscr.».-r
«>rn Nov. 4, 1842.
\ DMINISTRATkIX s iso MCE. The subscriber order
page in the history of the (immunity. Hut I, in chilling twilight, stand and wait
Gladys M., born Feb. 4, 1892.
to be published three weeks successively A
J
notice
that
she
1ms
hereby gives nonce that he has been dul\ p.hereby
gives
been
sermon.
duly
Uncle 'Zekiel needed no funeHl
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published I
At the portcullis, at tin castle gate,
Wilbur M„ bon Aug. 7, 1895.
administratrix of the estate ol
Administratrix
of
pointed
appointed
the estate of
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
11 is funeral sermon was iu.tlie wind. Yearning to see tlie magic door of dreams
Worthing, bom Mar. 23, 1793,
Jasper Martin, orn Get. 20, 1S9S.
ALBERT J. BOWi.N, late of Monroe,
I Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
NANCY T. HALL, late of Winterport,
to Deborah Clay Aug. 13,
Elder Jones knew that Everybody Turn on its noiseless hinges, delicate Sleep!
on the 14th day of January, A. D. 1902,
and given
| County,
—Thomas Hailey Aldrich.
j in the County of Waldo, \||deceased,is having
lied Sally Towle, published
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause, I bonds as the law directs.
William P. We tbing, born Dec. 28, was preaching Uncle’ Zekhfs funeral
in the County of Waldo,
iicperso
deceased, and given if
m a mis against
short.
the
lie
the
and
made
bonds
as
of
the
•2o.
the
have,
said
estate
of
law
any
they
said
why
deceased
Children:
in
N.
H.
sermon,
directs.
All
prayer
are
anil
spvice
petitionsettled
de1842, married
Hill,
persons having
| desired to present the same for sen
mands against the estate of said deceased are er should not be granted.
lenient, and
The coilin was banked witl)lir boughs
K., born Aug. 21, 1821.
Had one son, lie::..
Prayer.
ail indebted thereto are requested t<< m ike pa\GEO. K JOHNSON .fudge.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
", born June 23, 1823, died Nov.
that Uncle 'Zekiel had cu/to make a
A true copy. Attest:
all indebted thereto are requested to make
meut immediately.
payhas. P. Hazkltixk, Register.
ment immediately.
ESTELLE E. BOW K V
Julia F. Wortling, born Nov. 1, 1855, soft bed for the children|n the sled. Still, still with Tliee when
purple
morning
Monroe, Dec. lo. 1901.
S
\
dw.'ij
RAH E. CURTIS.
I
1... born Mar. 29, 1825.
married Newell Tuck of Albion. She The dog had a seat with tP mourners,
breaketh,
Nov. 12, J901.
Winterport,
leave
Uncle
\ ini, born Sept. 7. 1827.
the
last
to
one
UALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel :
was murdered 1/ John Raker of that and was
When the bird waketh and the shadows
ff TOR’S NOTICE.
ff
The subscriber* herefa.-t, « n the 10th day oi December, 19ol.
j Robert
orn July 27, 1830.
'Zekiel’s grave.
flee:
town Sept. 5, 13H.
F. Dunton, administrator <»n the estate of
by give notice that they have been duL »pNOTICE. The subscriber
East year, during ()ld/o:ine Week, Fairer than morning, lovelier than daylight,
Ai.i.ex Goodwin.
Ruby A. Drinkwatei. lat.- ..1 North-,-orr. in -aid pmnted Executors id the Iasi will and test ncot
notice that he has been duly
hereby
gives
Dawns the sweet consciousness, 1 am with appointed administrator of the
14 of the 25 bovs and gjU who helped
County, deceased, having presented his first and ; of
Worthing, bom Oct. 9, 1797,
estate of
Palermo, Me.
j
Thee.
final account of administration of said estate i«*r
Christmas
Donisana Crane; born Oct.
Uncle 'Zekiel cut liis
ORISON A. PENNEY, late of Freedom,
allowance.
HORACE
around his Alone with Thee, amid the
KNOWLTON, late of Swanville,
oed July 1, 1890. Children:
tree, gathered in a
in the County d Waldo, deceased, and given
mystic shadows, i
!
That
notice
thereof
Ordered,
be
three
100th
Bowdoin’i
given,
Anniversary.
four States,
in the County of Waldo,
■•'“■th II., born July 13, 1824.
The solemn hush of nature newly born ;
deceased, and given weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, bonds as the'law directs. Ali persons having
grave. They represei'-d
bonds as the law’ directs. All persons
having de- a newspaper published in Belfast, in said countv, ! demands against the estate ot sai,l deceased are
on. born Aug. 12, 1820.
and the people of the cuntryside, great Alone with Thee in breathless adoration
desired to present the same for settlement, and
; mauds against the estate of said deceased are | that
its
commencement
with
In
calm
connectioi
In
the
blue
and
all persons interested may attend at a Pro- j
force.
freshness
of
the
rge I’., bom Aug. 12, 1828, marand small, were there If
desiied to present the same for
settlement, and bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th day all indebted thereto are requested to make paymorn.
Bo cloiu college will celenext
June
but
his
all
is
50
ment
dead,
indebted
thereto
are requested to make payUncle 'Zekiel
immediately.
jfcrs
I'aimer.
of January next, and show cause, if any they
[
M \RGIE S. PENNEY,
brate the 100th anniversary of the for- deeds are yet alive,End, like John As in the dawning o’er the waveless ocean meet immediately.
LEVI D. HOLMES.*
ton A„ born Sept. 20, 1830, marhave, why the said account should not be allowed, i
FRANK W. PENNEY.
Swanville, Dec. 10, 1901.—52
mal opening <f the college which did Brown’s soul, will g marching on.
of
the
E
The
GEO.
star
doth
I
image
JOHNSON,
morning
Judge.
rest;
1901.
sprague.
Fieedom,
Dec,
10,
A
intrue
not occur unti seven years after its
copy. Attest:
'"'na A., born Sept. 24, 1833.
Uncle 'Zekiel was a “pnnish boy and So in this stillness Thou beholdest only
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
I
Thine image in the mirror on my breast.
A DMINISTRATOR’S N OTICE. The subscrit er
A., born Mar. 0, 1830, married corporation in 1794. Some time ago it a bovisli man.” Whe he ivas a hoy
’UTORS’ NOTICE. L'lie subscribers hereby
was announce! that the orator of the he was a little man.t natural-born
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apli give notice that they have been duly appointStill, still to Thee, as to each new-born pointed
Clough.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
administrator of the estate Of
Thos. B. Reed,
ed Executors of the last will aud testament of
kind and lever to boys
morning,
Dotice that she has been duly appointed
rgianna, born Jan. 24, 1839, died occasion woull be lion.
gentleman,
gives
A fresh and solemn splendor still is given,
CHARLOTTE M. WASHBURN,
'60, of New Tork, and now it is an- under bis size. He haoio wild oats to
IT, 1841.
Executrix, in the county of Waldo and State of
Belfast,
LEMUEL OREER, late of Morrill,
nounced that the poet will be Rev. sow. It is told by theiescendants of So does this blessed consciousness awaking in the County of Waldo, deceased^ and given Maine, of the last will and testament of
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Breathe each day nearness unto Thee and bonds as ihe law directs.
is a native bis schoolmates that 'yish schemes
FREDERICK W. MILLER, late of Chelsea, bonds as the law directs. All
'74.
Mr.
Cole
W an;
Samuel
Y.
Coe,
All
persons having depersons having deWorthing, bom Sept, 30, 1800; of
heaven.
mands against the estate of said deceased are deMassachusetts,
mands against the estate of said deceased are
''led Alley Marden, bora
Maehiaspo-t, and after his course at that w'ould not bear
light of day —Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Sept. 8, Bowdoin
sired to present the same for
:
settlement, and all deceased. All persons having demands against desired to present the same for settlement, and
Andover
from
he
graduated
ud
Uncle
the
in
were
by
published Nov. 8, 1834.
indebted
He was
thereto are requested to make pavment the estate of said deceased are desired to
all indebted theret are requested to make paynipped
pres
‘"''Gnan and postmaster for many Theological sininary. He has held im- ’Zekiel. He was a lea-r of boys, but
ent the same for settlement, and all indebted ment immediately
WALDO B. WASHBURN.
immediately.
A Profitable Investment.
in Massachusetts he led to harmless s’rts and right
thereto are requested to make payment immeBelfast, Dec. 10,1901.—62
LAWRIN GREER.
’"ars- slie was converted in
portant
pastorates
Nov, 1820,
FRANK W. WOODBURY.
“I was troubled for about seven years
SUSAN H. H. MILLER.
diately.
is a wriM of note. He was made
‘»ler the labors of elder
doing. Uncle ’Zekiel vs a boyish man with my stomach and in bed half my time,”
GeorgeEveleth and
Chelsea, Mass, Dec. 10, 1901.
Morrill, Dec. 10, 1901.
of
board
Bowdoin
"
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby
in the light that in hjmanhood boys says E. Demick, Somerville, Ind. “I
by
and was baptized Dec. a member
College,
spent
1
gives notice that he has been duly appointed
i-20, by Elder Stephen Dexter and trustees last I une.
NOTICE
The subscribers heresought his society and hded his advice. about $1,000 and never could get anything Executor
of the last will and testament ol
NOTICE. The subscriber
’iited with the church.
by give notice that they have been duly apUncle ’Zekiel needs i monument of to help me until 1 tried Kodol Dyspepsia
She was
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apCHARLES F. GORDON, late of Searsport,
executors of the last will and testament
pointed
CABTORIA.
Neither
'Town from the
does
Cure.
I
have
or
stone
taken
a
few
bottles and am
bronze, brass
pointed administrator of the estate of
carriage on New
of
ThB Kind You Have Always Bought Elder Jones. They buibociety and the entirely well.” You don’t live by what you in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given I
1''ars day,
HANNAH MoGRAY, late of Freedom,
JULIA KANE, late of Frankfort,
Bean the
1828, at the dedication of
but by what you digest and assimilate. bonds as the law directs. All personshaving de- in the
."i meeting house of the First Baptist
of Waldo, deceased, and given in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
church, not on creedtout on deeds. eat,
If your stomach doesn’t digest your food mands against the estate of said deceased are de- bonds asCounty
•"ich and broke her
the
law
bonds
as the law directs.
kind
acts
All persons having dedirects.
All
deGood
brotherlytve,
having
works,
persons
hip, making her a
are really starving.
Kodol Dyspepia sired to present the same for settlement, and all j mands against the estate of said
deceased are de- mands against the estate of said deceased are
but creeds, you
ipple for life,
will evangelize the
she was keeping comCure does the stomach’s work by digesting indebted thereto are requested to make payment j sired to present the same for settlement, and all desired to present the same for settlement, and
to
Olive J Lawrence of Searsport.
Some peo Je are like straw's on a river; never.
I
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment all indebted thereto are requested to ma <b paythe food. You don’t have to diet. Eat all immediate!}
!*?* at tlle time with Benjamin Carr,
Me., my authorized agent
ment immediately.
LA FOREST MoGRAY,
discarded her and married her sis- they do nob go through the world, but
immediately.
Uncle ’Zekiel and Eli Jones are 50 you want. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure cures all
CHARLES G. SHELDON.
m
ADRIANA KELLEY.
*'
P. II. K ANE.
Exeter, N. H., Dec. 10,1901.—62
Although obliged to go on cratch- are carried ):
years dead. They up»‘d the people stomach troubles. K. H. Moody.
Frandfort, Dec. 10,1901.
Freedom, Dec. 10,1901.
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SEARSPORT LOCALS.

the

Stop
Blight

Charles G. Sheldon of Exeter, N. H., is in
town.

Miss Henrietta Ross returned to Boston
"by train Monday.
Miss l'eboiali Williams returned Saturday evening from a visit to Winslow.

thing to see fine
fruit trees spoiled by the blight.
You can always tell them from
the rest. They never do well
It is

Almond Park, 1st officer of bark Mabel I
Meyers, is spending a few weeks at home.
Hal. Kneeland was at home from the Unia few days last week.

versity of Maine for

Harold Norton is attending the winter
term at the E. M. C. Seminary in Bucksport.

a

sad

It is

Mrs. G. W. Hichborn and
daughter
Emma arrived home by steamer Penobscot

to

worse

strike children.

Sunday morning.

is the natural

Ladies’ Guild will meet at the upper conference room next Tuesday afternoon at
1.30, standard time.

see

a

Capt C. X. Meyers of bark Mabel I.
Meyers arrived from New York by train
Saturday evening.
Capt. and Mrs. A. V. Nickels left by
steamer Monday to spend the remainder of

blight

Good health,

right of children.

and strong
small and weak.

big

one

strength
strength

Bertram M. Packard, proprietor of the
Lake House, Willimantic, is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Marlboro Packard.
Fred W. Hersey has accepted the position
supercargo on steamer Pathfinder, recently loaded at New York for Porto Rico.

Capt. A. G. Closson arrived home last
week, having docked his schooner, the
Lizzie Lane, at Brooklyn, N. Y., for the
winter.

The C'ongl. Parish wish to extend thanks
the ladies of the society for the donation
of Slit received from their treasurer, Miss
C>. J. Lawrence.
to

Crews have been working night and
day
the past week securing logs adrift in the
bay. Some valuable pine logs have been
secured and hauled up beyond the reach of
the tide.

town last Friday.

Mrs. W. I!. Morse was called to Freedom
as her sister, Mrs. Frank
Nutt, presence of relatives and friends. The
was gradually failing.
News came Monday presents were numerous and pretty. The
that she had passed away_Miss Edith young couple will reside in
Searsport,
■Strout, the school teacher, spent Christmas where he lias charge of a large farm.
with her parents in Belfast—\Y. I’. Adams Mrs. Evie Nye, who bought out
the
is expecting to go to Providence, I!. I„ this
millinery department of Mrs. Nellie Staples
week.There
was
an
F. (
quite
excitement in Kenney, had a large trade during the holiHarriman, driver of Rural Free
Delivery Route N'u. j, by reason of sickness j this place last Saturday night. It seems days. She will continue the business in the
i
our
0.
that
K. Ring, has been misswas obliged to call on the substitute
trader,
driver
future, and is well adapted to it.Mr.
F\ 1. Mortland, for two days the past week. ! ing some things from bis store for the past Clifton Moore, who is a great sufferer from
These were the first trips lost in over a week and was on watch for the thief. Be- rheumatic trouble, lias gone to liostou to
tween eleven and twelve o'clock at night consult a
year.
specialist, and if he thinks it
the thief approached tiie store, removed advisable will
goto Cuba, accompanied by
the week of prayer will be observed here
of
a window and entered the
part
store, his sister, Mrs. Marjorie Waite of Massachub} union meetings, beginning next Sunday
where
Mr.
K.
had no trouble in capturing setts, who is a trained nurse_The drama
evening in the Congregational vestry. The j
him and escorting him home. His parents and Christmas tree were a success, both
meetings the last half of the week will he
were grieved to learn that their son
had financially and asan entertainment_Mrs.
in the M. F..
vestry. A cordial invitation is
committed such a crime. What the outcome Henry Webber, who has been quite
extended to all the business men in the vilpoorly
will be we have yet to learn....Roy and of late, is
gaining-The W. C. T. U. met
lage to be present.
Edie Fuller spent Christmas with their with Mrs. C. E. Durham last week and
The Christian Fndeavor sociable, which
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Q. Adams, peace day was observed_Miss Stella
is to he held in the upper conference room
who had arranged for a Christmas tree in Williams, who has been at her
uncle's, Mr.
Friday evening, is in the hands of an en- the evening. E. S. Adams and
family and L. 0. Kobinson, in ill healtii the past few
thusiastic committee of young ladies who Rev. E. A. Dinslow
and wife were present. months has returned to her home in
are making
preparations for a very pleasant The tree was beautifully laden and all Massachusetts—The L. T. L. met with
the
affair. They suggest that every person who | seemed
perfectly satisfied with their pres- l’res., Miss Ethel Chase, last week. The
attends should bring pencil and
paper, as ents, saying they had got just what they next meeting will be with Miss Jessie
they have something new to interest in the wanted....Wm.
Ripley, aged 88, of Sears- Cunningham.
way of amusement that will require their
lnont takes the cake as a
hunter, having SAJNDYPOISJT.
use.
caught live foxes and two mink this fall.
All entertainment was given at the hall
WALDO STATION.
Christmas evening, with the following proNORTH SEAKSPOkT ITEMS.
Mr. Myrick of Unity, agent for parties in
gram :
W L. Mathews has moved his
family into Waterville, lias bought the remainder of Carol,
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing
the Steel house near the village.
some three carloads of apples about
Faustina Griffin
here; Christmas greeting,
The
Christmas
class,
W m. Ames and Fred Scribner came home paying $3.25 per barrel.
They will be i_
Nine little boys and girls
from Jiangor to spend Christinas.
shipped to Boston.... The price of milk and Recitation,
French Richards
butter should go up to correspond with the Song, Peaceful Rest,
Laura Blanchard
Mrs. F H. Cleaves, who has been
very ill rise in
Josephine Harriman
grain, although hay still holds low Recitation,
for the past month, is improving.
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear
in price—L. C. Whitman is much better Carol,
Recitation,
Clarence Littlefield
Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Fernald attended the of his
recent lameness.... Wesley Peavey Recitation,
Three little girls
G. A. R. meeting at Monroe last week.
has bought the Win. Hail farm for the sum Recitation,
Lucy Grant
Christmas Day,
Song,
t harles Gray of Prospect was in town of $400, a place for which
Holy
$1,800 was reAgnes Harriman
last week as the guest of Miss Carrie B. fused twelve
years ago....Mrs. John Har- Song, Beautiful Bethlehem Star,
Stinson.
vey died very suddenly Dec. 18th of heart
Faustina Griffin
Laura Blanchard
failure.
She leaves a husband and two Recitation,
Eli Colson lias returned from
Vermont,
Trio,
Chorus
Duett,
where he has been employed at stone cut- small children; also her parents, Mr. and
Song,
Two little girls
Mrs. Jonathan Roberts, beside brothers Carol,
Shout the Glad Tidings
ting for the past three years.
and sisters wtio have the
Ring Out ye Christmas Bells
sympathy of the Carol,
William JVf. Merithew and daughter
Carol,
Joyfully, Joyfully
in their bereavement.
The
Louise spent Christmas witli Mr. and Mrs. community
funeral was held in Swanville, her former After the entertainment Santa Claus apFrank E. Stevens in Swanville.
home, Friend 0. G. Hussey officiating.... peared to distribute the gifts from a well
W. Ii. Nickerson and
daughter, Miss Geoige Holmes and Pliny Hussey were at laden tree. The affair was arranged by
Mrs. Austin B. French, assisted by friends,
Vinnie, and son Ire] of Belfast were here home from lioston to
spend Christmas.... and too
recently as guests of the family of .1. S. Mrs. Levi Roberts
much praise cannot be given to all
lias moved to Monroe....
Nickerson.
We are ail glad to hear that Mrs. James who took part. All went to their homes
The ball at Maiden's hall last
Thursday Chase's health is improving....A. J. Sim- well pleased with the Christmas evening of
1901
night was a success in every particular. mons and wife have
Thursday evening, December 19th,
gone to Huntington, :
there was a sale of useful and fancy articles
Forty-five couples were present, who
camq West Virginia, to visit their daughter, Mrs. |
and home-made candies at the hall, with
from tlie towns of Frankfort,
Prospect, Charles Wallace.
Stockton Springs, Searsport,
cake, coffee and doughnuts for refreshments.
Belfast, Swan- SWANVILLE.
ville and North Searsport.
Nearly $18 was cleared
Miss Inez MaxCapt. and Mrs. N. Smart attended the. field has
been at ho me from Orono for the
Lewis Kingsbury of Frankfort is
hauling State Grange at Bangor and while there
holidays-Mrs. Charles Merrithew came
his pressed hay through here to
Searsport. Capt. S. had a severe illness, but is now last w'eek from Boston
for a visit of several
lie hauled a large load last
Saturday with a in about liis usual health.... Mr. and Mrs. weeks with
friends here_Sir. and Mrs.
yoke of oxen, matched Herefords. This is Albert Cunningham are
rejoicing over a N. C. Partridge and Mr. and
Mrs. II. M.
the first time in five years that
Mr. John Royal passed away
your corre- baby girl
Griffin were in Belfast last week for a short
spondent lias seen a yoke of oxen pass his very
quickly Saturday morning, Dec. 2ist, visit
Miss
Jessie Morrison from Sears-!
house, and at that time it was Mr. Kings- aged 87 years, 3 months and 2
days. He port has been visiting relatives here for
bury who passed.
leaves a wife, one daughter and one
grand- several days—Miss Addie
Partridge is
Eugene Blanchard of Sandypoint and daughter, who are very grateful to the here
doing dressmaking for her numerous
Miss Blanche Nickerson of this
place were neighbors and friends who expressed their customers.Fred
Grant lately bought
united in marriage Dec. 21st
by Rev. H. W. sympathy by such prompt and kindly Mark Ginn’s house at the corner
and has
Norton of Searsport. The bride is the assistance. The remains weie
interred in moved his
family there... -Sch. Pearl has
youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James the Mount Rest cemetery, Monroe, Dec. 23rd.
been
discharging a cargo of grain for her
M. Nickerson of this
place and is one of As the deceased was much opposed to owner, F. S.
Harriman, the past week_
North Searsport’8 beautiful
ladles. sermons, Friend 0. G. Hussy of Waldo, a Several
young
of our citizens are securing logs
The bndegnMjni jg
widely known through- personal friend of the family, offered a fitout the eastern part of Waldo
brought down here with the ice. They are
county, and ting
has been one of Sheriff Norton’s
prayer and added a few brief remarks.
deputies ....Charles Albert Damm
offered 25 cents a log by a local agent for the
for many years. Both bride and
has been quite
groom
sick, but is about
have many friends, who extend
Master Edwin up-river owners.... We wish all readers of
congratula- Greeley has been again
tions and wish them a happy
having trouble with his The Journal a happy new year.Interestvoyage through eyes, but
they’ are much better now.... Mr ing reports have been received
from the
and Mrs.
Harry Applin of Somerville! Sandypomters, at West Palm Beach,
are spending tne
Fla.,
Mass.,
holidays in town.
the
Stops
Cough
....Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Greeley and two who are enjoying the novelty of beautiful
children attended the family gathering of summer days at Christmas time. They i
and works oft the Cold.
have been joined
Mrs. Margaret Rice
laxative Bromo-Qainine Tablets cure a cold Mrs. Mary D. Nickerson Christmas....Mr. Darlmg and son by
Roland, who will pass the
in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 28 and Mrs. E. B. Greeley had a family Christ- winter in
B. F. Rice has I
mas at their home....Miss Nina
cents.
Spearin of closed his Florida.Capt.
bouse for the winter and gone to
Monroe spent Christmas in town.
Boston.
of the storm last Sunday a
union service was held at the M. ]■;. church.
We understand the arrangement is to be
continued during the winter on
stormy
Sundays, the societies taking turns in holding the service.
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Itflss Blanche Myevi, 3120 Penn siroct.
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ity, Mo.,

an^

Senator Gear’s home address is Bur-

Mr. O. Fisher, 1861 Lexington
society belle of that New York City, writes:

avenue.

“ I
had catarrh and was troubled with
constant dropping from the back part
of the nose into the throat, and a horcold when suddenly chilled after an evening party, and a most un- rible breath.
Also severe hoarsenes*
and yellow discharge from the nose; but
pleasant catarrh lasting for several weeks a ould be the result.
••Last winter my brother advised me to try Peruna, as one of I haven't the slightest trouble now of
those complaints, and I honestly and
his club friends had been cured of a bad case of catarrh by using it.
conscientiously state that 1 am cured of
He procured me a bottle and I was much pleased to find that one catarrh of the nose and threat.
If there is anyway 1 can state it more
bottle cured me. 1 shall not dread colds any more so long as I can

During each of the past

procure

four seasons I have

Peruna,”—MISS BLASCHF.

caught

a

a

severe

I am only too glad to do so,
and I am willing, very willing, to lend
any aid in my power in helping you to
Induce sufferers to give Peruna a trial.

positively

M VFFfS.

Peruna cures catarrh wherever located, with
There are no substitutes for Peruna.

surety and promptness.

-ame

Miss Hattie Becker, secretary of the ; ontifk1 remedy for catarrh. It cures
“My wife Is also taking Peruna, and
cp.'arrh wherever located. Iis cures last. It Is helping her wonderfully. She has
Goethe Club, of Racine, Wis., writes:
Panina gives strength by stopping improved
considerably since taking
“A short time ago I got my feet wet,
waste.
Peruna. She feels fifty per cent better
on
which
settled
i
and a cold
my lungs
Pv savi g the mucus it enriches the than she has in years, for all of which I
nothing seemed to remove. Our family
am very thankful, as she was
extremely
physician tried extracts, powders ami Mood,
By cleaning the mucous membranes nervous, had systemic catarrh, and thin
pills, but I kept getting worse until my
hlood.”~0.
Fisher.
brother advised me to try Peruna and it pre»ervs the vital forces.
If you do not derive prompt and satisA consult drain of mucus from the
purchased a bottle for me.
“
su m -known as systemic catarrh. factory results from the use of Peruna,
It acted like a charm and In a week I
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
was like my old eelf once more; in fact T Tl»is ma occur from any organ of the
full statement of your ease aud he will
felt stronger and had a better appetite j body.
Pe ana tops this waste by curing be pleased to give you his valuable adthan I have ever had before. Pern:,
in our r.e j: ili
•atarr.al condition of the mucous vice gratis.
will have a welcome

place

■

cine chest, as the whole family belie
In it.”—nattle Beoker.
Peruna Is an internal remedy

Lost

or

a

ibrannio matter which organ may
Address Dr. Hartman, President, of
fleet
Peruna cures catarrh wher- The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
ever lqc&U.
Ohio.
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The Belfast reader is asked to
thoroughly inThis can readily be been
vestigate the following.
2<).
reported
Ar, sch. Clifford N.
done, for the gentleman whose statement is
Savannah,
below
will only be too pleased to Carver,
published
30.
Ar, sch. Mary L.
answer any communication mailed to
Pensacola, D*Bati Juan.
him, both
Dec. 30. Bark
Crosby,
Bveii,
Trim,
Mass.,
from idle curiosity, but if the wntei
really sufVineyard
Wybrants, Savana-lafers from the annoying consequences which
Edward L. Maj^Boston, reports heavy gales
always attend inactive or weakened kidneys. Mar, Ja., for
H^B Dec. 23, off Cape Ilatteras,
Read carefully what
entire passage. ^Biin topgallant sails,
fore
and
Mr. C. L. Allen, who lives in Somerset
lost
28. Ar, sch. Susie P.
m«)ee.
County,
near Canaan P. O., between
Cienfuegos, fl|, New York.
Skowhegan and
Oliver,
Kenda^B
Pittsfield, says: “My kidneys had troubled me a
ports.
great deal for a longtime. At night I could not lie
in bed on account of pain
20.
through the small of
Ar, sch. S. M. Bird,
T
Laguayra, ^Bvport News.
my back. It was difficult for me to stoop or do
Patterson,
Ne«s, Dec. ly. Ar, bark Edward
any lifting. I found great relief in the use of
Buenos Ayr^M Mobile.
Doan’s Kidney Pills. I was not
annoyed at night T. Stotesbury*.
r., Dee. l(i. lu port, sch.
since using them and I sleep well. M wife was
y
Ilumacoa,
detained by
troubled with backache and other symptoms of Maud Snare, l^Bfor Brunswick,
^B^er.
kidney complaint. After using Doan’s Kidpey stress of
12. In port, bark PenobPills she agrees with me In
believing them to be a
k^B(T’ f°r Singapore, to load for
scot,
York (to sail about 15th).
reliable kidney medicine.”
Boston or
20.
Sid, ship Koanoke,
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had
right here in Belfast. Call at Edmund Wilson’s xr^?niV
Norfolk
20.
Passed ship Manuel
drug store and ask what customers report.
Anjer,
^ong for New York.
Sold for fifty cents per box by all dealers. Fos- Llagano,
14. Ar, sch. Ebenezer Hag11 avana,
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
De^Brk
New Yo^B
gett,
United States.
miscellany.
M
(Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
Hitehc(>ck' for Brun»sipstitute.

I.

1

storn'i

buck, Honol^B, Dec. 28. Ar, sch. Levi Hart,
City PointBfew York.
28.
Ar, sch. Wesley M. Oler,
Pendleton,
Mobile, D^^Brthagina.
Ilarriniaii, Ca^B, Wash., Dec. 28. Sid, ship
Port
Blakelj^B. Sterling, Melbourne (has
Creat Admira^Kor Mollendo).

F1;I<

[Corrected Weekly for The .loam;,i.

40 to 7*. li.ty p ton.
ashore Dec. L’Oih I Apples p Ini..
in.•■•»,/
{Mb. V±fi Hides p !•
P‘
Nuidy Hook. A tug from Loans, dried.
‘J.uoto-J. ir, I.ami) p 1}..
pe a.
to her assistance and she
•j.jr, I.amb Skins.
modidDa,
;i„
01
iied -7th for Boston.
\ el'rycs, J.;r.to_'..Ml Mutton p n,
r\
appointed to divide the Lllttoi p ir,.
IStojO hits p bn..
II,
bd.-d tor saving the sell.
Heel. >• i(|(• s. p ft,.
,, ; Potatoes
p Ini.,
p,
*
which went ashore near Loot' tore quarters.
Hound lb,lt.
Larle\
t"!..
ton
t Straw p
p
Willi**
on
a pass; ge
I,
ton,
Cheese
p lh,
Turkey p tb,
j
W
I" : t News, have awardChiekm p lh.
lOtoij
1
p lb.
1
I'hdadelpliia M KM. The ( alt' Skin-, per lb. a •/ io Tallow
Voa! p It,.
He-American Salvage Com- book p tt.
I4n i;-i Wooi. iinw a shed.
Fuxrs p do;
Wood. hard.
rood
Fm\ I p tt,
sain Wood, solt
r,n(,
(dit* hundred and
^
Geese p |t,.
14 n ! '•
^
at sea, during which
Het a il /’rive.
l!>
toil
o\\ died and u score or
Milrh, t
j
S v,..
i..
^countered, imp riling the Leei e,»rie «i. p lh. sa in lame p bid.
■'
tile record of the Latin Sail, it lh. lstoju < hit M, a! p I!,.
ve
1
Corn
r
bn.,
br.ons
•■•which has just arrived
p lb.
< rack' d <
1
sj''hi. kej-<>N( ||i-i
p bn
P v .ipe Horn. August 14, the j Corn Meal orn
s_ Pollock p It.,
p bn.,
Captain Wilson is the' Cheese p th.
l.ato.f. Pork p It,.
1
Kobe for New York, Cotton Seed p cut..
Plaster p bid.
weather was ideal, but < lodlish in
fra 8 Ky*‘ Meal p It..
p tl
anhefTies P qt.. 81oit) Shorts p ow i.
"d was turned
gales were | (CloV'M
Seed.
t.:,i ]J, Sugar p If.,
■'
p bbo.
4.7r.t(.r..j:, sail. T. I.. p
ll K. I.. White uf liar- Floor
H.C 'se, (| pbu..
•..no s\\e- t Potato-*
!| was wu*cked on (fingerLard p tt-.
i;rWheat Meal.
"fiVb.U'ania.s Dec. 7th, while
n
ifdphia for Cardenas with ;
insured principally in !
KOK.N.
5p,°v'ds
A) materials saved from the
Nassau
and
sold
for
|L,tomaterial was lost
Hi
while Vi ti.kk. FIn Union, December in. to Mr
®
Harry
Butler, a daughter.
ship’s boat alongside by
• "I'MHS.
In
i'
December l
m.Two of the crew were an ! M s. AugustI’enobscot,
us <(’oombs, a son.
1,1 was sold for silo, and !
Hawks. In North Brooksville, Dcceinh.
'•■
t<» Mi
iid or not found,
and Mrs Fred Hawes, a son
;
N.I HKKDS.
In Belfast, Deceinhei jr>. to
f, ,
-U
The four-masted j
and
Mrs.
a K. Jeffords, a son.
for B. T. Petty of New
cc Spear yard, will be !
I-r
board about the loth of
MAltKiKD.
-steamer tor the Maine
j
‘4(»n
the
stocks
^ The two sister occupied
h ii; ktt < if a \. In Belfast. December
4,000 ton h<
Ashley A. Smith, Albert W Edm-tt or
*Tt or the Staples Coal Com- ton ami
-Vii^^ Minnie A
of Belta^:
P;i,l:'
*•'; Mass., will be named ‘JniNDLK I ka< n. IllGray
South Penobscot
,l1''
ue is timbered
1L, ljH4'is.
oemher J4, Norman I. Grindle ami .Miss n
1,1
to go overboard in Leach, both of Penobscot.
Ilt HH\ki» Hancock. Iii Orlami. Dccernd
l
Dec. _’(i. Rice Brotli- L-wis t. Hubbard of Bucksoort and MilI'1
i». Hancock of
M land.
»ii« *ix knockabout boats
llAki -Km,.nr
In
I>,-ccmt»,
;"r New York parties, Kolmi l.ynde Hartt of Rockland
Boston and .lessm
crew of workmen.
’X»a'ar^
of Koeklaml.
V.
Knight
xt"
on
Hi
nt
the
fc; Jetting
Com insmn
In Jefferson. Dccemlfinishing
to!1<‘
Maynard Hunt of I'nion and Tena d. Col
IaSK.hoisting gear uti the of
.It flcrscn.
'12 t{ Greel, and she will
m"s,
11 ahia -Yoc.ni;. in Lincolnvill. Dcccmlx
of next week. She at the
?a!l
residence »»f
's
Young, hv Rev it
Wh»le Packets .m the coast Junes Rector of st.Oscar
Thomas Church, can
D’1
tlni^r two fishermen are iMvd Karl Hardy and Miss t arn,
\
Ktt
both
of
Bros,
have
Xtv. Dodgdon
Lmc.olnvtlle.
f".v
fo°t
are
I.khmoxd-Makrinkk.
In
>a(,|lt
Heeei:
they
Cannlen.
leVr
t"
2o, hy Rev I.. I). Evans. Richard .1 l.ermoml
kmHv one of t he finest in
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Re-echoes the Sentiments
Thousands in our Republic.

tonic, and particularly good
remedy for catarrh.”—John 11 Gear.

very good

/
MISS
BLANCHE MYERS

rV^arg
J^jiere

Only

excellent

Hou. John H. Gear, United .State*
Senator from Iowa, writes:
“Peruna I can recommend to all as a

—

whiel^LdaJ

/ can recommend it as

family remedy, and very
good for coughs, colds and catarrhal
affections.”—H. Henry Powers.
an

vacation of two weeks with her mother
of Mrs. Paul Crockett, for
Second volume of Victor Hugo’s Han* of !
■HBM|'ni;iins
The
land. Edition <lc Luxe. No :J75. EH urn to
m resident of this town, were
A. \U-LKLLAN or
many
for interment Dec. 21st, by her
W. II. Mi LE1.EAN
2w52
brought Ikjhter and husband, Mr. and -Mrs.
granddauS, Charlestown, Mass., who reSHIP NEWS.
Ishpach of® Christmas with their uncle,
mained
going thence to BelMr. Clifford
amlt, Mrs. Chas. Black,
POET OF BELFAST.
fast to visit
home_XIiss Nellie Berry
A.BK1V ED.
before
from a three-months
Dee. 26. Sells. Hunter, Kellar, Ban
returned Dec.
Mrs.John Wardwell, in
Island; Winslow Morse, Boston.
visit with her si® was
accompanied by her
SAILED.
Rockland.
She®
Wardwell, who is now
niece, Miss Lizzi® attack of mumps at the I Dee. 20. Sells. F. C. Pendleton, Fergu
son, Bucksport; Maria Webster, Turin*
suffering from
John Lancaster. Miss
and Mt. Desert; Minnie Chan*
home of her aunt,M®d home Uec. 21st from Winter'port Winslow
Morse, Winterport.
I Haugh, do.;
(,tiffin
Amj
she spent the past
PORTS.
AMERICAN
Somerville, Mass., v® t|le millinery business
two months
Dee.
24.
Xew
Ar, bark Herbert
York,
aud
Auckland, N. Z.; sells. Austin D.
with Miss Emily
*.e visiting their son, Dr. I Fuller,
Knight, Jacksonville; Etna, Norfolk ; Annie
Mrs. Charles Park a*,
Mass.Mrs. Angie Lord, South Amboy to finish loading for
I. P. Park, in
sell. Gladys, Havana; sld,
past llas been Cardenas; eld,
Pendleton Brothers, Sparrow’s Point:
Mudgett, who for six moot
jn sell.
Celia
sells.
F., Darien; Edward II.
ar,
25,
with her aunt, Mrs. Lydia
sjgtel.
Blake, Fernandina; Odell, Port Reading for
Prospect, spent Christmas with
New Bedford; 26, ar, sch. Florence Leland,
Mrs. Adella Hichborn_The snovm;,.i.,f,,i Savannah; sld, sell. R. F. Pettigrew, Philadelphia; eld, sell. Carrie A. Bueknam, Maof Friday last gave us one day’s demL
was1
corks; 27, sld. sells. Lyman M. Law, Phila
sleighing beneath mild skies,
\ delphia for Boston ; Abbie C. Stubbs, TamPuritan. Norfolk;
Hattie C. Luce,
appreciated for its rarity. The rain
leaves us again with bare ground at^T 'pWf^Bea ; 2S, eld, sch. Ella M. Willey; Port
ar, sch. Flora Rogers, Boston ; 30,
29,
GuanK;
rough travelling, and all regret that it was !
SpainBis. Kit Carson and A. F. Kindburg,
not snow-Miss Emma Hichborn gave a ^
ar, scBr: Sadie Corey, Newport.
four-tabie euchre party last Saturday BangiBon, Dee. 26. Ar, sch. Malcom BaxliosB'., Baltimore; eld, soil. Young Bros.,
evening, which was much enjoyed—Mrs.
27, ar, sells. Natl. T. Palmer,
Daniel Thompson and Dr. H. li. Devereaux ter, jBelphia;
PhilatBt; Marie Palmer, Philadelphia; 30,
returned Saturday from a Christmas visit NorfolB. Van Allens Boughton, Newport
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrity in Bangor_Miss ar, sclBbark Carrie Winslow, Portland, to
Edith Griffin returned Monday from Ban- News;®’ Buenos Ayres,
load foBdelpliia, Dec. 24. Old, sch. Lyman M.
gor, where she has been employed in a milI’hilaBoston ; 28, ar, sell. R. F. Pettigrew,
linery house for several months_Miss Law, IfBirk; 29, ar, sells. Fannie Palmer,
Lillie Simmons and Mrs. Walter Kimball New yB Lucy E. Friend, Gloucester.
Boston ;Bdina, Fla., Dee. 24. Sld, sch. Olive
entertained friends at a three-table whist
FernaiBier, Whittier, Grenada.
party Monday evening—Capt. and Mrs. T. WhittB, Dec. 24. Ar, sch. Hattie FL BarNorfolBw York.
Albert Colcord left home Tuesday, the
hour, NeBuwnsend, Wash., Dec. 24. Sld, ship
Capt. to take charge of repairs on his vesPortTBll. Macy, Grotli, Port Gamble for
sel, bark Willard Mudgett, in Boston, and William B, n.
Mrs. Colcord to visit her parents in Port- Cape TosBt News, Dec. 24. Sld, sch. Frank
Portland.
laud until he is ready for sea, when she A.NewpoiB',
Dee. 24. Ar, sch. John E.
will join him
Mr. and Mrs. Hosea RePort IsBlicliborn, Martinique; 27, ar, sch.
nouf moved into their new home on Church Develin, iB-\>1wt11, Barbados.
Edith G. Hilu. Dec. 26. Ar, sch. Anna Penstreet Tuesday.The Current Events
PascagoBtterson, Porto Rico; 30, sld, sch.
Club met with Mrs. Daniel Thompson New dleton, I’aHVilley, Bridgeport.
Lizzie B. \Bck, Ga., Dec. 26. Ar, schs. Edith
Year’s Day.
lirunswiBiilkey, San Juan; Win. II. SumNew York (and sld. 27tli for
L. Allen,
sell. Georgia Gilkey, New
ner,
sell. Maud Snare, Humacoa;
Satilla);
York ; 28,
Gilkey, New York,
Dec. 27. Sld, ship Aryan,
sld, sch.
San FrancH; 29, sld, ship Tillie E. Star-

M^^r

Mary Cook.

‘‘Peruna I have used in my family

with success.

|

when their dauglitei
marriage with Mr,
Searsport by F. L. 1'almer, Esq., in the

SOUTH HONTVILLE.

Mrs.

Congressman H. lieary Powers of
Vermont, writes from Morrlsvllle, Vt.:

—

Co.

v

PITTSFIELD.

TT^Kire

('apt. Charles M. Nichols left by train
Tuesday for San Francisco, where he will
take command of the steamship
Hawaiian,
S,tK.tO tons burden. The steamship is one of
the fleet of the
American, Hawaiian S. S.

very,

children are
surprised in the great chango in me
when they come to visit me. We have
made your Peruna our household remedy.”—Mrs. Mary Cook.

—

t'W'1,0''*

was

own

—

—

I

iemaciated. My

piaceMfi^

The boiler bought by tbe spool company
recently did not prove satisfactory,and will
be taken out and a new and larger one wdll
be put in its place.

no

am
as

—

The committee in charge of the Calendar
Club requests the solicitors to finish theiv
work by the 10th and pass in the receipts to
the treasurer.

I feel

again, and
gaining in flesh,

young

—

The Cong!, society have decided to revive
the annual suppers, which have been dropped for several years, and have lixed the
date for January l!3d.

Peruna

covering.
cured me.

things

play.

The monthly contribution at the Cong],
church w ill be called fornext Sunday morning. Communion service in the afternoon
at 3.30.

attacked with
la grippe, which
left me with
a
severe
liver
trouble, I gave up
hope of ever rewas

East Searsinent_The recent storms have
left the roads in very bad shape... Dogs
got into the sheep-fold of M. B. Hunt
Thursday night, Dec. 19th, and tore to
pieces 16 sheep out of a flock of 17. It is
quite a loss, as they were good ones, and
sheep are bringing good priees these times.

sleep,

of

“I was not very well for six
years,

paid many doctor bills, but never improved very much. Two years ago I

class Christmas dinner, which she prepared
with her own hands. The children are enI thusiastic in praise of the dinner, and the
merry Christmas enjoyed with their aged
mother_Miss .Nellie B. Thompson came
home from Ilallowell Dec. 21st to spend
Christmas week with her mother. She went

stay

The following jurors have been drawn
for the January term of Court at Belfast:
Chas. B. Deslion, John Iiinis.

Mri. Mary Cook, Pittsford, N. Y., also
Bays:

ings,

why

Rev. T. P. Williams was called to Winslow Wednesday to unite in marriage two
of his former parishioners.

Pe=ru=na North and South.

—

Mrs. Matilda Linnekin of East Knox,
aged 83, is one of our bright, active old ladies. On Christmas day she invited her
children to a dirner of baked goose and fixwith all the accompaniments of a first

blight.

animal had to be killed.

[de by

Remarkable Cures

—

MORRILL.

stop

P. 11. Monroe’s horse w as injured so badly by getting cast Saturday night that the

THOllSj

Mrs. A. F. Bowdoin is in Rockland visiting her daughter, Mrs. Effle Clark, who has
been quite sick_Mrs. Lenora Wadlin,
who has employment in Portland, will
return there after spending the holidays
with her grandparents, lion, and Mrs. MarMrs Mary E. Churchill and
tin B. Hunt
Mrs. Well. Morse, who have been quite sick,
The school in No.
are improving daily
S is suspended on account of the sickness
of the teacher, Miss Cora Mahoney of

A very sad accident occurred here just as
the S. & M. train came in from Hartlaud at
about 5 p. m. Thursday. It seems thht the
Scott's Emulsion can
boys had been in the habit of going out on
There is no
that
the platform a short distance, perhaps a
few rods, and jumping on the car for a ride,
such a child should
reason
and when Hen went to jump on he slipped
small. Scott’s Emulsion
and went under the car, and was immediis a medicine with lots o£ to Phillips last Saturday to engage in evan- ately crushed to death. Hen, as he was
work.Mrs. Elinda Grey of Prov- called, was the oldest son of Dr. M. L.
in it—the kind of gelistic R. I., spent Christmas with her par- Damon, and was a lad much beloved by all
idence,
him.
that makes
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Merriam, and his companions, and by all who knew
returned to Providence last Saturday- One of the boys said to me while he was
to have
grow.
Mrs. Frank Rowe and child froip New describing the scene, “you ought
heard us boys cry.” “Hut,” he says, “I
will
and
Dee.
arrived
24th,
makes
Hampshire,
Emulsion
Scott’s
Hen is in Heaven now, don’t
spend the winter with her husband’s sister, suppose that
children grow, makes them eat, Mrs. Alvesta Hatch. Mr. Rowe is spending you? He was such a good boy.” We
makes them the w inter in the IVest for his health— learn that the boys are no longer to beis
makes them
The flood
Mr. Frank Brown from Lawrence, Mass., allowed on the platform
Give the weak child a made a short visit home last week
Fred getting to be quite an old story, but it was a
in Cam- gloomy time while we were shut in from
chance. Scott’s Emulsion will Simmons, w ho is attending school
the outside world, with no trains running
den, came home to spend Christmas.
make it catch up PROSPECT FERRV.
and no mails coming in or going out.
was done in our
Herman and Albert Avery came home Not nearlyasmuch damage
with the rest.
other places—Mrs. D.
from Bangor and spent Christmas with town as in many
This picture represents
sidewalk near the
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Avery— Cook fell on the slippery
the Trade Mark of Scott’s
and sustained severe
recently
postoilice
of
Brewer
Mrs.
Samuel
and
Mr.
Hooey
on
the
Emulsion and is
our churches had Christmas
spent Christmas with Mrs. D.’s mother, injuries_All
wrapper of every bottle.
Miss Carrie
.Miss Lulu Avery trees and pleakant exercises
Mrs.KebeccaHarrimau...
for
free
Send
sample.
Hates College is passing the
is at home from Andover, Mass., for a three E. Libby of
SCOTT & BOWNE.
with her parents at home.
week’s vacation
Capt. George Ginn of holiday vacation
_Miss Ethel Vickery is at home from
York.
New
H.
Pearl
his
W.
visited
St.,
uncle,
Ginn,
409
Sandypoint
where she has been teaching, to
several days last week.... Capt. Harry Ginn Calais,
50c and $1. all druggists.
with her parents, Mr.
of sch. Pearl arrived home from Portland spend the holidays
Dec. 24_S. W. Cash of Castine was the and Mrs. C. E. Vickery.Postmaster
his ellicient helpers have had
guest of Capt. W. D. Harrimau Christmas. Murray and
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
_The Helping Hand Club had a sociable all they could attend to since the mail
and express
at the school house last Saturday night, with routes have been opened again,
SEAKSMONT.
All report a matter has been enormous.Walter and
We regret to announce‘-“tJiat Mrs. Mary a program and refreshments.
°f frank- good time_Alfred Frye gave a party to 25 Herman Mansur, students of the UniverMoody, formerly of this
are at home for the holidayGames
of
Christmas
is
ill
of
lin, Mass.,
critically
para^J*'s- T'le of his friends refreshmentsevening. and all sity Maine,
Chandler is helping
recess_Raymond
served,
were;
played,
have
but
family
slight hopes of her recovery.
work
at the express office.
of
Wm.
the
rush
with
a
evening—Mr.
very
pleasant
spent
Mr. Alvin Clements died of
Kenney is in very poor health— Mrs. Ella STOCKTON SFKINtiS.
pneumonia at Waterville Dec. 25th.
.Holbrook visited relatives in Bangor last
interment w ill be at Hearsmcnt_Mr. E.
Miss Edith Fletcher is at home from Port
_Harold Gould came home from
Wing left Saturday for Palmer, Mass.,
land for a three weeks’ visit with her parHe was
to spend the holidays.
where he has employment_Miss Mary u
ents_Mrs. F. A. Patterson is spending a
Jerry Bmerson Christinas
McCorrison goes to Franklin, Mass., this the guest
few weeks in New Bedford, called there
pame i1011ie fr0m Bluehili to
week to spend the winter.Miss ,S. A. Alex
by the illness of her daughter, Mrs. Harry
Hariancnj^
Farrar has gone to Belfast for two weeks. spend Christmas^*
W. Griffin_Mrs. H. R. Hichborn returned
-Mrs. Jane Moody is spending the holi- MONHOE.
Dec. 21st, from a month’s visit with relatives
days with her daughter in China_Mr.
and friends in Boston and vicinity—Miss
A pretty wedding
Freeman 1! Cooper of Newport was in tile home of Mr. am
Lillie Simmons is spending her Christmas

the winter in Boston.

PS CURED OF CATARRH.

BELMONT.

A. Goodwin.

stays

MANY

—

—

some

grow

Arthur'N. Smith of Portland visited his

church as proposed... Frank Norton built
Louise Carr and
an icehouse last week
Emma Nelson came home from Colby
Institute, Waterville, to spend Christmas.
They will return to their studies this week.
_Mr. Clark will soon have his creamery
at the railroad station ready for operation.
He has just finished an ice honse.Mrs.
Rose Oakman is visiting her friend Cora

of them don't get
their rights. While the rest
But

parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Smith, through
the holidays_Mr. Lamb of Camden is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. P. C. George
Mrs. Thomas Eaton is quite ill—The
Methodist Sunday school had a fine concert
and Christmas tree Tuesday evening.

The receipts from the supper were
The young ladies furnished an
$2.45.
entertainment consisting of declamations
and select reading... The Methodist society
will not have a watch meeting at the

sickly.

holidays.

WINTERPORT.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rowe returned
home last Saturday from Rockport for a
few days visit to her parents. Mr. Rowe
bought a horse and brought it home to be
wintered_The Ladies’ Sewing Circle met
last Saturday evening at Mrs. Cora A.
Goodwin’s. It was to have met Friday, but
account of the snow
was postponed on
storm.

afterwards but stay small and

Miss Janie Curtis, who is taking a musical course in Bangor, w as at home for the

PALERMO.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.
Having purchased the

meat and |
vision business of E. A. YVadswo:
formerly conducted by Burgess <& <

dner, we wisli to announce to the i
pie of Belfast and vicinity that wes

carry on the business in a neat ami
liable manner and hope to retain

former customers and make
1
many
friends. YYe appreciate that Belfast

people
we

are looking for lower
prices a
invite all to call and get our
pm-

WAID Si WsllSWOKTH.
Belfast, January 1, 1902.—4wi

